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Introduction
In democratic regimes of the contemporary globalized world, it is becoming
increasingly necessary to balance out the hierarchical structure of public
administration and make it more accountable before citizens in accordance with
major democratic values. This need is conceptualized in official documents and
scientific literature as a shift from government to governance (CEC, 2001).
‘Governance’ is different from ‘government’ by being based on networks,
interaction and feedback between various stakeholders like governments at
different levels, civil society organisations, businesses and individuals. It implies
massive civic participation at different levels of policy-making as well as providing
citizens not only with access to opinion-formation, but also to decision-making
(Schmitter, 2003; Armstrong, 2002).
In my research I argue that potentially a key driver to establish a new horizontal
structure of public administration based on the principle of citizen participation, or
the so-called ‘governance’, are electronic forms of civic participation. The Internet
and especially Web 2.0 technologies gave rise to new forms of social interaction
and collaboration (Reddick & Aikins, 2012; Linders, 2012). These transformations
could not but influence the domain of civic participation as well.
New institutionalised forms of civic participation emerged due to the distribution
of the Internet and personal digital devices; in scientific literature, they are often
labelled by the term ‘e-participation’. E-participation is defined as a way to engage
citizens in policy-making and thus empower them with the help information
communication technologies. In general, e-participation is predominantly
conceptualized in accordance with top-down approaches to civic participation
when it is the government that is seen as responsible and proactive in increasing
the level of democratization by using online tools (see e.g. Macintosh, 2004;
Kalampokis et al., 2008; Phang & Kankanhalli, 2008; Islam, 2008; Scherer et al.,
2010). Meanwhile, it is important to take into consideration not only the formal
and legally framed shapes of political participation, but also latent participation
and extra-parliamentary participation (Akman & Amna, 2012). Therefore, in my
research I also consider the naturally emerging bottom-up practices of individuals
and social groups that can be conceptualized as civic participation online (see
e.g. Ester & Vinken, 2003; Cantijoch & Gibson, 2013).
E-participation has appeared just recently and is not sufficiently investigated yet.
In particular, e-participation in urban (re)development is almost totally
unexplored. My paper seeks to compensate for this gap in scholarly knowledge.
Another important reason to study e-participation in urban (re)development is that
the urbanites are direct users of urban environments, but they often feel alienated
from urban space that is supposed to be public, since urban development ignores
the wishes and needs of the residents. Thus, it is essential for city administrations
to become more accountable before city inhabitants and grant them greater
access to urban decision-making through e-participation.
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What is more, the social theory often favors cities as the centers of free
association and prototypes of direct democracy (Silver et al., 2010). In my
research I focus on e-participation at city level as I stem from the idea that the
quality of democracy nationally depends on the quality of democratic institutions
at the regional level.
In my research I compare the practices of e-participation in urban development
in Western Europe where the concept of e-participation comes from, and in
Russia where, in spite of some recent initiatives in different Russian cities, eparticipation is still at a relatively low stage of development. In particular, I
compare the patterns of e-participation in Germany and Russia, focusing on
specific experiences from Hamburg and St. Petersburg.
This choice is justified by the wide range of similarities between these two cities.
Both Hamburg and St. Petersburg are second largest cities of their countries.
They are global cultural centers attracting massive flows of tourists and migrants
(Tykanova & Khokhlova, 2015; WTO, 2010). In addition, both cities face similar
urban problems such as the rapid commercialization of urban space and
gentrification (see, e.g., Tykanova & Khokhlova, 2015; Franzén, 2005). It should
be also mentioned that the digital divide in two cities is relatively low. More
specifically, according to the data collected in 2018 (VTSIOM; Statista), more
than four-fifths of the cities’ populations had access to the Internet.
The object of my master research is the patterns of e-participation in urban
(re)development. The research question is formulated in the following way: What
are the opportunities and constraints of e-participation in urban (re)development
in Hamburg and St. Petersburg?
To answer this question, the following objectives were set:
1. to examine the existing e-participation tools in Hamburg and St.
Petersburg;
2. to identify the major actors of e-participation in the two cities;
3. to analyze the political contexts in Hamburg and St. Petersburg that shape
the patterns of e- participation;
4. to identify the current degree of citizen empowerment enforced by eparticipation in Hamburg and St. Petersburg;
5. to reveal the existing barriers to e-participation in both cities;
6. to identify what motivates people to engage in civic participation in
general, and e-participation in particular, in both cities;
7. to outline the aims of e-participation in urban (re)development in Hamburg
and St. Petersburg.
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The theoretical framework of the research is a synthesis of several theoretical
approaches. First of all, the concept of public sphere elaborated by J. Habermas
is applied (Habermas, 1991), and its criticism by Nancy Fraser (1990) is
accounted for. Then the discussion about the Internet performing the role of a
new public sphere as initiated by Vinken and Ester and revised by McGrath is
considered (Vinken & Ester, 2003; McGrath et al., 2012). In order to grasp the
essence of civic participation, the ideas of Ekman and Amna (2012) are reviewed.
What is more, the well-known ladder of civic participation by S. Arnstein (1969)
is applied, which helps to identify the current and desirable degree of citizen
empowerment.
The empirical research in Hamburg took the form of investigation of the eparticipation tool ‘hamburg.de/stadtwerkstatt’, used by city authorities at the stage
of planning in order to give the citizens an opportunity to share their ideas
concerning the ongoing urban projects online. In Hamburg, apart from this eparticipation tool, a wide variety of other instruments of collecting and analyzing
city dwellers’ opinions on urban (re)development are applied. They involve, for
example, on-site events usually held in the format of public hearings, workshops
and public opinion polls. However, in my research I have focused mainly on the
use of e-participation in urban (re)development projects.
In St. Petersburg ‘Our St. Petersburg’ e-participation platform launched in 2015
by the city government for rapid communication between citizens and urban
authorities is examined. Thanks to this e-participation platform, the dwellers of St.
Petersburg are able to solve some basic urban problems such as road damage,
garbage, illegal commercials and others. But although the platform opens up
possibilities for the citizens to report on a relatively wide range of urban problems,
it still does not allow for the solution of many urban issues. What is more, only
limited opportunities for the contribution of city dwellers’ ideas, opinions and
concerns to the debates and decision-making on urban initiatives are provided by
the platform.
Although both e-participation platforms under study were launched by city
governments to help the urbanites to stronger influence urban (re)development,
the logic of their organisation and performance differs significantly. While the eparticipation platform in St. Petersburg is used by city dwellers, for the most part,
in order to complain about the existing basic urban problems that usually stem
from poor performance of facility management companies, the e-participation
platform in Hamburg grants urbanites an opportunity to play the role of cocreators of urban space. By using it, city dwellers get the chance to voice their
ideas, concerns and criticism with respect to various urban planning projects,
which, ideally, are taken into consideration by urban planners, developers and
authorities at later stages of urban change. Potentially, a platform similar to the
one developed in Hamburg that would turn urbanites from passive users of public
services into more active urban actors, can also be created in St. Petersburg.
What is more, it could be integrated into the already existing ‘Our St. Petersburg’
portal. Here German experience could be of great value.
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My empirical research was designed as a comparative case study. In each of the
two selected cases, several research methods were applied. First of all,
qualitative analysis of the content of both e-participation platforms was carried
out. Then eight semi-structured interviews with users of ‘Our St. Petersburg’
platform were collected, two of which can also be called expert ones, as the users
appeared to be engaged in urban IT-projects. Moreover, among the interviewees
there were five professional IT- specialists as well as several local urban activists
and members of urban movements. Finally, the feedback of users, including their
complaints about the shortcomings of the online platform on third-party sites was
analyzed. In Hamburg, two expert interviews were conducted: one with a
researcher from CityScienceLab, HafenCity University, Hamburg, and one with a
researcher representing Stadtwerkstatt, which is the institution responsible for
civic participation in urban (re)development within the city administration. Ten
semi-structured interviews with participants of on-site public hearings and
workshops devoted to urban (re)development projects collected together with my
colleagues during my internship in CityScienceLab, HafenCityUniversity (HCU),
Hamburg, served as an additional source of information to assess public
awareness of the platform and reasons for (not) using it. Finally, I reviewed 87
suggestions made by the citizens at this online platform and analyzed the userfriendliness of the platform. The indicated methods were chosen to grasp in many
details the experiences of the platforms’ users and, when possible, experts
running them. Unfortunately, it was practically impossible to arrange interviews
with users of the platform in Hamburg, since the platform itself is completely
anonymous, and there was no opportunity to somehow contact the users
personally. Nevertheless, the experts shared with me both positive and negative
feedback they got from the users of the tool during user-experience workshops
that had been held before I started my research internship in CityScienceLab.
This feedback is also discussed in the empirical part of the paper. The collected
data was subjected to open and axial coding.
This master dissertation consists of an introduction, a theoretical chapter, an
empirical chapter, as well as a conclusion, a bibliography and appendices. The
theoretical chapter outlines the conceptual framework of the dissertation and
consists of five subchapters. The first subchapter is devoted to the shift from
government to governance in European democracies; it also seeks to identify the
major actors of participatory governance arrangements. The second subchapter
contains a review of the scientific debate on the definition of civic participation
and outlines the desirable goals and outcomes of civic participation. In this
subchapter I also consider the well-known ‘ladder of citizen participation’
suggested by S. Arnstein. In the third subchapter I discuss the concept of public
sphere elaborated by J. Habermas and account for its criticism as proposed by
N. Fraser. There I also consider more recent social theories revealing both the
strengths and limitations of online participation. In the fourth subchapter the
frameworks of e-government and e-participation proposed by the United Nations
are reviewed, and scientific considerations about the importance of taking into
account the political and societal contexts when implementing and disseminating
e-participation tools are articulated. All the theories used are illustrated by
examples from the investigated cases.
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The empirical chapter contains the explanation of the chosen methodology,
description and analysis of the collected data as well as recommendations made
for each case. The first subchapter of the empirical chapter describes the logic of
empirical data collection and analysis. The first part of the second subchapter
introducers the readers into my exploratory case study of ‘Our St. Petersburg’
online platform. It describes the context of civic (non-)participation in urban
development in St. Petersburg; the urbanities’ evaluation of urban environment
and communication with city administration; citizens’ experience of utilization of
both offline and online instruments available for participation; the structure of the
platform and the social portrait of its average users; the users’ evaluation of the
platform; their motivation to civic participation and discontent with the passivity of
other city dwellers. Based on that, conclusions with respect to the objectives of
the research as well as recommendations on further development of ‘Our St.
Petersburg’ platform are provided. The second part of the second subchapter
presents my exploratory case study of ‘hamburg.de/stadtwerkstatt’ e-participation
platform operating in Hamburg. It introduces the context of civic participation in
Hamburg; provides the description of available online participation tools in
Hamburg; and the description and analysis of ‘hamburg.de/stadtwerkstatt’
platform; briefly discusses the reasons for (non)participation; looks at the content
of contributions available on the website; and provides insights into userfriendliness of the platform. Finally, the conclusions with respect to the objectives
of the research as well as recommendations on further improvement of the eparticipation platform in Hamburg are formulated.
In the Conclusion empirical findings are presented, and comparative analysis of
the two cases is conducted. The appendixes include the research design; the
interview guides for ‘Our St. Petersburg’ platform and the e-participation platform
in Hamburg; the list of interviewees; as well as samples of interviews collected in
St. Petersburg and Hamburg.
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Chapter 1. Theorizing E-Participation: From Traditional
Forms of Civic Participation to E-Participation
1.1 The Concept of Participatory Governance
In the contemporary world it is possible to observe a new global trend of gradual
transformation of relationships between various actors in political systems,
ranging from individuals to governments. This shift was initiated by the European
Union that released its famous ‘White Paper on Governance’ (COM, 2001) back
in 2001. This document was aimed at improving EU policy, making it more
relevant, efficient and closer to European citizens and their needs. It calls for
institutions, central governments, regions, cities, and civil society to become more
open, accountable and responsible for their actions. The paper also identifies five
pillars of democratic governance, which are participation, accountability,
effectiveness, openness and coherence.








Participation is implied ‘throughout the policy chain – from conception to
implementation’, and ‘depends on central governments following an
inclusive approach when developing and implementing EU policies’
(COM, 2001:10).
Accountability purports that each of the EU Institutions and Member
States takes responsibility for its actions in Europe.
Effectiveness presupposes that policies ‘are effective and timely
delivered on the basis of clear objectives, an evaluation of future impact
and, where available, of past experience’ (COM, 2001:10).
Openness implies that the Institutions together with the Member States
actively communicate what the EU does and what decisions it takes
using the language that is accessible and understandable for the general
public.
Coherence entails ‘political leadership and a strong responsibility on the
part of the Institutions to ensure a consistent approach within a complex
system’ (COM, 2001:10).

These principles should be implemented at all the levels of government from
global, European and national ones to regional and local ones.
According to the White Paper, the high degree of civic participation at different
stages of the policy-making process contributes to good governance as well as
better quality, relevance and effectiveness of EU policies. Whether the
participation principle will be fully implied, depends on how central governments
follow ‘an inclusive approach when developing and implementing EU policies’
(COM, 2001).
The shift from government to governance implies replacement of a linear model
of dispensing policies from above by a virtuous circle, based on feedback,
networks and involvement from policy creation to implementation at all levels
(COM, 2001). Therefore, governance can be considered a network where the
power of taking decisions is not concentrated in the hands of any particular
10
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government or another institution, but instead is spread among different actors:
governmental institutions, civil society organisations, businesses and people
(Bache et al., 2016). Meanwhile, the government as something opposite to
governance is defined as ‘the utilization of public authority by some subset of
elected or (self-)appointed actors with the coercive power of the state and in some
cases the legitimate support of the citizens to accomplish collective goals’
(Schmitter, 2001).
Thus, by shifting from government to governance, the hierarchical structure of
government can be replaced by a more horizontal networking structure of
governance (Peters & Pierre, 1998). In scientific literature it is also called a shift
from a ‘government-to-you’ approach to a ‘government-with-you’ approach, which
is more oriented towards the collaboration of public authorities, institutions,
businesses, NGOs and individuals (Baum & Mahizhnan, 2015). Such an
approach presupposes constant and effective two-way communication between
citizens and public agencies, which can be enhanced by the use of information
communication technologies (ICT) (Navarra & Cornford, 2005).
The White Paper attaches importance to effective communication between actors
in participatory governance (COM, 2001). It stresses that the democratic principle
implying participation of people in public debate cannot be fulfilled without high
accessibility of information and transparency of decision-making processes.
Delivery of information can be facilitated through the development of networks
between grassroots organisations and national, regional as well as local
authorities with the help of information and communication technologies (COM,
2001). For example, ‘Debating Europe’ platform offers everyone an opportunity
to join the debates with government officials on different political and social issues
as well as stay informed about the EU’s agenda (EU, n.d.). It also helps politicians
to become more aware of public opinion and gain public support (Cmeciu &
Cmeciu, 2014). However, it should be mentioned that the portal provides citizens
mainly with opportunities for opinion formation but does not allow them to get
more involved in the decision-making process.
It is often the case with political participation that opinion formation is relatively
accessible for citizens, so they obtain some legal instruments for voicing their
discontent with the actions of the authorities. However, direct access to decision
making is usually closed for public input. This can be also observed in the White
Paper where only the importance of information provision and consultation is
articulated, whereas the instruments for direct citizen participation in policy
making and implementation of solutions taken by the Institutions and Member
States is missing (COM, 2001). Thus, using Nancy Fraser’s (1990) terminology,
here we face the situation when strong publics obtain full power to take decisions,
and weak publics can only show their discontent with those.
Further developing the concept of governance, scientists agree that it should be
based on traditional democratic principles that stress the necessity of citizen
participation in decision making (Sanoff, 2008). However, as it has already been
stated, it is often not fully fulfilled in modern democracies, and the majority of
people have no power to influence political decisions, policies and actions which
may collide with their own interests (Sanoff, 2008). In order to show how
11
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contemporary democracies should comply with traditional democratic ideals,
Henry Sanoff elaborates a new participatory democracy concept based on the
principle of civic participation in policy and decision making. This concept rests
on basic democratic principles that date back to Plato’s Republic: freedom of
speech, assembly, voting and equal representation (Grube, 1974). In a
participatory democracy, collective decision making is decentralized, so that
everybody is able to take part in decisions that affect them. The concept also
advocates for full democratization of the decision-making process at both local
and national levels (Sanoff, 2008). In other words, national participatory
democracy cannot be achieved without broad public participation at
neighbourhood, community and urban levels.
The e-participation platforms operating in Hamburg and St. Petersburg and
considered in this paper can be viewed as first and imperfect attempts of the
governments to engage citizens in policy making at the city level by the means of
ICT. However, it can be expected that further proper development of eparticipation as well as other formal patterns of participation will lead to a greater
degree of citizen empowerment and a gradual shift from government to
governance.
As it has already been mentioned earlier, the core distinction between the
concepts of government and governance is that the latter is based on horizontal
forms of interaction between actors (Schmitter, 2002). In his analysis, Schmitter
identifies different actors who can be involved in participatory governance. These
actors are sometimes also called ‘holders’. These holders differ from each other
in terms of resources that entitle them to participate in governmental policies.
Schmitter argues that some holders are apparently privileged over others
because no governance arrangement could possibly include all holders. The
author identifies the following ‘holders’ who can take part in governance:


Right holders participate in governance arrangements due to their
membership in a national political community and are generally called
citizens;



Spatial holders are entitled to participate as they are residents of a
certain area;



Knowledge holders are well-informed about the matter or possess skills
in its resolving;



Shareholders own certain property that can be affected by the
implementation of solutions;



Stakeholders may be affected by the implemented decision. Schmitter
also calls such holders ‘beneficiaries’ or ‘victims’ depending on the
character of this influence;



Interest holders take part in governance arrangement on behalf of a nonstate or non-profit organisation. They usually are conscious of the issue
and play a role of spokespersons;
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Status holders are usually organisations responsible for the decision who
generally represent a certain economic, political or social group. In this
case, holders are named ‘representatives’ (Schmitter, 2002).

It should be acknowledged that one actor can simultaneously represent
different types of ‘holders’. For example, a user of ‘Our St. Petersburg’ platform,
who would like to report unsatisfactory condition of the area adjacent to an
apartment building they are living in (shareholder), can be also a citizen of the
Russian Federation (a right holder) a resident of Petrogradsky district
(a spatial holder), the head of municipality possessing certain knowledge in
solving urban issues (a status holder, a knowledge holder) and a coordinator of
an urban movement (an interest holder).
This classification is important for understanding the reasons and motivations of
each holder to take part in government policies. Besides, some holders such as,
for example, interest and knowledge holders can play the role of mediators
between officials and citizens. Thus, their influence on decision making should
be taken into account.

1.2. The Debate on Civic Participation
The concept of civic participation and the related concept of civic engagement
need to be specified due to their various interpretations in scientific literature.
Some authors use these terms as synonyms, others strictly distinguish between
them arguing that the former implies more formalized and politicized activities
(Berger, 2009). In my research I mostly refer to the term ‘civic participation’, not
‘civic engagement’ in order to diminish the passive component of civic
engagement (passive attention to political or social affairs), based on the verb
‘engage’ with the preposition ‘by’. For instance, some scholars consider watching
the news as a form of civic or political engagement (Berger, 2009). However, in
my study, I view this kind of passive consumer activities like reading the news
online, following political leaders or watching politicized YouTube channels only
as possible pre-conditions for deliberate and active e-participation, because, in
my opinion, passive activities alone cannot fulfill most cherished democratic
goals.
Nevertheless, I do not deny the fact that e-participation can be seen as a
manifestation of civic engagement and the hypothesis that people who are
civically engaged are more likely to use e-participation tools than civically passive
individuals. At the same time, e-participation can be a way for initially passive
people to get more involved in the life of the community or society they are living
in. By the same token, it should also not be neglected that active citizens can be
non-users of e-participation tools in some cases because of their lack of computer
skills, the expressed digital divide in the society or just personal non-acceptance
of this kind of activity.
The adjective ‘civic’ stems from the Latin word ‘civis’ and has the common origin
with such words as ‘city’ and ‘citizen’ (Ronan, 2004). The word ‘engagement’
means either attention, or activity, or both (Berger, 2009). Thus, civic engagement
13
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can be understood as a set of deliberate activities performed in favor of the public
good. Although some researchers only see civic engagement as public work
done collectively (Van Benshoten, 2001, in Ekman & Amna, 2012), I side with the
position, according to which it can be also performed by single individuals (Ekman
& Amna, 2012). For instance, when we look at e-participation, we observe the
situation when people do not need to gather together in order to provide certain
benefits for the society they are living in: a certain contribution can be made by a
single individual at almost any point of time and space.
Users of e-participation platforms in Hamburg and St. Petersburg are able to
utilize these tools individually. They can do it either from their homes or on the go
from the mobile versions. The latter option is mostly employed by users of ‘Our
St. Petersburg’ as it is often more convenient for them to report urban problems
right after they are discovered.
The term ‘civic engagement’ is criticized by some scholars because of its
‘umbrella’ character (Berger, 2009). Berger argues that it can mean everything
from attending church and watching politically relevant television programs to
associational membership, volunteering, community service and political
participation. That is why, according to Berger, it appears better to study not civic
engagement itself, but its political, social and moral components separately
(2009). But even if we differentiate between different types of contexts for
analytical purposes, we should not ignore strong relationship between them: e.g.
the embeddedness of the political in social or moral engagements. For instance,
when a local urban community posesses a high amount of social capital, so that
its members communicate with each other and, probably, even collectively
perform activities for the benefit of all community members such as, for example,
public gardening or organisation of a local theatre, it is likely that it would be easier
for them to unite in order to resist the unfortunate actions of authorities that could
be harmful for their community (see e.g. Wellman et al., 2001).
Adler and Goddin suggest to view ‘civic engagement’ as a continuum, ranging
from the private sphere to the public, or formal, sphere, with the former
encompassing such individual activities as discussing political issues with friends
or helping a neighbour and the latter – covering collective actions within political
parties, civil society organisations or interest groups (Adler & Goggin, 2005).
According to their definition, ‘civic engagement is the way an active citizen
participates in the life of a community in order to improve conditions for others or
to help shape the community’s future’ (Adler & Goggin, 2005).
In the classical study devoted to civic engagement ‘Making Democracy Work’
carried out by Robert Putman (Putnam et al., 1994), ‘civic’ entails interpersonal
trust, social connectedness, sociability and activities related to political sphere
and citizenship. Meanwhile, engagement is claimed to have both passive
(attention to social and political affairs) and active (direct participation in social
and political affairs) components. Putman argues that civic engagement fosters
‘social capital’, which encompasses ‘features of social organisation, such as trust,
norms, and networks, which can improve the efficiency of society by facilitating
coordinated actions’ (Putnam et al., 1994). High amount of social capital in the
society is usually correlated with more democratic decision making (Berger,
14
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2009). The more connected and coordinated all actors (both decision makers and
citizens) in the society are, the more trust they show to each other and the more
aware they are of what they are supposed to do for the benefit of the whole
society, and thus the closer we get to the shift from government to governance
and true democratic outcomes.
Both e-participation platforms in Hamburg and St. Petersburg contribute to
accumulation of social capital in various ways. The situation with ‘Our St.
Petersburg’ portal is particularly interesting in this regard since the platform itself
doesn’t imply collective action or creation of networks between citizens explicitly.
However, as some city dwellers encounter difficulties when using the portal, they
report local urban problems in the communities on the social network called
‘VKontakte’ created by local urban activists, which offer assistance with ‘Our St.
Petersburg’ portal.
In Hamburg with the help of the e-participation platform, users get to discuss local
urban issues with others and thereby feel like members of a wider urban
community. However, it should be added that both platforms currently do not
enable free debates between citizens and decision makers. Hence, they do not
fully allow for good coordination of actions between citizens and administrative
units.
In their classification of all types of political behavior Ekman and Anma offer yet
another way to avoid the passive component of ‘civic engagement’, offering to
conceptualize it as ‘involvement’. Meanwhile, under civic engagement they
understand ‘activities based on personal interest in and attention to politics and
societal issues’ (Ekman & Amna, 2012). In their typology both involvement and
civic engagement make latent forms of political participation, whereas manifest
political participation involves formal political participation and extraparliamentary participation (the latter, in turn, can be either legal or illegal). The
authors also identify a polar opposite to engagement and participation – nonparticipation, as well as its active type when people are actually irritated by
political issues. What is more, it is argued that people may choose different
modes of political participation throughout their lives, or they may take part in
different modes simultaneously (Ekman & Amna, 2012).
In St. Petersburg due to the lack of formal frames of political participation, it is
utterly important to consider latent and extra-parliamentary activities of city
dwellers in their strive for the common good. In Hamburg, in contrast, apart from
the e-participation platform under study, a wide variety of institutionalized forms
of participation in urban development are offered to city dwellers such as, for
example, on-site urban workshops, polls, special workshops for pupils and so on.
The term ‘political participation’ was understood differently in various disciplines
and at different times. Initially, most political scientists focused on electoral
participation. Some researchers conceptualized political participation through its
impact on political outcomes (Teorell et al., 2007). ‘Political participation’ was also
defined as ‘all voluntary activities by individual citizens intended to influence
either directly or indirectly political choices at various levels of the political system’
(Ekman & Amna, 2012:268; Milbrath & Goel, 1977:2; Kaase & Marsch, 1979:42).
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For Braddy political participation involves all attempts to affect decisions of
powerful actors, groups or business enterprises that concern societal issues
(Brady, 1999). He also emphasizes that being attentive to politics and discussing
it with friends is simply not enough for being an active citizen in democracy.
In the course of time the term ‘political participation’ grew to also embrace protest
behavior. Thus, grassroots actions directed against unwelcomed decisions or
activities of politicians, big businesses or media, were now considered political
participation, too. As for e-participation, such actions as critical comments,
distribution of posts expressing discontent with the decisions or behavior of
powerful actors on social networks, posting videos condemning the actions of
authorities can also be viewed as political participation (Åström & Karlsson,
2016).
In order to account for the diversity of activities that political participation
encompasses, different typologies were elaborated. For example, Verba and Nie
(1972) developed a typology of political participation which includes voting;
campaign activity involving donating to political groups or parties and
membership in such organisations; contacting officials; and cooperative or
communal activities. Teorell and co-authors (2007) extend the typology of political
participation by adding political consumption, which may encompass such
activities as, for example, watching and reading the news, following activities,
political leaders and political movements on social media. However, from my
point of view, it should not be called political participation but rather political
involvement, because it mostly relates only to paying attention to political and
social affairs.
Ekman and Amna assert that it is important to study not only explicit, but also
latent forms of political participation, under which they understand social
engagement ‘formally outside of the political domain, but in ways that may have
political consequences’ (Ekman & Amna, 2012:288). They argue that citizens
may do a lot of things such as donating money to people in need, recycling,
helping each other, expressing opinions on social or political issues in public and
others which can be labelled as “pre-political” behavior, as they may indirectly
reshape the political domain or become of great importance for more
institutionalized political activities in the future. Ekman and Amna also argue that
citizens nowadays prefer to stay informed about social and political affairs and do
what is in their power for society, rather than participate through conventional
channels. And only when they find that it is really necessary for them to participate
more actively and explicitly, they will intervene and act politically in the traditional
sense of the word (Ekman & Amna, 2012).
In St. Petersburg I have observed that, in general, the users of ‘Our St.
Petersburg’ platform are rather skeptical about the existing formal tools of political
participation in Russia. For example, most of my interviewees claim that, although
they usually vote in parliamentary and presidential elections, they do not consider
voting a way that can lead to any significant political change. Nevertheless, they
are ready to perform various activities both online and offline in order to improve
the quality of life in their local urban areas.
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High level of public participation not only leads to a greater support of democratic
values and of the political system in general, but also provides benefits for the
environment. According to H. Sanoff, ‘the environment works better, if citizens
are active and involved in its creation and management instead of being treated
as passive consumers’ (Sanoff, 2008:59). Thus, a shared responsibility for the
state of both built and natural environment gives the opportunity of its
comprehensive development in the interests of all members of society. For
example, by identifying urban problems and reporting them through ‘Our St.
Petersburg’ platform, its users become more responsible for the state of urban
environment.
Further, I would like to consider the goals of public participation as differentiated
by Laurian and Shaw (2009). They divide such goals into two major groups:
process-oriented ones and outcome-based ones (see Table 1).
Table 1. Goals and outcomes of public participation
Goals of public
participation

Process-oriented
goals

Outcomes of public participation

Mutual learning that increases public and
agency
awareness
of
each
other’s
considerations.
General democratization of decision making,
which manifests itself in higher transparency,
inclusiveness, fairness and power sharing.

Outcome-based
goals

Issue-related outcomes address the importance
of finding solutions based on consensus between
the stakeholders.
Governance outcomes are expressed in the
increase in the legitimacy and acceptability of
decisions, avoidance of persistent conflict and
facilitation of decision implementation.
Social outcomes are evaluated through the
formation of communities and their increasing
capacity to jointly act and participate in the future,
as well as agencies’ capacity to be responsive to
public input and eager to implement joint
decisions.
Source: Laurian and Shaw, 2008, 298.

Attainment of these goals should be considered in the evaluation of eparticipation as well. Applying the goals to my cases, I assume that the eparticipation platform in Hamburg provides more opportunities for mutual
learning, as the users are not that much constrained by public authorities in terms
of what exactly they should write online. However, both platforms still lack general
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democratization: ‘Our St. Petersburg’ platform– due to the small amount of issues
available for debate, and the platform operating in Hamburg – because of the lack
of transparency in implementing citizens’ contributions.
As for attainment of outcome-based goals, St. Petersburg platform probably has
somewhat stronger governance outcomes, as the city authorities are officially
obliged to report on the solution implementation. However, here it is difficult to
compare as the scope of problems that can be indicated on both platforms varies
significantly.
Attainment of issue-related outcomes can be impeded in Hamburg’s case due to
limited user friendliness of the platform as well as non-participation of city
authorities in online discussions. In St. Petersburg the tool provides for issuerelated outcomes, but only in the amount of cases restricted by the city
authorities.
Evaluating social outcomes of participation is rather complicated in Hamburg due
to lack of transparency in the contributions’ implementation process, which can
decrease the residents’ desire to participate next time. Meanwhile, ‘Our St.
Petersburg’ platform usually encourages users to participate further after
successful solution of the reported urban problems.
The extent to which the goals of civic participation can be attained and the
outcomes fulfilled depends on the ways in which the participants are involved in
decision making. Schmitter identifies five potential statuses for the participants of
governance arrangements involving consultation, vote, negotiation, consensus
and unanimity (Schmitter, 2002). The actual power of participants and their
impact on the final decision is different depending on their potential status. In
consultation, actors usually only play a passive role in the decision-making
process, whereas in unanimity, holders have the greatest influence on decision
making as they are not only aware of each other’s views, but also elaborate a
shared vision of the ways in which the issue has to be solved and are usually
ready to stand for it. However, in real life unanimity is difficult to achieve as
different parties have their own, and often competing, interests concerning a
particular issue. Nevertheless, according to Schmitter, a consensus among
‘holders’ is possible through negotiation, which is the most effective choice for
governance arrangements (Schmitter, 2002). The platform in Hamburg rather fits
under the category of consultation, but also opens up some possibilities for
voting. To reach the stage of negotiation, it still lacks qualified moderation and
active participation of authorities in the discussion. What happens on ‘Our St.
Petersburg’ online platform can be called consultation as well, however, in
contrast to the platform in Hamburg it is not about the city’s future development,
but rather about basic urban problems existing in the city due to poor performance
of facility management companies and other urban services.
In order to evaluate the degree of citizen empowerment in each case, I appeal to
the well-known ‘ladder of citizen participation’ elaborated by Sherry R. Arnstein
(1969). Each rung of the ladder corresponds to the extent of citizens’ power in
determining a designated plan and/or program. It is important to stress that it also
includes various levels of ‘non-participation’ such as manipulation and therapy.
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An illustrative example of non-participation in the form of manipulation would be
public hearings devoted to already planned urban projects, where the citizens’
contributions and comments are not welcome. More specifically, during public
hearings that are often held in St. Petersburg the officials are major speakers,
and not the city dwellers. Hence, only the citizens who have learned ‘how to play’
are able to ‘demand genuine levels of participation to ensure that public programs
are relevant to their needs and responsive to their priorities’ (Arnstein, 1969:4).
In Hamburg, meanwhile, there are public events for informing citizens about initial
plans of the administration that can be further revised based on people’s
feedback.
The higher levels of the ladder, namely, informing, consultation and placation are
called ‘degrees of tokenism’, since the reactions of the elites to citizens’ concerns
is rather symbolic than substantial. Although at these levels citizens are already
welcome to voice their opinions and provide the authorities with
recommendations, the real access to decision making remains closed for them.
Thus, people lack the power to ensure that their views will be truly considered by
the elites. Meanwhile, as noted by Arnstein, civic participation without
redistribution of power is just a frustrating process for the public who is not
responsible for the final decision.
The e-participation platform in Hamburg is a typical case of symbolic participation
since all the contributions of citizens are not binding for urban planners. In most
cases citizens are only welcome to voice their ideas for renewal of a specific area
chosen by the authorities. However, whether to implement the citizens’
considerations in the new version of the (re)development plan or not is absolutely
determined by the developer company.
The next rung of the ladder is partnership, in which citizens reach the opportunity
to negotiate and engage in trade-offs with traditional power holders. The last two
levels of the ladder are delegated power and citizen control. Here, most decisionmaking seats are obtained by citizens.
In St. Petersburg due to the integrated control system, all the registered urban
problems have to be solved by the administration or facility management
companies. However, up to now only some basic urban problems can be reported
on the platform. Further, some of them are desk-rejected due to strict moderation,
even if they more or less fit the chosen category of the problem. And, finally, in
some cases, the administrative unit can evade solving a problem quickly by
referring to a long-term target program. This means that an urban issue like, for
example, the repair of a ruined house facade will be tackled in a couple of years,
even if it requires some urgent measures and presents a danger for people
passing by. Thus, to a certain degree Our St. Petersburg’ portal may fit the level
of citizen control, but only in terms of quality control of performance of facility
management companies and some other urban services, not control over entire
neighbourhoods implied by Arnstein. The e-participation platform in Hamburg
doesn’t presuppose any participation in choosing the developer company.
Although some urban planning competitions have been held with one
representative from the side of citizens, he/she could be easily outvoted by urban
planning experts on the jury. That kind of participation corresponds to the level of
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placation in accordance to Arstein’s ladder. What is more, in Hamburg there is no
participation of citizens on the implementation stage of urban planning projects.
This reflects the lack of control the citizens actually have over urban development
in the city.
Formation of opinions of various publics necessary for civic participation takes
place in the public sphere of the society. Without an understanding of how the
public sphere functions, it is impossible to speak about the mechanisms for taking
the citizens’ opinions into consideration in policy- and decision-making
processes. That’s why, further I appeal to the concept of public sphere elaborated
by Habermas and account for its criticism suggested by Nancy Fraser and argue
that in the contemporary world the role of the public sphere can be played by eparticipation instruments.

1.3. The Concept of Public Sphere, Its Critics and Calls for
Using Internet as an Alternative Public Platform
Jürgen Habermas elaborated his well-known concept of public sphere in 1962.
According to the scholar, public sphere is ‘a realm of social life in which something
approaching public opinion can be formed’ (Habermas, 1974:49). Public sphere
is also defined as an arena where people can meet in order to freely discuss
issues of their mutual interest and thereby influence political action (Habermas,
1962).
The public sphere guarantees freedom of assembly and opinion expression
concerning public issues for all citizens. An ideal public sphere, according to
Habermas, should be manifested as an unrestricted and rational discussion of
the single united public, from which all the private concerns of individuals should
be excluded. Habermas argues that citizens can form a public body while
discussing matters of general interest. However, when the public body is rather
large, like, for example, in contemporary big cities, it needs special tools for
spreading information and influencing others. Back when Habermas was writing
his article, these tools encompassed newspapers, magazines, radio and
television; nowadays web technologies expanded this list to a great degree.
Habermas strictly distinguishes between the public sphere and the state as well
as private and public spheres, defining the latter as the sphere of nongovernmental opinion making, which mediates between society and the state.
Appealing to the history of the emergence and development of the public sphere
in bourgeois society, Habermas observes the decline of public sphere in social
welfare state due to the intervention of large corporations that stand for their own
commercial interests ignoring the public opinion. Therefore, he argues that the
public sphere should be revitalized through rational reorganisation of social and
political power.
The public sphere can properly function when an ideal speech situation is
achieved by its members. The rules necessary to reach this ideal speech situation
are the following:
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Everyone with the competence to speak and act is allowed to take part in
the discussion.
Everyone is allowed to question or introduce any assertion without
hesitation.
No speaker may be prevented, by internal or external coercion, from
exercising their rights (Habermas, 1990).

The rules required for the ideal speech situation can be largely followed in
discussions unfolding online, since they diminish the emotionality of claims
coming from different participants and allow for more rational opinion expression.
In fact, the e-participation platform in Hamburg embodies the main principles
stated by Habermas, whereas ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal does not allow for free
discussion between the actors, since it entails only the option for voicing a
problem which fits into one of the categories created on the platform by urban
authorities. Despite the fact that all urban problems indicated by users and the
stages of their solution are displayed publicly, no one is able to comment either
on the indicated problems or on the solutions. What is more, a discussion mode
between users and moderators of the portal who decide whether to register an
urban problem on the portal and later subject it to solution or not, is not provided
either. In case of misunderstanding users can only write to the portal’s support
service.
The concept of public sphere as defined by Habermas has been harshly criticized
from various angles. One group of critics (e.g. J. Landes, M. Ryan and G. Eley)
argues that a single united public sphere is a utopia, because it is always based
on manifold exclusion patterns (see Fraser, 1990). These scientists see gender,
class and ethnicity as the main grounds for social exclusion. The public sphere,
as Habermas conceptualizes it, would only favour the interests and opinions of
highly educated white males, masking and promoting them as the interests and
opinions of the whole public, whereas other social groups would often suffer from
discrimination in Western societies. The critics, relying on the results of research
in various European countries, conclude that there is always a constellation of
alternative publics, the relations between which are usually rather conflicted.
Counterpublics, like, for example, feminist groups, usually oppose themselves to
bourgeois publics by elaborating alternative norms of political behavior and public
speech. Additionally, counterpublics are often limited in their resources, which
makes it difficult for them to defend their interests. Thus, predominantly, the public
sphere is built on the conflict between different social groups (Fraser, 1990).
Interestingly, both investigated e-participation platforms narrow the gender
inequality gap as they are totally anonymous, but still many exclusionary
practices are maintained here. For example, older people for whom it is difficult
to figure out how a new technology functions, social categories with low incomes
who cannot afford constant Internet access, and people with low level of
education as well as migrants are exposed to exclusion.
Nancy Fraser (1990) also criticizes Habermasian concept of public sphere – but
from the point of view of normative political philosophy. Her critical analysis is
focused on four assumptions made by Habermas. The first assumption she puts
into question is that it is possible for representatives of different social groups to
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bracket out their professional and social statuses and act as if they were socially
equal. Fraser argues that that this kind of situation appears to be impossible in
real life, because, despite the elimination of formal barriers to participation of all
social groups, the informal discourses of exclusion often embedded in language
or social norms still preserve in public discussions. Thus, ‘the political deliberation
can easily mask subtle forms of control and domination’ (Fraser, 1990:64). In this
regard, Fraser suggests not bracketing out social inequalities in the public
discourse but, on the contrary, ‘explicitly thematising them’ in order not to mask
but to eliminate them when possible (Fraser, 1990:64).
If we look at the repertoire of suggestions made by citizens through the eparticipation platform in Hamburg, we will see that, due to the impossibility for the
users to indicate whose interests they represent (e.g. whether they speak for the
local community or represent big businesses), it does not allow for an adequate
analysis of the contributions. It is quite possible that many city dwellers
insufficiently informed both about ongoing urban projects and the online platform
to discuss those do not use the platform, so that it rather becomes an arena for
debates between urban planners, people engaged in urban studies, and
politicians who are, in general, interested in the topic of urban development. In
the case of ‘Our St. Petersburg’ platform monitoring, the users’ interests are not
that much of importance, since there is almost no discussion about the city’s
future but rather about the elimination of some practical local urban problems.
Nevertheless, as the empirical research has shown, some users are concerned
by the big amounts of appeals sent by urban activists – sometimes to the
detriment of ‘ordinary’ city dwellers. For example, when activists send a lot of
appeals about graffiti in the city, which for an ‘ordinary’ city dweller may not be
much of a concern, the quality and/or promptness of solution of such problems
as rubbish or dirty stairwells, which are perceived by city dwellers as much more
severely deteriorating their living conditions, might be affected.
As to the second assumption made by Habermas, the one about the necessity to
establish one single public sphere, Fraser questions it too, claiming instead that,
in order to support participatory parity in stratified societies, i.e. the ones, ‘whose
basic institutional framework generates unequal social groups in structural
relations of dominance and subordination’ (Fraser, 1990:66), the existence of a
multiplicity of competing publics is more preferable than a single comprehensive
public. She explains that in stratified societies the public sphere tends to operate
in favor of dominant groups and to the disadvantage of subordinate groups.
Therefore, the existence of counterpublics where subordinates are able to
deliberate among themselves about their needs, objectives and strategies is
eventually the only way for them to be heard by the majority. Fraser draws the
example of the feminist counterpublic in the late-twentieth century U.S. that,
thanks to internal discussions, elaborated its own language, realized shared
needs and constructed a shared identity, which later helped feminists to fight and
partly overcome discrimination in the official public sphere (Fraser, 1990). In
hypothetical egalitarian multi-cultural societies, she continues, a plurality of
publics is favoured as well, as different publics obtain their own values, beliefs,
norms and ways of persuasion, and forcing them into a single debate will
inevitably mean cultural discrimination. Thus, such kind of societies should
balance between social equality, cultural diversity and participatory democracy.
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Again, due to the total anonymity of Hamburg’s e-participation tool, the voices of
social and cultural minority groups can get easily lost behind the superior number
of expressed opinions of the majority. In many cases users representing such
minorities cannot even realize that they are not alone in their claims due to the
impossibility to indicate their identity online.
Fraser also argues against Habermasian argument about the exclusion of private
interests from the public discourse. She is convinced that the distinction between
the ‘private’ and the ‘public’ in political discourse is often used for the
delegitimation of some interests, topics and perspectives and valorization of
others. For example, it is difficult to say whether domestic violence is a private or
a public issue. Therefore, both private and public matters should be involved in
the public discourse in order to make it more inclusive and expand the scope of
the debate. In that respect the e-participation platform in Hamburg corresponds
to Fraser’s argument. In St. Petersburg, the e-participation platform severely
restricts the categories of urban problems that can be reported there and provides
no opportunity for unique individual cases, which represents one of its biggest
disadvantages of this tool, since any urban problem with minimal deviation from
the chosen category is rejected by the moderators.
The critical point by Nancy Fraser that is probably the most important for my
research is the one concerning weak and strong publics. According to Fraser,
strict separation between the public sphere as strongly associated with civil
society on the one hand and the state – on the other hand required for an ‘ideal
public sphere’ in reality promotes the so-called ‘weak publics’. By weak publics
Fraser implies ‘publics whose deliberative practice consists exclusively in opinion
formation and does not encompass decision making’ (Fraser, 1990:75). With the
emergence of sovereign parliaments that are inherently public spheres within the
state, the separation between the state and (associational) civil society has
become less clear, as the parliament is supposed to represent public opinion and
be accountable to weak publics. Fraser still defines sovereign parliaments as
strong publics, since their discourse encompasses both opinion formation and
decision making. She emphasizes that insisting on stronger separation between
the civil society as a domain of NGOs and activists and the domain of official
politics will mean that representatives of weak publics will never be able to enter
strong publics and thus better promote the interests of the social and cultural
groups they stand for.
The matters of the relationship between strong and weak publics, the
accountability of the former to the latter and the opportunities in some cases to
shift from representative to direct democracy raised by Nancy Fraser appear quite
important for my research as well. It can be argued that ideally the advent of
electronic forms of participation encompasses possibilities for structural
transformation of the relationship between weak and strong publics, raising the
accountability of the former and shifting towards a more direct form of democracy.
For example, citizens can be empowered to take part in decision making in online
referenda or engage in urban planning held online. I consider it important to study
whether online forms of participation can indeed lead to the emergence of new
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forms of participatory management, better inter-public coordination and political
accountability, or the barriers for participation and exclusionary practices typical
for offline public spheres will be reproduced in the online discourse as well.
In further parts of this paper, I shall show that the existing electronic forms of
participation operating in both Hamburg and St. Petersburg are still far from
mitigating inequalities between strong and weak publics. In the case of Hamburg,
city authorities do not even join the discussion: only in the end, they receive the
outcomes of the qualitative analysis of the contributions coming from users. From
my point of view, such an approach does not allow for a sufficient level of trust
and accountability, since users can never be sure if their contributions are going
to be considered or even studied by the power holders. What is more, users
remain unaware of the initial opinion of city authorities on various matters, which
hardly creates ground for well-informed debates and mutual learning.
In the case of ‘Our St. Petersburg’ platform the role of strong publics is played by
facility management companies and other administrative agencies, since only
they possess enough resources for solving problems. Citizens as weak publics
and strong publics have a principal opportunity to meet on the platform, yet only
in the cases determined by the strong publics. However, although the
accountability of strong publics before citizens has somewhat grown because of
the control system integrated into the platform and the obligation of the managers
to attach photos proving that the reported problems have been solved by them,
in fact the strong publics do not bear responsibility for not doing their work (e.g.
they can upload old or digitally enhanced photos, or the task is just poorly fulfilled,
or the established deadlines for the solution of the problems are grossly violated).
Thus, the level of citizen empowerment ensured by the platform is still rather low,
and the existing power inequalities persist.
Further, I refer to the classification of public participation differentiating between
its traditional forms and the forms that have appeared thanks to the Internet, or,
to be more precise, Web 2.0 technologies allowing for constant interaction among
users. The necessity to take into consideration new electronic forms of political
participation is discussed in the paper written by Peter Ester and Henk Vinken
‘Debating Civil Society. On the Fear for Civic Decline and Hope for the Internet
Alternative’ (2003). The authors argue that the widely observed loss in
significance of traditional social institutions including family, school,
neighbourhood, church and civic organisations has generated the need for new
forms of public participation. In the contemporary world postmodern citizens often
become detached from their communities and feel no personal loyalty to those,
which decreases their desire to take part in governance arrangements. It mainly
happens due to the increasing pace of life and the prevalence of urban life style.
However, according to Ester and Vinken, the Internet may provide an opportunity
for more contemporary ways of ‘civic engagement, involvement and
connectedness’ (Ester & Vinken, 2003:674).
Discussing my empirical research further on, I shall argue that in St. Petersburg
city dwellers and especially urban activists are rather skeptical about politics and
various tools of formal political participation such as, for example, voting and
public hearings. They even deny that their activities related to the development
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of their local areas bear political character. What is more, local urban activists
often face skepticism and even, to a certain extent, offensive behavior of some
of their neighbours who refuse, for example, to sign petitions developed by
activists, as they do not think that urban problems in the local area somehow
affect their interests. This illustrates that a certain amount of city dwellers in St.
Petersburg deny being a part of local urban communities and are not interested
in helping their neighbours.
In the paper by Vinken and Ester (2003), both traditional and alternative forms of
political participation are identified. Examples of traditional forms of participation
would be voting, complaints to the government, attending political meetings and
signing petitions. As for alternative forms, the authors cite such examples as
political ‘hacktivism’, emails to political leaders, usage of IT for community
building, and creating political websites and political chat groups. Besides,
through websites, political awareness and support can be raised, and mass
political demonstrations can be launched. The authors argue that these
alternative forms of participation are becoming increasingly popular, especially
among young people who spend much time on the Internet.
In St. Petersburg alternative forms of participation are rather popular among local
urban activists, who create and manage their own communities on social network
called ‘VKontakte’ trying to engage their neighbours. What is more, in such
communities, local urban problems are discussed, and local activists help their
neighbours to report urban problems that they have faced in their local areas.
Such an opportunity for communication among the members of local
communities, in my opinion, contributes to the increase in the level of trust among
the residents and the sense of belonging to a particular urban area and local
community.
In addition, Vinken and Ester (2003) describe two different ways of how the
Internet can be perceived in connection to public participation. In the first
approach, the Internet is seen as an alternative public sphere where people and
politicians can meet once again and communicate with each other. In the second
approach, the Internet is viewed as a tool with which real life will be enhanced,
revitalized or even radically changed. From my point of view, one approach does
not necessarily negate the other. Certainly, the Internet can be used as an
additional public sphere, and its usage may lead to certain changes in the political
life of a society. Considering e-participation as a way to establish an alternative
public sphere leads to the assumption that there are not only two types of public
participation described above, but also a mixed type of public participation. This
type embraces public participation both through offline and online communication
between citizens and government officials.
In Hamburg the e-participation platform under study to a certain extent plays the
role of such an additional public sphere, which is convenient for people who would
like to take part in discussions on urban development but, due to their
circumstances, have no opportunity or desire to join an on-site event (for
example, public hearings), so that it is easier for them to make their contributions
through the electronic platform. What is more, even for the people who take part
in offline discussions, it can be necessary to think over the information they
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receive there, search for additional information and only then formulate their
arguments on the matter, which is convenient to do online. Some people also
prefer the written form of voicing their opinions, since they would like, for example,
to avoid the direct judgment of others, or need time to formulate their claims in a
clear-cut way.
The electronic participation platforms both in Hamburg and in St. Petersburg have
not changed the existing urban political lives radically. However, ‘Our St.
Petersburg’ platform indeed helps city dwellers to improve the state of urban
environment in which they live by solving some basic urban problems. It also, in
a certain way, changes the relationships between residents and facility
management companies by making the latter more accountable before the
former. In Hamburg the platform allows much more citizens to take part in the
long-term discussion (usually from 4 to 6 weeks) simultaneously, no matter when
and where they would like to voice their considerations, what length of
argumentation they would like to provide, whether they are shy to talk in public or
not. However, in general, the introduction of this e-participation platform has not
dramatically increased the level of citizen empowerment as it does not principally
enrich the scope of participatory opportunities when compared to earlier platforms
(see Chapter 2 for more details). In this regard, the e-participation platform in
Hamburg represents only an additional instrument for citizens to take part in
urban development projects.
Another classification of the forms of public participation and their corresponding
techniques is offered by Kessy (2013). The author considers, on the one hand,
the traditional public participation techniques such as public hearings, community
workshops, charrettes, focus groups, citizen panels, community advisory boards,
ballots and referenda and, on the other hand, the techniques of political
participation that have appeared thanks to the Internet which he calls
‘crowdsourcing’ (Ibid, 2013). However, from my point of view, e-participation is
not limited to crowdsourcing and embraces a wide range of forms, for example,
e-contacting, e-voting, e-donating and so on (Cantijoch, 2013; Maaten, 2004;
Cantijoch & Gibson, 2011). As for crowdsourcing, it relies on the idea that, by
using the Internet, individuals can creatively revise the challenges they face and
put them up to their peers’ review (Brabham, 2009). Its greatest advantage is that
it provides an opportunity for negotiation between various actors (Brabham,
2009).
The e-participation platform in Hamburg can be considered an example of
crowdsourcing, since the actors are able to exchange their ideas on the matter of
urban development, comment and rate the ideas of other users. Meanwhile, ‘Our
St. Petersburg’ portal does not allow the users to voice their ideas and concerns
freely as well as to put them to peers’ review: all the messages written by users
on the platform have to completely correspond to the category they have chosen
from the predetermined list.
Comparing offline and online forms of public participation, it can be argued that
e-participation has a priority over the traditional participation forms, as it gives an
opportunity for instantaneous contact, high inclusiveness and more freedom of
expression (Kessy, 2013). What is more, the Internet makes frequent and
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informal contacts between people with different social statuses possible. Thus,
communication between citizens and authorities unfolding online can be seen as
conducted on a more equal footing than the offline one. As for the pitfalls of
crowdsourcing, they include the need for well-informed and educated publics as
well as a low level of digital divide in a society (Mossberger et al., 2007; Sylvester
& McGlynn, 2010).
In both Hamburg and St. Petersburg, the level of digital divide is relatively low
(VTSIOM, 2018; Statista, 2018). There is also a significant number of educated
city dwellers in both cities. However, many urbanites are not informed about the
existence of e-participation tools, since those are hardly advertised in mass
media.
Despite the predominantly positive discussion of the opportunities that have
arisen as a result of development of electronic forms of participation, certain
criticism was also voiced. For example, McGrath and co-authors (2012) express
skepticism about e-participation calling its success illusionary. Firstly, it is pointed
out that online interactions can be influenced by commercial and public sector
organisations, and thus opinions of different social groups can be deliberately
transformed or distorted in a certain way. Secondly, inclusivity may be not really
high due to the existence of the digital divide. Finally, if institutions do not support
and promote online discussion, it is challenging to create the situation of
meaningful and sustainable participation (McGrath et al., 2012). It can be added
that interference of fake users and a significant number of inflammatory and rude
comments can sidetrack the negotiation process. Thus, online discussions
require improvement of network coverage for better inclusivity, greater respect of
freedom of speech as well as better promotion and facilitation (McGrath et al.,
2012).

1.4. The Concept of E-Participation
The debates on e-participation predominantly started with the distribution of Web
2.0 technologies (social networks, blogs, wikis, fora) (see, e.g., Yusuf, 2014;
Chun et al., 2010; Breindl & Francq, 2008). Since then, the Internet has been
increasingly viewed not just as an instrument for the search of necessary
information, but also a promising resource for interaction between various actors
from all around the globe (Reddick & Aikins, 2012).
The discussion on e-participation is also deeply embedded in the wider debate
on e-government. E-government is conceptualized as transformation by means
of information communication technologies (ICTs) of how government functions
and interacts with various stakeholders such as businesses, citizens, NGOs,
governments of other countries/regions and others (Krishnan et al., 2013). There
are four shapes of e-government depending on what actors are involved in
communication: government-to-citizen (G2C), government-to-business (G2B),
government-to-government (G2G) and government-to-employees (G2E) (see
e.g. Balutis, 2001; Reddick, 2004).
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The dynamics of e-government formation is well illustrated by the classification
used in the e-government survey conducted by the United Nations in 2014.
There, e-government development is described as passing four basic stages:
1. At the first stage e-government is limited to websites providing
stakeholders with online information;
2. The second stage is characterized by a better structure of sufficient
information and application of various tools for navigation and quicker search;
3. The third stage involves an opportunity to apply and pay for a wide range
of public services online;
4. The fourth stage of e-government is associated with a better integration
of citizens in policy- and decision-making procedures (UN, 2014).
This classification of e-government helps to evaluate the development of egovernment and e-participation in a certain geographical context. However, from
my point of view, it would be more accurate to divide the last stage into two further
stages, so that it would include the provision of weak publics with an electronic
public sphere where they can get through to the authorities, for example, via econsultations, e-discussions, e-debates, and finally engage in decision making –
for example, through e-referenda and e-voting.
In both Hamburg and St. Petersburg, the development of e-government has now
reached the third stage. For example, Hamburg has a website of city
administration hamburg.de (Offizielles Stadtportal für die Hansestadt Hamburg),
where citizens are able to apply for various public services online, and St.
Petersburg has a similar portal gosuslugi.ru (Портал государственных услуг
Российской Федерации). However, if in Hamburg the fourth stage of egovernment is actively developing, the amount of opportunities the dwellers of St.
Petersburg have for participation in policy and especially decision making is still
very small.
Although e-participation is often studied only as a domain of e-government, it
deserves to be considered a self-sufficient concept (UNDESA, n.d.). The eparticipation index has been developed in addition to the earlier introduced egovernment index with the help of which the United Nations had measured the
development of electronic government in various countries. The index includes
three dimensions of e-participation, which were identified by Macintosh (2004),
namely e-information, e-consultation and e-decision making. According to the
United Nations, the promotion of citizen participation is a key element of socially
inclusive governance. E-participation initiatives are supposed to focus on
providing citizens with a better access to public information, public services and
greater integration of citizens into decision-making processes in order to enhance
the well-being of society and the quality of life of the individuals. The levels of eparticipation as developed by Macintosh are described in more details below.
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Domains of e-participation (UN; Macintosh, 2004):

1. E-information is the first essential level of the e-participation process. It
involves provision of citizens with sufficient, easily accessible and
understandable information online. Hence, e-participation becomes more
transparent and understandable for citizens. For example, in Hamburg, users of
the platform under study are able to download presentations with all necessary
information about the planned (re)development project containing an analysis of
the area, possibilities for (re)designing it as well as goals pursued in the process
of area development. The presentations are easy to read; they also contain
pictures and data maps. In the case of ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal users are able
to access information about their residential buildings and plans to renovate
them, city development programs, ratings of facility management companies and
municipalities as well as the regulations of the portal.
2. E-consultation gives the citizens an opportunity to make their contributions
to certain policies and engage in discussions with other participants and public
authorities. In the Hamburg case, for example, users are able to offer and share
their ideas about development projects, comment on ideas of other users and
rate those. However, it is not envisaged that the urban authorities use the platform
themselves, so that there is no discussion process between users and the urban
authorities. The latter only get an analysis of contributions made by citizens in an
aggregated form. As for ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal , there is no consultation or
discussion unfolding there per se. Users are only able to write to the portal’s
support service when something does not work well, when something seems
unclear to them, or when they would like to give recommendations for the portal’s
development.
3. E-decision-making: At this level citizens are empowered to become codesigners and co-producers of public policies, services or projects. However,
according to the framework, the responsibility for final decisions still lies on public
authorities (OECD, 2001). The e-participation tool in Hamburg, in certain way,
implies that citizens play the role of co-designers of (re)development projects. In
rare cases they are also able to voice their preferences. However, the scope of
their participation is limited by the scope of projects usually covering only a small
part of a particular city district, for example a street, a park, a square. The citizens
also have no opportunity to promote their local areas requiring development.
What is more, as shown above, planner authorities are not obliged to take the
citizens’ opinions into account, since those have only recommendatory power.
Yusuf, an outstanding researcher of e-participation, emphasizes the need to
account for not only technological but also societal factors such as, for example,
social, legal, educational, cultural, political as well as economic conditions when
analyzing e-participation (Yusuf, 2017). From my point of view, it is especially
important when the cases from different cities or/and countries are explored or
compared. It can be explained by the fact that new technologies are not only
created by people, but they are also used by people belonging to different
societies and cultures. Users of these new technologies differ from each other in
their values, beliefs, cultural practices, educational backgrounds, social statuses
and other characteristics. These differences are typical not only for users
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representing different generations, gender groups or social strata but also for
citizens of different countries or cities. For example, in Hamburg the history of
citizen participation at initial stages of urban development projects dates back to
about a decade ago (Blankau, 2011, 2012). In St. Petersburg, meanwhile, city
dwellers are not that familiar with practices of civic participation, mostly since the
amount of existing opportunities is rather small, for instance, there is almost no
engagement of citizens at the initial stages of urban development projects, and
civic participation in general is not promoted by the city administration
(Zimuldinova, 2018). In St. Petersburg, due to the lack of institutionalized forms
of civic participation, the dissatisfaction with the actions of power holders is often
expressed in the form of local protests (Tykanova & Khokhlova, 2015).
People have long acknowledged civic participation in urban development as part
of their everyday practices, and e-participation had turned out to be an extra
opportunity for them to avoid the costs connected with offline efforts. These costs
can take the shape of investing their free time, needing to get to a certain place
at a certain time, dealing with bureaucratic issues, getting into direct contact with
other people, or expressing their opinion publicly. However, it seems unlikely that
people who have never been engaged in civic activities would do so just because
of implementation of an online tool. Meanwhile, such implementation can
motivate those who were already interested in the topic to engage more
frequently and actively and evoke an interest in the citizens who never took part
in solving urban issues, but at certain point of time felt the need to do so.
In Hamburg the e-participation tool appears to be embedded in a methodological
mix of various formal frames of civic participation in urban development. What is
more, the history of formal civic participation and e-participation firstly launched
as a part of research projects is much longer than in St. Petersburg. Further, in
Hamburg, there are many official and non-official guidelines on civic participation
including e-participation in policy making (Blankau, 2011, 2012; Kubicek, 2011;
Petrin, 2018). In St. Petersburg there is a lack of formal tools of political
participation (Tykanova & Khokhlova, 2013), so some local urban activists and
city dwellers believe ‘Our St. Petersburg’ platform really helps to solve some basic
urban problems as one of the biggest achievements of the city administration in
recent years.
The necessity to take into account the context when implementing e-participation
tools and thus enabling the citizens to take part in decision making is emphasized
in the research by Heeks (1999). In his paper ‘The tyranny of participation in
information systems: learning from development projects’ (1999), Heeks criticizes
application of participatory approaches in development projects that does not
take into account the whole context of participation and does not question the
value and the quality of organisation of participatory procedures in each particular
project. He also reflects on veneered participation when the formal frames of
participation exist only in order to ‘cover a reality of more top-down authoritarian
approaches to decision making’ (Heeks, 1999, 3). In addition, he concludes the
mere creation of participation tools cannot radically change the whole system and
make it more democratic.
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For example, in the Hamburg case the new e-participation platform has not made
the degree of citizen empowerment greater than the institutionalized forms of civic
participation, such as workshops and polls implemented earlier, whereas ‘Our St.
Petersburg’ platform has provided some (very limited) progress in the scope of
citizen empowerment. However, in both cases tokenism of civic participation
persists.
Thus, participation should not be seen as something ‘good’ or beneficial per se,
but rather considered a part of a wider long-term process of empowerment of
powerless groups. If non-power groups do not understand participation as a tool
to amplify their ‘voice’, they may simply lose interest in participation and consider
it just a waste of time and efforts (Heeks, 1999).

1.5. Reflections
In this paper civic participation in urban development is generally understood as
encompassing two complementary processes: public opinion formation on the
matter of urban development and redistribution of power that enables the weak
publics to gain access to policy and decision making. E-participation, in particular,
is considered a way to engage citizens in policy making and thus empower them
using information communication technologies. Meanwhile, bottom-up practices
of individuals and social groups that encompass opinion formation related to
decisions made by strong publics are conceptualized as civic participation online.
It is argued that information communication technologies (ICT) can play an
important role in the gradual process of transition from the hierarchical structure
of government to a more networked horizontal structure of governance. New
participatory governance should, first of all, provide citizens with instruments of
direct democracy to enable them to take an active part in political decision
making.
In this regard, e-participation can enable a great number of people to voice their
personal opinions on a wide variety of political and societal issues. The process
of long-term citizen empowerment should begin at community and urban levels
and gradually extended up to national level. Without gaining real democratic
outcomes at the city level, it is impossible to talk about democracy in the
traditional sense (the term originating from Greek ‘demos kratos’ and meaning
‘the rule by citizens’ (Ober, 2007)), at the national level.
In reality, high level of civic participation in urban governance contributes not only
to advancement towards democracy in its original meaning, but also to
improvement of quality of urban environment, since active participation in urban
development makes citizens more responsible for urban living conditions.
The greatest advantage of e-participation is that it does not require great efforts
from individuals, which is especially beneficial with the urban pace of life. Almost
any individual who has good Internet access is able to contribute to improvement
of urban environment at any time and place.
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However, it should be taken into account that e-participation should be
implemented in the existent political and societal context and gradually developed
as a convenient instrument for delegating the power to co-create urban space to
citizens. Unless e-participation ensures inclusion of citizens in real decision
making or problem solving, it is unlikely that the majority of people would like to
utilize it in everyday life.
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Chapter 2. E-Participation in Urban (Re)Development:
The Results of Comparative Empirical Research
2.1 The Logic of Empirical Data Collection and Analysis
This paragraph describes how my empirical research was organized. It consists
of an introduction of the aims of data collection and analysis, substantiation of the
methodology employed, reflections on the limitations of the research as well as
suggestions for further inquiry on the topic. The process of data collection and
analysis and the challenges I faced throughout it are also discussed in this part
of the master paper.
The major research question of the research touches upon the opportunities and
constraints of e-participation in urban (re)development. These opportunities and
constraints are revealed through the comparison of patterns of e-participation in
Hamburg and St. Petersburg. In order to answer the main research question, it
was necessary to study e-participation in urban (re)development in each case; to
identify the main actors of e-participation; to define the motivation factors for and
barriers to e- participation; as well as to evaluate the degree of citizen
empowerment in each case. Finally, the recommendations for the further
improvement of e-participation tools used for urban (re)development with regard
to building a constructive dialogue between citizens and city authorities were
formulated.
In accordance with the goals of the study, qualitative methods of sociological
research were applied. In particular, I focused on two specific cases: ‘Our St.
Petersburg’ urban online portal and the e-participation online-platform developed
for better engagement of Hamburg citizens in urban (re)development projects.
The design of case study is generally applied for ‘conducting an empirical
investigation of a specific phenomenon within its natural context using multiple
sources of evidence’ (Hancock & Algozzine, 2016:15; Yin, 2003). In my study I
opted for a comparative case study embracing two e-participation platforms
employed in two different geographical contexts. One platform is used in
Hamburg, the second largest city in Germany, and the other is operating in St.
Petersburg, the second largest city of the Russian Federation. Both cities are
global cultural centres attracting massive flows of tourists and migrants
(Tykanova & Khokhlova, 2015; WTO, 2010), which often results in the emergence
of such urban problems as commercialization of urban space and gentrification
(Tykanova & Khokhlova, 2015; Franzén, 2005). That is why, the local population
in both Hamburg and St. Petersburg often faces the challenge of having to
advocate their rights for urban space, so that urban (re)development does not
deteriorate the living conditions in their neighbourhoods and the quality of their
lives (Tykanova & Khokhlova, 2015; Franzén, 2005). Using traditional forms of
participation as well as e-participation, the city dwellers, who are the main users
and, ideally, also the possessors of urban space, express their wishes for good
quality of urban environment.
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Case study as a research method usually addresses a phenomenon in its natural
context, bound by space and time (Hancock & Algozzine, 2017). My research
focuses on such phenomena as online platforms employed for citizen
participation in urban policies in specific geographical contexts and at certain
stages of their development.
R. Stake and co-authors (1994) differentiate between three types of case study:
descriptive, exploratory and explanatory ones. A descriptive case study implies
in-depth analysis of a particular case. Usually the case itself is of expressed
interest for the researchers since it is unique or atypical. An exploratory case
study is used to provide insights for a theory on a broader issue. It can help to
enrich and develop a new theory thereafter as well as call into question
controversial points in the existent theory on the matter. An explanatory case
study presupposes studying and comparing several cases in order to test the
theoretical framework and establish causal links in real-life interventions (Baxter
& Jack, 2008, 548; Stake et al., 1994; Yin, 2003). Later general conclusions
concerning the subject of the study can be drawn (Nelson & Martin, 2013). In
accordance with this classification, my research is a multiple exploratory case
study of two phenomena.
My master project also possesses some characteristics of a phenomenological
study (Hancock & Algozzine, 2017) since it examines people’s lived experiences
related to a specific issue or phenomenon: the experiences of using online
platforms as a tool of civic participation.
Undoubtedly, any qualitative research has its strengths and limitations. The
advantages of a qualitative study normally include eliciting feelings, perceptions
and views on the issue; understanding the complex features of language
assessment (Rahman, 2016); revealing new factors influencing the issue that
were not considered while preparing the materials for research; gaining a detailed
opinion on the issue and defining the factors of its formation.
As for the limitations of a qualitative study, it is often stated that the researchers’
interpretations are inherently subjective and do not allow for statistical inference.
That is why the findings of qualitative projects are not taken seriously by some
policy makers and businesses accustomed to work with quantitative data. What
is more, small samples impede the generalisability of the research. The
researchers may also make the study results biased in a certain way due to the
absence of the formalised approach to data analysis (Pierre & Jackson, 2014;
Yu, 1977).
However, it should be acknowledged that quantitative data cannot provide
sufficient answers to the questions like why users behave in a particular way and
under which conditions their perception of the online platform was shaped. It is
also worth noting that the questions of the interview might help the informants to
reflect on their experience in a complex way and develop new considerations and
ideas concerning their experiences that they are unlikely to mention, e.g., when
answering open-ended questions of a qualitative questionnaire. Moreover, a
quantitative study, even with a big sample, may turn out more preconceived than
a qualitative one, due to initial errors in the questionnaire, for example when some
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factors appear important or evident for the researchers, but are insignificant for
the respondents, or various respondents interpret the same questions differently
due to their varying language competences and backgrounds, so that in fact they
answer different questions even if the researchers do not realize this (Yilmaz,
2013).
To partly compensate for the limitations of qualitative research, I use triangulation
of data. The data collected through semi-structured interviews was triangulated
through the analysis of the structure and content of online platforms as well as of
legislative regulations controlling the performance of such platforms (in the case
of ‘Our St. Petersburg’). In addition interviews were conducted with different
categories of interviewees: urban activists (members of urban movements like
‘The Beautiful St. Petersburg’ and ‘The Central District for a Comfortable Urban
Environment’), local urban activists, ‘ordinary’ city dwellers, as well as with a
researcher from CityScienceLab, HafenCity University, Hamburg, and a
representative of Stadtwerkstatt, City Administration, Hamburg (in the case of
‘hamburg.de/stadtwerkstatt’ platform).
‘Our St. Petersburg’ (St. Petersburg, Russia) and ‘hamburg.de/stadtwerkstatt/’
(Hamburg, Germany) e-participation platforms were chosen as the most
developed e-participation tools established by the city administrations and related
to the issues of urban development in both cities. Despite their differences in
aims, structure, and conditions of use, both platforms can be seen as instruments
targeted at broadening and facilitating the participation of city dwellers in urban
policies online. Both platforms show contributions from citizens in the form of a
list (hamburg.de/stadtwerkstatt/) or a list/net (‘Our St. Petersburg’). All messages
submitted by users can be opened on a separate web page by clicking. On the
Hamburg platform, each user can comment, like or dislike an idea, a critical point
or a question formulated by another user, whereas on the St. Petersburg platform
users are not able to comment on each other’s contributions (still they can see
whether the problem reported by another user is under consideration or has been
already solved). Both platforms offer users several maps of the cities, Hamburg
and St. Petersburg respectively, where all the contributions are marked and
available for overview. What is more, apart from functioning as tools for publishing
messages that are supposed to be later read by urban planners (Hamburg) or
representatives of city administration (both cases), the platforms provide their
users with additional documentation on urban plans and supplementary
information about various city locations.
As for the distinctions between the platforms, it should be mentioned that the
platform in Hamburg is mainly used to engage various actors (residents, urban
planners, officials and stakeholders) in a debate about the future of city territories,
thus ideally turning them into co-contributors to urban transformations, whereas
‘Our St. Petersburg’ is mostly employed by citizens when they would like to
complain about a certain urban issue, for example, road damage, rubbish on the
streets, ugly conditioners on the buildings as well as violations in state-funded
organisations and other relatively ‘small’ and specific problems. However, with
the gradual growth of the list of available categories of problems to tackle on ‘Our
St. Petersburg’ platform, this site started to provide some opportunities for users
to engage in positive urban transformations, for example, by suggesting to set up
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new rubbish bins, fences, additional parking lots, speed bumps, small
architectural shapes, benches; or sending complaints about illegal constructions;
or reporting poor condition of playgrounds or lack of recreational areas in
courtyards.
Another distinction between the platforms is that ‘Our St. Petersburg’ offers a
rather limited set of categories in which it is possible to create a message or
submit a complaint; reports and suggestions that go beyond these established
categories are desk-rejected by the moderators. Meanwhile, in Hamburg, the
platform allows to choose from a far less detailed list of categories (usually not
more than ten) developed purposely for a particular project, but it is also possible
for users to create categories of their own. However, Hamburg’s portal (that can
only be opened from the webpage of Stadtwerkstatt on hamburg.de regularly
publishing information about ongoing development projects involving eparticipation and providing links to those external sites where these projects are
covered) does not give users any direct feedback on their contributions. Instead,
all the contributions are analyzed in an aggregated form by an external vendor
and later presented to urban planners and government officials. As for ‘Our St.
Petersburg’ portal, according to the regulations published on the webpage, each
message sent to the platform must be reviewed by the moderator and considered
by city authorities. But, as I will show later in my analysis, this does not guarantee
that citizens receive satisfying feedback.
Since in my research I focus on online platforms developed to increase citizen
participation in urban development, the initial data collection took place directly
on the Internet. At first, the structure and content of the portals under study were
analyzed. Further, two semi-structured expert interviews were conducted in
Hamburg: one with an expert in digital participation in urban planning, and
another one – with a city representative working directly with the e-participation
platform for urban development. As there was no possibility to find any direct
users of the platform (due to the fact that the platform is anonymous, it is
impossible to reveal the identity of participants, and there is no group of the
platform on social media like in the case of ‘Our St. Petersburg’), I analyzed 87
contributions submitted to the platform to discuss one of the recent urban
development projects requiring street renewal. I also used ten narratives
collected by my colleagues and I during face-to-face encounters with local
residents who participated in offline events aimed at debating (re)development
initiatives and plans. What is more, user-friendliness of the platform was reviewed
to assess how convenient it is to submit contributions to the platform as well as
consider contributions of other users, comment and rate them.
In St. Petersburg eight interviews with users of ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal were
carried out. The users were found through the portal’s official group on social
media website called ‘VKontakte’. They were asked about their view of the state
of their urban environment and their communication with city administration, I also
wondered how actively they were civilly engaged, and, in particular, involved in
urban (re)development. There were also questions about their experience with
the portal, the urban issues they have reported on the website, their general
evaluation of the performance of the platform, and recommendations on how to
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improve the work of the platform in the future. I also looked at evaluations of the
performance of the platform submitted by users on different websites, especially
their reports on failures and barriers to participation.
The major challenge of fieldwork was to find similar categories of interviewees for
both cases, which would simplify the comparative analyses of the cases.
However, as has already been mentioned, it was only possible to directly contact
users of ‘Our St. Petersburg’ platform. In addition, due to the absence of research
organisations in the case of ‘Our St. Petersburg’, there was no possibility to carry
out similar expert interviews as it was done in Hamburg. Thus, additional
information about the platform ‘Our St. Petersburg’ available in mass media was
used to partly compensate for the missing information concerning the opinions of
the operators of the platform in Petersburg, while in case of the platform in
Hamburg, the experts were asked about the feedback they had got from the
users, as well as user-friendliness of the platform.

2.2. The Exploratory Case Study of ‘Our St. Petersburg’
Platform
2.2.1. Citizen (non-)participation in urban development in St. Petersburg.
In this section I consider the peculiarities of urban policies in St. Petersburg. In
addition, I demonstrate which challenges citizens face while fighting for better
quality of life in the city.
After the collapse of the Soviet Union and transition to market economy the urban
space in St. Petersburg has been increasingly commercialized (Vorobyev &
Campbell, 2008; Tykanova & Khokhlova, 2015). Being a city of federal
importance, St. Petersburg has to supplement its own budget without subsidies
from the Federal Centre. It often results in economic development of the citybeing
to the detriment of its social development, since urban authorities try to attract
investments and tourist flows to earn more money (Tykanova & Khokhlova,
2015). In addition, the existence of the so-called ‘growth machines’,
which are coalitions between city officials and major developers arranged to
derive mutual profits from coordinated efforts in St. Petersburg cannot be denied
(Tykanova & Khokhlova, 2015).
In their pursuit of high profits city elites often neglect the interests of city dwellers
and their desire for a good quality of life – whatever they mean by that. This lack
of attention to public needs and concerns can be illustrated by the story of the
new high-rise building complexes which have emerged in the recent decades
almost everywhere on the outskirts of the city, for example, in Devyatkino, Murino,
Yanino, Kudrovo, Zvyozdnaya. These complexes dramatically lack social
infrastructure and greenery, which makes the quality of life in these urban areas
rather low. The majority of people who moved to the new neighbourhoods are
young families with children. Due to the lack of kindergartens, playgrounds,
schools and other objects of social infrastructure initially promised by the
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developer companies, young parents are forced to fight with city authorities for
adequate living conditions (local urban activist, f, interview 1; urban activist, f,
interview 3; appendixes B, D, E).
There are also situations in many city locations where the locals come into
conflicts with municipal and city authorities over the prospective (re)development.
For example, a local activist from among the participants of my research (local
urban activist, m, interview 2) refers to the conflict in Nauki 44, where the citizens
had to join in local protests to save the playground to be substituted with a new
shopping mall, according to the developer’s plan. The interviewee narrates that
city authorities did not account for the claims of over a thousand residents and
claimed that the construction was absolutely necessary for the development of
small businesses. Meanwhile, they could not explain why this development
requiring the destruction of the playground was prioritized over the interests of
local residents and their children. The locals only managed to cope with the
conflict when they triggered massive media coverage and appealed to the
President’s Office in Moscow. This example saliently shows that the interests of
citizens are often ignored by city administration striving for profit making.
Meanwhile, officially, the major goals of the current strategy of socioeconomic
development of St. Petersburg until 2030, also known as Strategy 2030, are to
ensure sustainable improvement of the citizens’ quality of life and to increase the
competitiveness of St. Petersburg in the global arena (Committee on Economic
Policy and Strategic Planning of St. Petersburg, 2014). The objectives of the
Strategy also involve sustainable economic growth, development of human
capital, improvement of the quality of urban environment, formation of an effective
governance system and support of civil society. In particular, the improvement of
urban environment is declared to require the creation of a comfortable
environment for living and working in the city, solving massive transportation and
housing problems and rapid development of local infrastructure.
However, the goals and objectives of the Strategy seem to partly contradict each
other since it is often the case when, in pursuit of city’s competitiveness and
profitability, the quality of citizens’ life and support of civil society are neglected
by the city administration (see, e.g., Tykanova & Khokhlova, 2013; Ryabev,
2005).
Importantly, even though the Strategy formally stresses the importance of the
institutions of civil society and recognizes the large volumes of cultural capital the
urbanites possess (stating that they ‘are at a high cultural and educational level,
possess legal literacy and ability to self-organize to solve complicated issues of
urban development (housing management, participation in public hearings)’
(Strategy of socioeconomic development of St. Petersburg until 2030, 2014)),
which makes them more than prepared for civic participation, it actually does not
invite citizens to actively participate in urban decision making. Neither does it offer
any specific forms or tools of such participation or admit the city’s demand for the
local residents’ involvement in (re)development projects. Instead, it openly
considers urbanites passive consumers of public services (Strategy of
socioeconomic development of St. Petersburg until 2030, 2014).
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Such exclusion of urbanites from decision making does not allow the city to fully
benefit from their local expertise or creative ideas on how to improve the quality
of their own urban environment. Meanwhile, according to S. Nambisan and P.
Nambisan (2013), ideally, active urbanites can play different roles when actively
engaged in problem solving and decision making. They can act as explorers who
help to identify and discover an urban problem; visionaries who suggest new
ways to improve existing public services; designers who help to translate
innovative ideas into real solutions; or diffusers who help other citizens to learn
about new available public services and adapt to them. E-participation can
encourage citizens to take over all of these roles. At that the same time, according
to the Russian Public Opinion Research Center (VCIOM, 2018), the citizens of
St. Petersburg are some of the most active Internet users in the Russian
Federation. The share of city dwellers having Internet access amounts to 77%.
‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal has partly provided city dwellers with the opportunity
to become explorers and diffusers. However, it still does not make a handy
instrument for them to act as visionaries and designers, since communication
on/through the portal is only possible within the established problem-solving
algorithms and thus does not encourage creativity.
Despite the fact that at the local level city dwellers have access to opinion
formation ensured by the Federal Law 212 ‘On the foundations of public control
in the Russian Federation’ (2014), the Federal Law 131 ‘On the general principles
of the organisation of local government in the Russian Federation’ (2003), and
the Urban Planning Code of the Russian Federation (2004), the Federal law 54
‘On meetings, rallies, demonstrations and picketing’ (2004) as well as the Federal
Law 59 ‘On the order of precedence of addresses from the citizens of the Russian
Federation’ (2006), it usually does not stop city authorities from finding loopholes
in this legislative framework and ignore the citizens’ opinions when they collide
with the interests of the elites.
Therefore, neither legal nor institutional framework existing in St. Petersburg
allows for active participation of city dwellers in urban development. What is more,
urbanites are, for the most part, viewed as only passive receivers of the services
provided by the city government, which often favours economic interests to the
detriment of the citizens’ quality of life. This often results in the increase of
frustration among city dwellers disappointed with the actions – and in some cases
omission to act – of city officials.
2.2.2. The urbanites’ evaluation of urban environment in St. Petersburg.
Considering civic participation in urban development is impossible without taking
into account the urban problems that are indicated by city dwellers as the most
apparent ones – those to be tackled urgently. The increasing awareness of
urbanites about acute urban challenges that they see as directly influencing their
quality of life often motivates them to engage in various forms of civic
participation.
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In my research I specially asked interviewees to identify the most challenging
urban problems in St. Petersburg. Although the majority of interviewees referred
to the problems that are of personal concern for them, many of these are relevant
for the whole city, too.
Most often, the problem of the lack of green spots, especially in the city center,
was indicated by the informants: ‘First, what immediately catches the eye is the
amount of green spaces. For example, in the Central district, where I have lived
most of the time, it is the most neglected problem’ (local urban activist, m,
interview 7). The interviewees relate this problem to the consequences of the
policy of densification in the center of St. Petersburg, when construction of new
buildings took place in the former green spaces: ‘Here, every square was
gradually built up, and, as a result, no greenery has been left at all. There is no
greenery in the streets; there are no separate green spaces. At best, small lawns
and two or three parks that were left undeveloped. Everything else is removed’
(local urban activist, m, interview 7). The coordinator of ‘The Central District for a
Comfortable Urban Environment’ also adds that commercialization of urban
space in the Central District resulted in the lack of both green spaces and
playgrounds in the area: ‘We have a serious lack of public green spaces. And the
construction that turns our area into the most ordinary ‘concrete jungles’. All the
sites of the dense urban development in the Central District, when residential
houses appeared in the place of public gardens and playgrounds’ (urban activist,
m, interview 8). The city dwellers are also dissatisfied with the lack of trees in the
heart of the city: ‘In Nevsky Avenue, all the trees died five years ago. And in front
of Gostiniy dvor, if you walk there, there is only trash lying on the lawns. There
are no trees. Why not to plant new ones? It is unclear... At the same time, [there
is] the problem of green spaces, and this is clearly the problem in the city center.
That is, a lot [of trees] were cut down there...’ (city dweller, m, interview 4).
Another urban problem articulated in the interviews is the lack of parking lots,
especially on the outskirts of the city, the so-called ‘bedroom communities’, which
leads to car parking in pedestrian areas, at pavements and lawns: ‘There are
problems with parking lots, because new houses are being built, there are more
and more cars, while parking lots are all fee-paying, and people do not want to
pay for them and eventually park on the lawns or sidewalks’ (local urban activist,
f, interview 1). ‘In the bedroom communities, the parking problem is pressing; I
mean both the neighbourhoods built in the '80s and the new ones. All driveways
are overparked, it is a mess, parking on the lawns’ (urban activist, f, interview 3).
‘One of the massive problems that we have in the city is the parking problem. On
the one hand, drivers are fighting here, and I understand them, there is no place
to park. On the other hand, respectively, residents resent that drivers park on the
sidewalks’ (city dweller, m, interview 4). One of the city dwellers also expresses
dissatisfaction with the established approach of the administration to the problem
of parking in pedestrian areas, namely placing anti-parking bollards, since it
ignores the interests of other urban actors such as young mothers with strollers
and cyclists: ‘How is the problem with parking solved in the city? In reality, they
put these yellow balls. These disgusting yellow hemispheres [anti-parking
bollards] everywhere... it is better to put small poles, it is better to make the traffic
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police work. No, they put these yellow balls everywhere, put them directly on the
curb, and then, again, moms with their strollers suffer, because they are not able
to pass, or I when I am riding my bicycle’ (city dweller, m, interview 4).
Moreover, the city dwellers complain about traffic congestion as well as the lack
of public transportation and poor infrastructure for pedestrians: ‘Walking along
the streets is unpleasant, because walking past traffic jams is not a pleasure. It
is very bad. We are stuck in the 70s, we are still trying to build a city for cars.
Hence many problems appear. Moreover, when the city is trying to provide only
the infrastructure for cars, it usually happens at the expense of public
transportation and infrastructure for pedestrians. Accordingly, the more the
motorization, the worse the public transport works and the narrower the sidewalks
get. And the less developed the pedestrian infrastructure is, the more people want
to buy a car. And for this, you need to make roads even wider. Still, they are
packed with traffic jams, because there is not enough space for each car’ (local
urban activist, m, interview 7). In this regard, the interviewee also refers to the
experience of developed countries: ‘In the 60s-70s, in the developed countries,
an opposite trend began to emerge – that is the development of cycling, of public
transport, in order to at least somehow compensate for this effect. Because they
realized that the expansion of traffic jams could not be overcome. The wider the
road, the more people want to get into the car in order to go along this wide road,
and it is again jammed’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7). As for the solution to
this problem, he suggests to analyze the behavior of pedestrians in order to build
the shortest and the most convenient routes to their destinations, make the roads
from houses to public transport stops more comfortable and develop the system
of public transport, and especially light-rail transit: ‘We need to invite worldfamous experts to make up-to-date analytics of traffic flows and people's
behavior. And from the behavior of people, we should already build the
transportation infrastructure, that is, to stem not from square meters of asphalt
pavement, but from how people behave. And there, where they [urban authorities]
have already understood it, they make short paths for pedestrians. And where
they haven’t – they put fences. The road from the entrance to the stop must also
be comfortable. This is also part of the public transport infrastructure. Because
you can get into a private car near the entrance. And you need to go to the tram,
and the road should be convenient. For this, we have not yet grown up, but the
fact that they began to develop rail transport is very good. This lies in the global
trend of tram renaissance. It is necessary for people to have comfortable public
transport’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7). This informant approves of the
creation of separate traffic lanes for public transport in Nevsky Avenue and
welcomes the emergence of new bicycle paths, pointing out, however, that there
is still a lack of network infrastructure available for such transport: ‘Separate lanes
for public transport appeared in Nevsky. This is a right thing to do, but the network
needs to be developed, because now it is a lane from nowhere to nowhere. And
it is clear that after passing this lane the public transport still joins in the general
stream. These lanes should work as a network, as an infrastructure system. The
same applies to bicycle lanes. We drew here and there, but these are also bike
paths from nowhere to nowhere, so they are empty. Bike lanes should also work
as a network’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7). What is more, the interviewee
refers to the decisions of urban authorities concerning the transport problem and
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the problem with green areas that he considers totally wrong: ‘I can definitely
remember blatantly incorrect decisions from the era of Valentina Matviyenko. For
example, to sweep away the tram in Ligovsky Avenue and remove the boulevards
by expanding the road to eight lanes at a very short section of the road. This is
absolute transport madness, this is urbanistic madness. We removed the tram,
removed the transport, which transports forty times more people than cars. There
is a lack of greenery in the city center, but we are demolishing the boulevard. We
promise to plant new trees, but we do not do so. As a result, the territory became
much worse after that, the transport problems worsened, and traffic jams did not
disappear’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7). The interviewee adds that the city
district he is living in has transformed into an area where predominantly
representatives of disadvantaged social categories reside, due to the incorrect
decision of city authorities on transportation infrastructure: ‘What happened to
Goncharnaya street? It was a quiet cozy city street. Then they [city authorities]
let the traffic stream from Nevsky there, which the street had never been designed
for. So it turned into a highway. No one wants to live at the side of the highway:
it's noisy and dusty. As a result, the locals moved out and rented their apartments
out. It is impossible to rent out the apartment at the highway costly, so they are
all cheap. Thus the area is now filled with lumpen. As a result, the process of
ghetto formation becomes inevitable’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7).
Yet another urban problem indicated by the research participants is the lack of
social infrastructure in relatively new urban districts: ‘What is very important for
me now, what affected me personally, is the lack of social infrastructure. But then
I realized that there was really a problem with kindergartens and schools. The
amount of social infrastructure is really not enough’ (local urban activist, f,
interview 1). Another interviewee adds that there is not only the lack of social
infrastructure in the bedroom communities, but also the lack of transport
infrastructure: ‘The key problem is that the social infrastructure lags behind the
construction, this is again a problem of bedroom communities. The new houses
are being built and there is no sufficient social and transport infrastructure’ (urban
activist, f, interview 3). The interviewee also cites an example of non-compliance
with the standards for social infrastructure in the urban area where she resides:
‘The project of the development of this territory, also called TPP, is a document
that determines the future planning decisions in a city quarter (or mainly a unit of
a quarter), and it prescribes the calculation of how many people will be there, and
on this basis, they calculate the standards for social infrastructure. That is, they
say that we have such a standard stating that, per one thousand inhabitants, you
must have 61 places in kindergartens, 120 places in schools, and [these schools
and kindergartens] should be no farther than in 300-500 meters from where
people live. Such a project for our quarter has been developed, and developed,
and developed, and developed. But, in the end, the deadline for the development
of this document exceeded the established limit, and it was not approved. And
the TPP for our quarter is still not ratified. Therefore, no regulations are met. We
received a formal response from Beglov’s administration that all residential
complexes under construction comply with city planning and construction
standards. But what about infrastructure?!’ (local urban activist, f, interview 1).
Urban activists from among the interviewees complain that the city administration
does not take any necessary actions to cope with this challenge and even tries
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to avoid dialogue with the city dwellers: ‘We were promised a school, and there
is no school and no kindergarten until now. The developer gives a song and
dance, and my neighbours and I actually wrote appeals...You don’t want to live
that badly, and this is a normal desire. Then we collected signatures and received
an answer, from which we learned: ‘Nothing is going to be built’. So then ‘your
eyes start blazing with anger’... And then you come [to the city administration],
and they tell you that you won't achieve anything, and the administration openly
articulates it itself’ (urban activist, f, interview 3).
Sometimes city dwellers face difficulties in their efforts to improve their urban
environment due to massive privatization of urban land when some territories that
used to (or a supposed to) be public are officially transitioned into private
property: ‘Generally, the urban land, it is not for sale. That is, plots are allocated
in accordance with the construction project. That is, the developer can buy this
land with specific intentions, yes: ‘I want to build a house here, a garden here, a
school here, etc., etc.’ And we have the territory between living complexes bought
into private ownership. Moreover, there are already some owners who are just
individuals, not even legal entities. These are such huge areas! Two houses, and
roughly 100 meters between them, and right in the middle there is this piece of
land of sixty meters purchased to become private territory, and there is a paid
parking lot on it. There are no questions, this is private land... And therefore we
walk along narrow paths between these private sites. Of course, this is bad, but
nevertheless, we, as residents, can’t solve this problem’ (local urban activist, f,
interview 1).
The problem of the low quality of urban environment, which city dwellers try to
solve by using ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal and with the help other tools, is also
clearly articulated in the interviews. For example, the interviewees identify such
problem as poor cleaning of streets (dirt, dust and rubbish in the streets):
‘Basically, the cleanliness of the streets. Even if we compare St. Petersburg with
Moscow, St. Petersburg loses in that respect. Nevsky Avenue, of course, is wiped
clean. But when we turn to back streets... we immediately see all the problems’
(city dweller, f, interview 5). One interviewee argues that it is rational for St.
Petersburg to adopt Western experience of fighting urban dust: ‘We still make
lawns in the form of flower beds above the sidewalks, above the carriageway. As
a result, in the rain, the soil from these beds pours onto the sidewalks, onto the
roadway. And the whole city is in dust, and it remains in the air, and it goes into
people’s lungs, and it goes on clothes. This is very bad. For example, I was in
Finland, where lawns are located lower than pavements and roadways. Then the
opposite occurs. Dirt and dust from roads and sidewalks flows down to the lawns
and then goes into the ground. The city becomes clean. This is a story that, for
some reason, cannot reach us, although there is even a written manual. It's called
‘Do it right’’ (city dweller, f, interview 5).
Furthermore, people often complain about the poor state of roads in the city:
‘Nowadays, the asphalt near our house resembles a patchwork, so huge is the
number of holes there’ (local urban activist, m, interview 2). There is also the
problem with housekeeping in some houses, especially when they are rather old:
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‘I think most people are unhappy about housing maintenance. The houses are
not cleaned, they are dirty, there are rats, there are open basements’ (city dweller,
m, interview 6).
It should be mentioned that the list of urban problems indicated by the
interviewees is certainly not exhaustive. There are other urgent urban problems
that probably do not touch upon the city dwellers that directly or are not reflected
upon well. For example, there are issues of illegal migration, gentrification,
deterioration of buildings and more. Some interviewees also mention the
challenges associated with preservation of historical buildings and with poor
infrastructure for people with impaired physical mobility.
Therefore, it can be concluded that city dwellers are concerned by a wide variety
of urban problems, and none of them have expressed full satisfaction with the
state of urban environment in St. Petersburg. Almost all urban problems
articulated by the interviewees, from their point of view, require immediate action
on the part of urban authorities.
2.2.3. The urbanites’ evaluation of interaction with the city administration
When evaluating the system of urban government in St. Petersburg, the
interviewees refer to the challenges they face in their attempts to initiate a
constructive dialogue with city administration and different political agencies on
the improvement of urban environment.
First of all, it is difficult for urbanites to grasp the domains of responsibility of
various urban authorities. For example, the interviewees express outrage when
narrating how they had to contact different administrative instances until they
found ‘the right one’. Moreover, they were quite often redirected from one agency
to another without any clear explanation of who they should address: ‘It would be
more convenient for me as a resident if I knew that one specific administrative
agency was responsible for everything. I call them, I complain, and they solve the
problem. But now it is so that, for example, in winter, there was a situation with
snow clearing. Our yard was not cleared. Where to complain? I went to the facility
management company. The facility management company said: ‘So this is our
territory. This one here is not ours. Go somewhere else.’ I asked the local
administration, the municipalities. They say: ‘Oh, this is not ours at all. Goodbye’.
Then, I found out that it was the facility management service number 1 of
Moskovsky district who was responsible for clearing this territory… The system
is too diversified, so that you don’t understand who is responsible for what. But
you just need to know where to call. And you are eventually redirected to different
instances, and this is the biggest problem... You come to the municipalities; they
redirect you to the district administration. You come to the district administration,
and they say: ‘This is [the problem of] the municipalities, and this is, probably,
[the one of] the Committee for General Improvement’. You send a request to the
Committee, and your appeal is sent again to the district administration’ (local
urban activist, f, interview 1). One interviewee also adds that sometimes it might
be unclear for city dwellers who they should contact in every particular case: ‘We
have a lot of committees, and a citizen who is trying to solve an urban problem
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often does not understand where to go. For example, the Committee for
Transportation and the Committee for the Development of Transportation
Infrastructure. Well, those who have already studied this more or less realize that
transportation means buses and routs, and the development of transportation
infrastructure means new roads, parking lots, bike lanes and so on. But it does
not become clear immediately’ (urban activist, f, interview 3). One of the
interviewees even states that there is legal illiteracy in the society, when neither
city dwellers nor the city administration are aware of the laws of the country: ‘Not
all the citizens know that the officials are obliged to accept their complaints and
take certain measures as response. And they do not always know where to go.
For example, they go to the municipalities to solve some problems that only the
city authorities can solve or vice versa. Not everyone knows who should do the
playgrounds, who should clean the streets. That is, such legal illiteracy in our
society, unfortunately, is flourishing. People do not know the laws of their country
and, unfortunately, not all officials are well aware of these laws’ (local urban
activist, m, interview 2).
Yet, studying laws can be also rather difficult for city dwellers, as it requires lots
of time and cultural capital. For instance, one of the interviewees refers to the
peculiarities of city legislation on the lighting in yards: ‘For example, a simple
situation that I am dealing with right now is yard lighting... In our urban area,
people walk in the dark. How is it solved now?.. The legal status [of this problem]
is unclear, because there are two laws. The first law is the one on local selfgovernment, and it states that improvement of territories lies within the
competence of municipalities. And it lists the items that are included in the
concept of ‘improvement’. And there is no lighting. Then there is the law on
improvement of St. Petersburg, where the concept of ‘improvement’ is explained
in more detail. And in the latest editions of this law, lighting is included in the
concept of ‘improvement’. So are municipalities responsible for lighting in this
situation or not?’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7).
Another problem of urban management in St. Petersburg indicated both by urban
activists and by other city dwellers is the lack of effective coordination between
various urban authorities: ‘When people file complaints, they submit them to
various instances, and these instances often do not act in concert with each
other... We have repeatedly encountered such situations when it is necessary to
provide improvement of different types, for example, to make lighting and design
a playground. And it turns out that at first they make a playground, and then we
need to wait for three-four years to light this playground. And then you have to
spoil the expensive rubber surfacing in order to dig the lampposts into it. And it is
impossible to do everything at the same time, because there are different
approvals, plans... That is, there is no sufficient level of coordination. It is
impossible to coordinate the actions of the relevant services in order to, for
instance, first lay the pipes and then put good asphalt’ (local urban activist, m,
interview 2). The interviewee suggests that this problem should be solved through
analysis of e-government data, which can be performed by specially created
software for processes automation: ‘This is one of the goals of such systems –
obtaining statistics for automated work with it. Moreover, I think that it is not even
very difficult to write programs that can play the role of artificial intelligence in this
situation. That is, they will be able to automatically compare certain problems and
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identify interconnections, to reveal which problems are interconnected, for
example, pipes and asphalt clearly have such an interconnection. That is, not
only to make it easier for people to file a complaint – but for the authorities, they
must play a coordinating role’ (local urban activist, m, interview 2). However,
currently the processing of appeals seems rather complicated and not fully
transparent for citizens: ‘It seems to me that the biggest problem is the lack of
interaction... Now such a hierarchy has been shaped, let's say, of various
administrative units that the problem is transferred along the chain... And,
accordingly, these administrative units give instructions to various urban services.
You write an official request, send it through the same electronic reception
service. They have thirty days there, according to the Federal law № 59. From
the beginning, as a rule, if they understand that it is not theirs, they send it
wherever possible. That is, to all the possible Committees. Then all of my appeals
are immediately forwarded to the district administration, then something is sent
to another Committee... Then, in the end, all the same, it all returns to the district
administration. That is, they apparently have no logic [in how the working
procedures are organized], it does not quite exist’ (local urban activist, f, interview
1). However, it might be also the case that the whole system seems rather
complicated to citizens, but the final decision on a certain appeal just must be
taken by the whole bunch of Committees and coordinated with the district
administration as the responsibility is shared. For example, one urban activist
explains this issue of bureaucracy as follows: ‘The problem is, in the first place,
in the data, because they do not have a pool that would be common and would
not be fragmented: that some of them get information from others. And this is the
problem of communication between the Committees. And because there are
some kinds of problems that require coordinated actions of a number of executive
bodies, everything ends up like this: ‘We held a meeting, talked, well, we decided
something, but we need to hold it again.’ It turns out that you need someone who
will constantly bug them, or it is going to last very long’ (urban activist, f, interview
3).
The city dwellers also note that the performance of facility management
companies is rather poor, especially when these are public agencies operating in
the city center: ‘I believe that much depends on the facility management
companies in which it is all administered. In the Central district, everything is bad.
Very bad. On the outskirts of the city, in some municipalities it is good, in some –
it’s bad, somewhere they don't monitor cleanliness at all’ (city dweller, f, interview
5). One interviewee also points out that sometimes facility management
companies avoid solving the problems reported by the residents via phone,
referring to the internal schedule, which is often not complied with. In addition,
the quality of their work is rather low: ‘In the district administration, I found out
that the facility management company № 1 of the Moscow district is responsible
for clearing this territory. I called them and got the answer that clearing is done
according to the schedule. I said: ‘Listen. Well, it’s not funny. You have never
cleared inside the yard.’ In the end, after several neighbours and I had called
them, they came and removed the snow. Well, they simply put it aside into the
pedestrian zones from the roads, and it remained there’ (local urban activist, f,
interview 1). Sometimes facility management companies even resort to the
practices of forgery in order to avoid actual work: ‘So the car, the cleaning
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equipment, drives up somewhere, a woman comes out with a camera, takes a
photo of the house number, the name of the street, that this is the car, this is the
house. She takes pictures of it, gets into the car, and the car drives away. In fact,
I think this is precisely due to the fact that some give instructions to others, they
transfer them, they transfer them to someone else. And in the end, there is a
report: ‘We have cleaned everything’. And in fact…’ (local urban activist, f,
interview 1).
Sometimes, city dwellers also resent long waiting periods for seemingly minimal
improvements of urban environment: ‘We ask to install a speed bump and a sign
‘Caution: children’. That's it. We wrote, and the answer came that it was in the
plan for the year 2021. But these are the things that do not require a huge amount
of budget money! In principle, for the most part, it just requires coordination’ (local
urban activist, f, interview 1). Even when city dwellers ask for some temporary
cheap installations, so that they do not have to struggle with urban problems on
their way to a public institution like, for example, a kindergarten every day, the
administration replies that such ‘urban change’ requires about a year: ‘A new
kindergarten opened, and there was simply not a single lane to it, the
passageway was simply through a mash on the square, and this was just spring
ice, mud, snow, all together, so moms with strollers were terrified. We wrote to
the administration... we asked for the walkways, but I already understood the
whole principle of budgeting, I saw that this was impossible to do at once. Again,
a project is needed here, a new budget is needed. And we wrote: ‘We are asking
for the paths to be planned for the near future, but as long as you cannot make
the permanent paths, make temporary ones such as construction bridges’. And
the answer came to us: ‘Wait until next year’ (urban activist, f, interview 3). Older
people are especially discontent with the long timeframes required for some
urban changes indicated in the responses to citizen’s requests by the city
administration: ‘We were told that we had to wait for the lighting until 2025. Our
retirees are joking that they will have died by that time’ (local urban activist, m,
interview 7).
However, the greatest challenge that the city dwellers face is the difficulty to
interact and collaborate with urban authorities : ‘The city government, well,
judging by those situations in which I interact with it, is terribly slow. And making
progress becomes possible only through massive public response (in the media).
Some kind of basic things that people ask for, for example, a pedestrian
crossing... You can write to another service, or to the head of the district. The
head of the district will also send a reply that they have something like that
planned in the future. Or a reply from the Transportation Infrastructure Committee
will come, that they have something planned there, but in two years if there is
money in the budget. The dialogue simply doesn't exist. There is a dialogue under
some pre-regulated rules… The authorities give you a list of problems that they
have to solve, and you can interact with them within the scope of these problems.
And these are only some typical problems, not any specific cases. … An official
can reply that they are planning something. But nothing is done. And no one is
responsible for this. But… this is a problem, in principle, of our system’ (city
dweller, m, interview 4). Both city dwellers and urban activists agree that there
should be more opportunities for a constructive dialogue with urban authorities:
‘In our district the new head of the district sees us – the residents who are not
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indifferent, who have been creating a comfortable environment in the district for
three years, – he sees us as some, I don’t know, politicians. Some people who
prevent him from doing something. Without a request, they do nothing. And if the
residents do not demand improvement, nothing will happen in the city, nothing
good. There must be a dialogue. As soon as the dialogue is established, there
will be improvements. Now there is no dialogue’. ‘At the moment, when the
authorities hear the residents, hear their demands and wishes, the city will start
changing for the better. This is exactly what happens in the cases that I have told
you about. Only after we had been heard, these beautiful places, these spots of
comfortable environment appeared. Small locations in the area where life began
to revive. Comfortable life for citizens. Because only through dialogue can we
return comfort to our city’ (urban activist, m, interview 8).
Another interviewee adds that the passivity of city dwellers often observed in
urban conflicts or struggles for some common good can actually correlate with
the lack of interest of authorities in asking and then taking into account citizens’
opinions: ‘Some citizens who I communicate with want to help, influence, gather,
they are ready to take an active part in this, but nobody needs it. I mean the
authorities do not. If they had seen the interest of the authorities, the people
would, I think, have caught up’ (city dweller, f, interview 5).
According to an urban activist, in general, urban (re)development almost
completely ignores urbanites’ concerns: ‘The voice of the citizens has to resonate
very loudly, they have to unite into rallies, then they may be heard, or maybe not.
This is difficult for the citizens, well, according to my feelings, nobody wants to
listen to them, on the one hand, I can understand the administration in some way
because the opinion of the citizens makes an additional problem. Because the
opinion of city dwellers often doesn't coincide with what is offered. On the one
hand, it is justified, for example, when urban authorities want to build up a park,
well, it is clear why people don’t want it, and I don’t see any excuse for this. On
the other hand, the opinion of citizens is sometimes negative, because people
are afraid of changes, and they need to be educated on this matter. But here, I
just don’t see any attempts to involve the citizens at the initial stage of the
projects’ (urban activist, f, interview 3). The latter interviewee also explains why
it is important to involve city dwellers in debates on urban (re)development,
especially at the initial stage: ‘At this stage, when it is only planned that a
particular territory will be developed, the residents are not informed, although we
are interested, we have our own wishes, because we see some other pressure
points that simply require changes, because modifying already established urban
projects later is impossible. We are told: ‘Oh, you know we have a project like
this, we cannot change anything.’ And no one calls us to participate and discuss
this’ (urban activist, f, interview 3). Therefore, the urbanites are often excluded
from urban planning processes. Another city dweller draws an example of an
urban project to create a park in the city and emphasizes that city dwellers were
totally excluded from the planning process, whereas the city could have benefited
from their local knowledge: ‘There was a huge wasteland in St. Petersburg for
twelve years... They have started to do something only now... If there will be
something good is unclear. No, I’m not a hater, that oh, everybody does nothing,
everything is bad, just, well, like, there were no public hearings, just a developer
came and made some kind of plan... And you see – was there any public
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discussion on how this will be done? And let's maybe attract some cool dudes
from America, Europe, Finland or even from Ukraine or Belarus. Nobody was
attracted either. These dudes just came and said: ‘Here's a park for you’… What
does it look like? Well, I do not know. They want to compete with Park Zaryadie
in Moscow. From what it looks like, there surely will be no competition’ (city
dweller, m, interview 4).
Meanwhile participatory planning is a well-known global trend, for example, there
are famous projects such as ‘Together we design Acque Chiare Park’ (Reggio
Emilia, Italy), ‘Participatory design for public urban squares’ (Madrid, Spain)
(Aguilar, 2015), ‘Model the Metropolis’ (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) (Fenizola, 2018)
as well as Urban Planning Workshops in Hamburg, Germany, mentioned earlier
in the paper (Blankau, 2011; 2012), but it is still almost not applied in urban
development in Russia. Only an insignificant amount of projects can be
mentioned, where, for example, students are engaged in urban planning like, for
example, in StudUrbanLab (St. Petersburg) (MIA ‘MIR’, 2018), or participatory
planning of urban projects is launched like in the project of boulevard
reconstruction in a small town Chistopol in the Republic of Tatarstan, Russia
(actually realized by architects from St. Petersburg Yana Golubeva and Daniar
Usupov) (Chistopol-inform, 2017).
As for the existing e-participation tools developed for the improvement of urban
environment and inclusion of city dwellers in solving urban problems, one of the
interviewees claims such tools cannot perform effectively in the absence of
constructive dialogue between the citizens and the powerholders: ‘The problem
of dialogue, it really exists, and, unfortunately, it’s not solved through VKontakte
pages, it’s not even solved by ‘Our Saint-Petersburg’ portal’ (local urban activist,
f, interview 1). Nevertheless, one of the local urban activists shares a quite
optimistic view on this matter arguing that such dialogue can be initiated if city
dwellers express their readiness to engage and get educated enough to
participate: ‘The portal is quite an effective tool. The electronic reception
letters.gov.spb.ru is quite an effective tool. There are many things to be improved.
On this matter, I have already written letters to the Committee for information and
communication... Many people think that there is no dialogue. But it seems to me
that the problem of the lack of dialogue lies not so much in the fact that the
authorities are not ready for it, but rather in the fact that the urbanites believe that
this is totally useless. When I approached this problem like: why don’t we try and
see what comes out, it turned out that, in general, they [urban authorities] are
open for negotiation. If you don’t immediately feel offended when the first formal
reply comes, and start asking yourself the question: ‘Why did they answer that
way?’, — the interaction is getting better. How could this be solved? By
enlightenment. The existing structure generally works. It just needs to be
improved a little bit. Electronic reception is good. The portal is good. The
government account that is really responding is good. They do not always
respond on the merits. Sometimes it is necessary to harass them consistently, to
show some kind of stubbornness and keep up until the problem is resolved. But,
in principle, the process is possible’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7). One of
the local urban activists stresses that the possibility of dialogue between the
urbanites and the city authorities is actually prescribed in the law and it is more
the question of how well the law is followed by the authorities: ‘The opportunity
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for dialogue is provided by the federal law that regulates the work with citizens'
appeals. That is, it is not someone’s goodwill to communicate with city dwellers,
or the goodwill of the citizens – this is a federal law that clearly states that officials
are obliged to work with citizens’ appeals in accordance with the competences
that are given to them. Therefore, here we are talking about how well the
legislation is implemented’ (local urban activist, m, interview 2).
One urban activist adds that it is the attitude of representatives of city
administration that hampers the dialogue between the city dwellers and the power
holders in general: ‘It is often so that when the residents themselves are trying to
establish a dialogue, they are not heard: city authorities do everything to prevent
them from going somewhere, for example, in the Central district, when people
came to an open hearing on budgeting, they were simply not allowed. They
[urban authorities] said: ‘You know, the room is small, there are no places, you
have not registered.’ Moreover, nobody had spoken about this [the need to
register] in advance, that is, the police came, and people were simply not allowed.
And the dialogue is tough, because the administration often sees citizens as
urban madmen. This is already a common way of communication, because most
of the residents, for example, do not need it, and those who are activists, I mean,
people who are willing to spend their time, resources and participate in public
discussions at least at the initial stage, so when a person from among the city
dwellers just appears before them, they look at them as if they were urban
madmen. Of course some urban madmen also exist. But ordinary city dwellers
are lost behind them, the ones who just want to be heard’ (urban activist, f,
interview 3).
As for the attempts taken by the city government to improve urban environment
and favored by the city dwellers, they are the following. First of all, city dwellers
endorse the emergence of various e-participation tools such as ‘Our St.
Petersburg’ portal: ‘The only initiative that has pleased me very much is the
possibility of e-informing various levels of government about the problems that I
observe. In particular, this is ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal. It certainly helps a lot’
(local urban activist, m, interview 7), — and the unified electronic reception: ‘The
electronic reception has become at least a little bit more convenient. Now it is
unified, so that you do not need to look where some administrative unit is located.
That is, you can find most of the instances on one page, so well, definitely it has
become better’ (urban activist, f, interview 3). Moreover, city dwellers welcome
city initiatives related to separate collection of waste, creation of new public
spaces and artistic platforms like New Holland and Golitsyn loft, the development
of bike lanes, more infrastructure for persons with impaired physical mobility;
making Bolshaya Morskaya Street partly pedestrian. They also approve of the
participatory budgeting initiative called ‘Your Budget’. However, the research
participants argue that in ‘Your Budget’ project even that small part of citizens’
initiatives on urban development that survive until the implementation stage, in
the end, is implemented in contradiction to citizens’ initial desires: ‘Your Budget’
is a great idea, but the implementation is awful. The citizens are asked: ‘What do
you want?’ The citizens themselves put forward the initiative, then when a half of
the projects that come to implementation just ... so the citizens say: ‘We didn’t
mean it like that’. There was an initiative with the garden ... and, in the end, it
turned out that the people said: ‘We didn’t ask for that, we drew one thing, but we
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have received the same awful playgrounds that we cannot see anymore’. What
is more, some initiatives just don't pass the expert examination’ (urban activist, f,
interview 3).
Generally, it can be concluded that the urbanites consider interaction with various
administrative agencies a complicated and frustrating process. Overall, the major
challenges that city dwellers face while attempting to build a constructive dialogue
with city administration are bureaucracy, poor performance of facility
management companies as well as attempts made by city officials to avoid
contact with city dwellers.
2.2.4. From traditional forms of civic participation to online ones: The
experience of St. Petersburg urbanites
Despite the fact that almost all interviewees deny being interested in politics (the
position that will be discussed in more details further), all of them pay attention to
urban issues in one or another way. They usually follow city transformations
online by watching news programs such as ‘Vesti’ or ‘Novosti Sverkhderzhavy’;
reading online newspapers like ‘Bumaga’, ‘Fontanka’, ‘Lenta’, ‘RBK’, ‘Karpovka’,
‘St. Petersburg Vedomosti’, or ‘Kupchino news’; subscribing to the pages of
Russian urbanists such as Varlamov, Katz and Gershman on social network
called ‘VKontakte’; or joining the online communities of urban movements such
as ‘The Beautiful Petersburg’, ‘The Central District for a Comfortable Urban
Environment’, ‘The Green Coalition’, and ‘The Citizen of St. Petersburg’; visiting
the webpages of the city government or ‘Our St. Petersburg’ online portal, as well
as of the municipalities; paying attention to public utterances from such deputies
of the city Legislative Assembly as Vishnevskiy, Resnik and Tikhonova. Some
interviewees also monitor the webpages of Governor-in-Charge Beglov and
‘Yabloko’ political party.
The participatory activities performed by city dwellers and, in particular, urban
activists can be conditionally divided into offline and online ones. The most
common offline activities are contacting administrative agencies of different levels
including facility management companies, voting, participating in local urban
activities. For example, some urban local activists organize meetings with
neighbours devoted to local urban problems and collect signatures for petitions:
‘We gathered at this meeting... I wrote three collective appeals on these most
sensitive issues, we collected signatures’ (local urban activist, f, interview 1).
They can invest not only time and energy but also money in their efforts to solve
their problems: ‘We have collected more than two thousand signatures from all
over the building against the construction. We wrote complaints to absolutely all
city authorities, including the Prosecutor General’s Office and the President’s
Office, where our residents went by train. We've collected money from the whole
building for the tickets, and they got into the President’s Office without queuing’
(local urban activist, m, interview 2). Some of the interviewees say that they
sometimes volunteer: for example help ill children, or collect plastic lids to do
some good for the environment. One interviewee also reports that he
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disseminates information about popular science events, excursions, lectures,
exhibitions and presentations that take place in St. Petersburg, and another one
has even constructed a slide for a playground.
It should be mentioned that all the interviewees have negative perception of
rallies as a form of civic participation and stick to the opinion that there should be
other ways of citizen engagement: ‘I am quite skeptical of protests and rallies,
because there must be other ways to express your opinion. Of course, nowadays
they are used as the only opportunity, given the fact that other possibilities do not
work. But, in general, it seems to me that this is negativity. And I have a fear to
go to large meetings’ (local urban activist, f, interview 1). Another interviewee
refers to his own experience to argue that it is better to employ the scientific
approach to urban issues to achieve improvements than to take part in protests:
‘Once I went to a rally in the Field of Mars. I don’t remember what it was about,
well, something about liberal values. This is so, the guys gathered, shouted and
went home. Probably, we aren't mature enough for this yet. We do not know how
to do this constructively. Because we are doing rallies for about fifteen years, but
political competition has not appeared in the country yet. I opt for more rational
methods of work. Analytics, pedestrian counting, a research approach. We have
already tried to go out with a banner ‘We want wide sidewalk’, and it does not
work. But to calculate how many people pass and how many people are parking
in the same territory – it works. Because you see that there are twenty cars, and
a thousand people are walking by, and these people are crowding in a narrow
space only through a fault of the owners of twenty cars. Here it is clear that it is
some kind of social injustice. This is much more difficult to ignore than just a
person with a poster’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7). One relatively famous
urban activist states that the rally is the last measure that can be taken by the city
dwellers, however, in some cases it is inescapable: ‘When official requests
through the Reception Offices of the President, the city administration and other
administrations don't bring any results ... When it is already clear that the
authorities do not want to do anything, we have to go into the streets to protest.
We are the people, and we are the greatest driving force that can bring order
back to the city, make the city comfortable. And as long as the authorities listen
only to themselves and account for the interests of business circles, everything
will only get worse. Only after a protest of residents, a notable protest, the
authorities will have no choice but to make the right decision’ (urban activist, m,
interview 8).
Some research participants have experience of taking part in public hearings.
However, as one of the interviewees points out, public hearings in their
municipality usually take form of reports on the already performed work: ‘Our
public hearings are organized regularly by our municipalities. In particular, in
Piskaryovskaya, there they have hearings on budgeting, reports of the head of
the municipality to the citizens on the work done during the previous year’ (local
urban activist, m, interview 2). The coordinator of ‘The Central District for a
Comfortable Urban Environment’ perceives public hearings as a kind of
‘battlefield’ where urban activists try to fight for their interests: ‘We constantly
participate in public hearings on territorial development, on general planning, on
the rules of development projects. We managed to call off the construction of an
elite multi-storied building between five-storied residential buildings. Now, this
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courtyard is labelled as part of the ‘2Zh’ building zone, which actually reduces the
building height to four floors and makes the construction in the center of this
courtyard unprofitable’ (urban activist, m, interview 8). However, participation in
public hearings was indicated only by urban activists and one local urban activist,
who apparently tried to use as many opportunities to voice their discontent with
urban (re)development as possible, by using both online and offline instruments.
Nevertheless, generally, most of the interviewees admit that they are aware of
the existence of the institute of public hearings in St. Petersburg, but they have
not yet taken part in such hearings due to several reasons. For example, one
interviewee does not attend public hearings, because she cannot leave her child
at home alone at the time of the event: ‘I did not go there, because it is quite
difficult for me to get to such events because of my child. But I am in favor of
taking part in public hearings’ (local urban activist, f, interview 1). Another
research participant decided not to attend public hearings after he had read some
reports on them and realized that going there seemed to be pointless; however,
he is not against trying this option in the future: ‘I haven't been to public hearings
yet, although it would be interesting. I have read the reports on them and got
disappointed since what is happening there is quite formal. Well, that is, they
[urban authorities] listened to the city dwellers but did nothing later. I've realized
it’s useless. But in fact, most likely this also happens in the same way as many
people believe that everything is ‘useless’, once they have called the facility
management company and haven't got a result... Perhaps if you come to the
public hearings with detailed critical analysis of the project, with some arguments
concerning each item, it isn't that useless. This is something that I have not tried
yet’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7). Therefore, city dwellers say that usually
it is inconvenient to attend public hearings for them, and some of them are not
even sure that their voice is going to be heard there: ‘It often seems that people's
opinions are not heard. It seems that everything has been already decided
beforehand. It looks like ‘we told you everything, you agreed, and everything will
be exactly as planned’ (urban activist, f, interview 3). It can also be rather difficult
for urbanites to find information on prospective public hearing in their districts:
‘Only last year, it became possible to subscribe to notifications from the CGA [the
Committee for Urban Development and Architecture] that some public hearings
were going to be held. Earlier it often happened that the news about public
hearings appeared at the last moment, that is, you got to know about them on the
very day they took place... Perhaps I’m exaggerating it a little bit, but I got to know
about the upcoming public hearing exactly like this: at ten in the morning, the
news appears: ‘Today at three o'clock in the afternoon there will be public
hearings on budgeting’. And that's all, that’s why only a few people come there’
(urban activist, f, interview 3). Sometimes it is possible to follow public hearings
online, but it doesn’t presuppose any possibility to comment on the procedure or
submit questions: ‘There are live broadcasts sometimes, at least there were some
on the budget. But you aren't able to take part in them. It's just a broadcast, you
can watch a video and see how it all happened’ (urban activist, f, interview 3).
Nevertheless, sometimes some urban activists can organize an online broadcast
of public hearings for other members of neighbourhoods, and then everyone
interested would address them to ask questions concerning the project on their
behalf: ‘Participation in public hearings can only be possible when one of the
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activists makes a live broadcast, that is, it is transmitted somewhere in public, say
on VKontakte, then someone can comment: ‘Guys, ask something please’. Only
in this format’ (urban activist, f, interview 3).
Although the interviewees see municipalities as performing a very limited set of
functions: ‘Then I read books such as ‘Transport in cities convenient for life’,
‘Cities for people’ by Gale, etc., and I realized that, generally speaking, in
developed countries municipalities solve the problems of garbage disposal and
lighting and work on issues of urban improvement much more carefully.
Meanwhile, here [in St. Petersburg] it all comes down to a bench and a rubbish
bin. Nothing more. It means, we have very narrow competences of municipalities’
(local urban activist, m, interview 7). Four out of eight interviewees say that they
are rather interested in municipal elections which are going to take place in
September 2019: ‘Maybe if I find time we shall try to take part in these municipal
elections with these guys [‘Kupchino News’], or something like that, but if I don’t
nominate myself, I will try to help those who I know to get nominated’ (city dweller,
m, interview 4). The coordinator of ‘The Central District for a Comfortable Urban
Environment’ argues that if members of urban movements are not elected, it will
be a sign of the elections being unfair: ‘In the Central District, we are going to
take local government under our control. In fact, we are putting forward people
who will become municipal deputies. But if this doesn't happen, it would mean
that the elections have been rigged, and we would have to live with these current
deputies who don’t even live in our district, who plunder and destroy our district’
(urban activist, m, interview 8). Two of the interviewees are members of
‘Yabloko’, an opposition political party and also participate in the project for
nomination of ‘United Democrats’ independent candidates. They would like to
become municipal deputies, since it gives them the right to launch legislative
initiative: ‘I think about going to municipal deputies just because deputies have
the right of legislative initiative’ (local urban activist, f, interview 1), and provides
them with better potential to be heard: ‘I want to try to be elected as a municipal
deputy, because even with the limited capabilities of the municipalities that they
have currently, when you write to the district administration or the governor, or to
any committee, some letter with the letterhead of a deputy, you will be heard with
much greater probability because you are speaking not for yourself, but on behalf
of several thousand people who voted for you’ (local urban activist, m, interview
7). Indeed, according to another interviewee, municipalities can play a significant
role as a mediator between the citizens and the city administration: ‘For example,
when we fought for our playground, it should be noted that the only authority that
was for us from the very beginning to the end, that actively helped us not only
with slogans but also with actions were representatives of the local government.
And we still have a very good relationship with them, because good people work
there’ (local urban activist, m, interview 2).
In order to draw attention of urban authorities and the public to urban problems,
urban activists organize local meetings, and interact with urban movements
and mass media. For example, some informants recall their communication
with ‘The Beautiful St. Petersburg’ urban movement: ‘When I realized that people
have some kind of negativity, I decided to organize a meeting, and I invited
Krasimir Vransky, the founder of The Beautiful Petersburg, to this meeting. He
has put forward his candidacy for the Governor of St. Petersburg. And within the
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framework of this election campaign, he travels around different areas, looks at
problems, because he wants to base his election campaign precisely on real
problems. And he came to us... We walked around the block for two hours and
discussed all sorts of problems. And then I asked him: ‘Well, what do you think?’,
and he replied: ‘I thought I was driving to the Moskovsky district, but it seems that
I came to Devyatkino. A lot of new buildings are high-rise, cars, dirt everywhere,
no one cleans up, no playgrounds, no green areas’. We have only asphalt almost
everywhere in the neighbourhood’ (local urban activist, f, interview 1). However,
not everyone has had successful experience of cooperation with urban
movements, and thus some of the evaluations of their contribution are rather
skeptical or critical: ‘Basically, all organisations want to promote themselves and
don't want to promote you. That is, the interaction with the city projects looked
like this, the interaction with the activists of the Central district looked like this,
and the interaction with ‘The Beautiful Petersburg’ looked like this. Therefore, I
started working alone. Nevertheless, even when we do not directly interact, but
encounter purely at the educational and enlightening level, we still do a common
cause’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7). Apart from engaging with citywide
movements, local urban activists collaborate with mass media: ‘The major way
through which we have recaptured the playground was the massive coverage of
the problem in the media. And we constantly maintained a very high degree of
this hype in the media, so that other people would know about our problem, and
so that they would not try to somehow silence it or talk it down’ (local urban
activist, m, interview 2).
The most desperate or motivated urban activists create and manage their own
local urban movements, for example, ‘The Central District for a Comfortable
Urban Environment’; attend appointments with the representatives of city
authorities; and invite them to local meetings. However, one of the interviewees
admits that it was difficult for her to make an appointment with the head of the
district administration: ‘But there was just a situation when we tried to make an
appointment with the head of district administration, and they were telling us: ‘Oh,
he was on vacation’, — then he drove away, then he was on vacation again. Well,
then we just abandoned these attempts and actually realized that he would not
tell us anything, so it would be useless to go there’ (urban activist, f, interview 3).
Even when the activists attain meetings with the representatives of city
authorities, they often do not get an adequate reaction: ‘We signed up for the
meeting with the Construction Committee three years ago and... we were told:
‘You will put on a show here’, and we replied ‘You know, we are adults, and we
are more than thirty years old, we have a specific question, we want to hear just
the answer, we need a dialogue, not this messaging back and forth’ ...Only three
activists came then, and there were ten to fifteen people from the Committee, I
got a feeling that they were afraid of us. You come to the reception, and they tell
you: ‘Who are you actually? What are you doing? Oh, you are a stay-at-home
mum, so you have nothing to do. What have you done in order to have a school?’
You come out in a state of shock because an official who has to solve your
problems tell this in your face’ (urban activist, f, interview 3).
As it could be seen from the description of practices of civic participation, many
of them can have both online and offline forms, for example, contacting city
officials, interacting with urban movements, making publications in mass media,
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attending public hearings, donating and more. However, there are also specific
forms of civic participation taking place for the most part online. They are often
seen by the informants just as supplementary to offline practices, as they simply
make interaction with other people and their engagement in urban problems
easier.
As the concept of e-participation involves e-information, e-consultation and edecision-making, it would be logical to pay attention to all these three pillars of eparticipation as applied to St. Petersburg context. For example, when talking
about e-information, one interviewee points out that it can be challenging to find
high-quality information about urban change on the Internet: ‘Just the posters are
no longer valid. It's cool, of course, when we walk down the street and see a
poster about how many playgrounds will be arranged this year. And in order to
understand where they will be installed, I had to search through the entire Internet
to get to the website where some kind of a note with indicated locations was
published. It was some kind of city government website, but all this was done not
for people. Someone, apparently, thinks that no one will check this, but there are
people who want to know all the information, but in the end, you have to spend
an incredibly long time and get a minimum of information. And I would like to see
that specific equipment is going to be installed, be glad about that. The same can
be said about the parks and everything else’ (urban activist, f, interview 3).
As for e-consultation, the interviewees report on such opportunities to interact
with government officials as ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal, the electronic reception,
webpages of governmental agencies and individual politicians on ‘VKontakte’ as
well as different websites of city administration agencies, where city dwellers can
file their appeals and ‘Your Budget’ website created by the Committee for
Finances to enable citizens to offer their ideas for urban development. All these
e-participation tools will be discussed in more details below in the paper. The
online instruments for e-decision making in urban development still do not exist
as such in St. Petersburg.
According to the interviewees, e-government services already function pretty well
in St. Petersburg: ‘If you take an example of good electronic service, then
Gosuslugi is a good electronic service. It is a website that is very well done. I
even got a tax refund through it. That is, you can get money back from the state,
simply never having appeared there, only by sending them photos of some
documents and references. This is really cool. And, accordingly, it is one level
higher than ‘Our St. Petersburg’ (city dweller, m, interview 4).
City dwellers and urban activists in St. Petersburg also take part in discussing
urban issues on the most popular Russian social media website called
‘VKontakte’. For example, they create groups devoted to local urban problems
and invite their neighbours to join: ‘I created a group that is related to urban
problems in our beighbourhood, I started writing there and attracting people. And
actually, we are discussing just the same problems. I realized that people do care
as well, but it is just not visible. People just do not go with posters: ‘I worry about
why there is nothing here and there’ (local urban activist, f, interview 1). In the
case of undesirable urban (re)development taking place in the neighbourhood,
such groups can become a kind of online platforms for coordinated activities
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among neighbours: ‘My group on ‘VKontakte’ is for our city quarter; through it, we
are trying to somehow bring people together, and someone comes who is ready
to do something, we collect problems and then somehow solve them together’
(urban activist, f, interview 3). Another informant shares a similar position: ‘In our
VKontakte’ group ‘we managed to attract over a thousand subscribers in a very
short time. And these people also actively helped us with the money for the trips
to the President's Office in Moscow, with documents and lawyers. Someone
helped us to fill in the complaints correctly. Someone went to the playground with
us to communicate with the local authorities’ (local urban activist, m, interview 2).
In such groups local urban activists also help their neighbours to fill in and send
appeals through the electronic reception platform and ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal:
‘Now I'm introducing a new format of civic participation in the group. Well, you are
not ready to register on the portal. You are not ready to write your claim and send
it through the electronic reception, then write to me’ (local urban activist, f,
interview 1). One interviewee has a blog on ‘VKontakte’ related to local urban
problems and urban studies in general: ‘I have my own blog on VKontakte, where
I share all the most urgent urban problems that I encounter with the public’ (local
urban activist, m, interview 7). A couple of interviewees have also developed
digital maps where other users can indicate the location of urban problems: ‘We
have made a map because there are a lot of problems. Now it exists just in
Photoshop, I edit it. When people send messages to me or leave comments in
the group, I add all the problems to the map. The idea is that we see with other
activists how we can try to solve some local problem. So we try to figure out who
is responsible for the territory. .... Then we decide where to write about it, to the
electronic reception, to ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal, or to some facility
management company that is responsible for this territory. But I'm also planning
to create an interactive map in the form of a portal’ (local urban activist, f, interview
1). ‘I launched a project called ‘The Dark Petersburg’ with a map that is filled by
the users with the information on all unlit places in the city, so that you can see
the scale of the problem’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7). Maps similar to
‘The Dark Petersburg’ are already quite numerous in St. Petersburg; they are
usually called ‘PPGIS’ (Public Participation Geo-Information Systems). For
example, there is a map of city trees (urbantrees.ru), a map of urban emotions
(‘Imprecity’), a map of points for separate waste disposal made by the division of
GreenPeace in St. Petersburg (‘Recyclemap’) (Sofina, 2019). All of these maps
are bottom-up initiatives launched by urban activists without fundraising of use of
city budget money.
Moreover, ‘Our St. Petersburg’ is also not the first platform of this kind in the city.
The first portal related to urban problems and offering a digital map and a mobile
app appeared in St. Petersburg as early as in 2012. It was created as a grassroots
initiative – by ‘The Beautiful St. Petersburg’ urban movement – and functioned
until ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal was launched in 2015. Overall, ‘The Beautiful St.
Petersburg’ online platform helped urban activists and city dwellers to cope with
over 35,000 urban problems. However, as soon as the official governmental
portal called ‘Our St. Petersburg’ appeared, the possibility to submit appeals
through ‘The Beautiful St. Petersburg’ was blocked.
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It happened because the complaints collected by ‘The Beautiful St. Petersburg’
were then redirected to the e-mails of city officials, which they obviously did not
approve of.
In my research I asked city dwellers and urban activists to compare these two
portals. The informants argue that they are almost identical both in their purposes
and in their interface: ‘I used ‘The Beautiful Petersburg’ once. There, I liked that
you could describe the problem fully, and the moderators did not reject it. That
seems a big advantage to me. And I also liked that any problems could be placed
there. Although this volunteer project was good because it was created directly
by the citizens, the city portal can probably solve the problems easier as it is
financed by the government’ (city dweller, m, interview 6). Other informants agree
that the two portals resemble each other, with the difference that ‘Our St.
Petersburg’ enjoys administrative resources: ‘There was the Beautiful Petersburg
portal. It is still there, but doesn't function now. Well, comparing “The Beautiful St.
Petersburg” and ‘Our St. Petersburg’, in principle, the only difference apart from
the interface that I see is that [in the latter case] the appeals are immediately sent
to the responsible authority. That is, this is a government portal, roughly speaking.
However, when I wrote to ‘The Beautiful St. Petersburg’ about the dumps and the
benches, the result was there. The dump was liquidated within a week. That is, it
was very fast’ (local urban activist, f, interview 1). When comparing ‘The Beautiful
Petersburg’ with the electronic reception, the interviewees say that the usability
of the portal was much higher because there the users just had to choose a
category and fill in the given template. Meanwhile, when using the electronic
reception, users are supposed to choose the proper administrative agency
responsible for the matter first, and then to describe the problem and ask the
necessary questions using complex bureaucratic language. Therefore, ‘The
Beautiful Petersburg’ seemed much more convenient for ordinary city dwellers.
Probably this is the reason why some informants feel sorry that ‘The Beautiful
Petersburg’ does not operate anymore. For instance, one interviewee who is
employed as an IT-specialist says he does not understand why the ‘people’s’
portal does not currently function – for example, as a platform complementary to
‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal and the electronic reception: ‘As an IT-specialist, I
immediately see the solution. Well, just rewrite the scripts so that they work
through the electronic reception or websites of administrative agencies, and
not via e-mails. Yes, it is difficult, but it is not an impossible task. Besides, it is
possible to print out the appeals and send them as hard copies. That will cost a
little bit of money, but I am ready to pay this money for not spending so much
time and energy for formulating these appeals in the bureaucratic language. I
have already learnt it, but my mother doesn't know it. It is easier for her to click
‘the lamppost does not work’ and ‘enter’ and not to formulate everything, and
think where to send it’ (local urban activist, m, interview 2). This interviewee also
explains that opening the emails of city officials again, a measure that the
representatives of ‘The Beautiful Petersburg’ require in court, is actually
ineffective for the city in general, as it is not an automatized system of processing
appeals: ‘The email is, in fact, an inefficient way to account for all these requests.
It is clear that they should all be registered in the database, incoming numbers
should be assigned to them, everything should be monitored, it should be
integrated with the internal electronic document management system. And the
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emails simply don't allow that’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7). Instead, an
urban activist offers a technical solution on how ‘The Beautiful Petersburg’ portal
can function as an additional tool of e-participation convenient for city dwellers: ‘I
open ‘The Beautiful Petersburg’, and if the category I choose there has a
corresponding category on the portal, they simply create an automated
application on the portal [‘Our St. Petersburg’]. If they have a category, but there
is no similar one on the portal, they can automatically send the appeal on the city
dweller's behalf via the electronic reception by means of a certain program
mechanism (API). I put a tick to give the permission to send an appeal on my
behalf, and then they can technically interact. Here is a scheme’ (local urban
activist, m, interview 7).
Although the electronic reception is a unified system, so that users are able to
write and send appeals to any executive authority using this platform, it is still too
complicated for ordinary city dwellers, since in order to send an appeal they have
to first of all know in the area of responsibility of which executive body a particular
problem lies, which might be not clear because some authority agencies have
related or overlapping domains of responsibility. Secondly, city dwellers are
usually not aware of who in the city administration is responsible for a certain
parcel of land. Finally, urbanites often do not master the bureaucratic language
necessary to formulate the appeals: ‘There is a huge drop-down list of
committees, but not all citizens know which committee is responsible for what. I
know that in such a situation you need to write to the reception office of the
governor. They know and are able to redirect. But for an ordinary citizen, it is not
obvious. He is just lost <…> The electronic reception needs to be simplified.
There should be a hint on who is responsible for what, at least elementary. So
that when choosing organisations there is a pop-up window that they are
responsible for this, and this is according to this particular law. This will help to
avoid the necessity for transferring applications to another administrative agency
if it has arrived to a wrong address’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7).
Probably, these complications of use along with insufficient dissemination make
the core reasons why ‘ordinary’ city dwellers from among my interviewees admit
that they have either never heard of the electronic reception or have never used
it. Meanwhile, urban activists use the electronic reception to send appeals about
the problems that cannot be tackled on ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal because there
is no suitable category; ask questions concerning urban development; as well as
offer new categories for ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal: ‘The portal is rather for minor
problems such as garbage, fences, asphalt, and so on. And the electronic
reception is for major problems such as: I have no school, road, kindergarten’
(urban activist, f, interview 3). However, it turns out that ordinary city dwellers are
almost totally excluded from voicing such major urban problems, since the tool
itself is too complicated for them. Moreover, there are facilitating features on the
electronic reception website, which may educate users and help them to figure
out how it functions.
In conclusion, it can be stated that city dwellers and urban activists perform a
wide variety of civic participation practices. They take part in urban development
and contribute to the general improvement of urban environment both offline and
online through various means. Overall, it can be concluded that the emergence
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of online forms of civic participation made it possible for urban activists to
participate much more actively in the life of local urban communities, for example,
by creating groups in social networks and attracting neighbours there, helping the
locals to send their appeals concerning urban problems in the area, creating new
public participation GIS and more. They also provided ordinary city dwellers with
an opportunity to join the groups created by urban local activists, and identify and
discuss local urban problems in order to collectively come to a certain solution.
What is more, in spite of their limitations, various e-participation tools made it
easier for the city dwellers to report on urban problems.
2.2.5. ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal
‘Our St. Petersburg’ (‘Наш Санкт-Петербург’) online participation tool was
created in 2014. During the first few months of this online platform being available
for citizens, 2479 appeals were registered there (Saint Petersburg Administration
official website). By 2018, the number of submissions reached one million
(Netrika Company press office, 2018). By June 2018 the amount of appeals sent
to the portal reached over 1.7 million, and, according to the data published on the
portal, more than 1.6 million from them were responded (’Our Sain Petersburg’
portal official website).
The initiative to create an online participation tool came from the Governor of St.
Petersburg of the time G. Poltavchenko. The project was implemented by several
working groups of the Committee for Informatisation and Communication of the
Government of St. Petersburg (CIS) and St. Petersburg Information and
Analytical Center (St. Petersburg IAC) (Netrika Company press office, 2018).
‘Our St. Petersburg’ is financed from the city budget. It was developed to enhance
dialogue between citizens and city authorities. Consequently, the target group of
the portal are the citizens of St. Petersburg. According to ‘Expert Union’ online
media outlet, ‘Our St. Petersburg’ e-participation tool is designed for concerned
and active citizens of St. Petersburg, who would like to make their houses,
backyards and the city in general better places’ (Expert Union, 2019).
By November 2018, 110775 users had registered on the portal (Delovoy
Peterburg2018). It shows that many people share the interest in online
participation, and increasingly more citizens of St. Petersburg become aware of
the opportunity to contact city authorities online when they are dissatisfied with
the conditions of their environment. However, despite the rapid growth in the
number of users, if we compare this figure with the total population of St.
Petersburg (that equaled 5,383,890 citizens on January 1, 2019) (Petrostat,
2019), we shall see that only 2% of citizens have created their accounts, which
is a rather small proportion. This shows that the platform is now available only for
those urbanites, who are particularly active in their efforts to improve the quality
of urban life or just happened to be covered by the outreach efforts of the
administration, so that special efforts are needed to attract new users. On the
other hand, the constant increase of the number of users might generate
challenges to the city authorities who maintain the operation of the portal.
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As mentioned earlier, the major official objective of “Our St. Petersburg” is to
facilitate collaboration between urbanites and city authorities for them to jointly
identify and solve relevant problems of the residents. In particular, the portal has
the following tasks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

promoting the development of civil society;
ensuring openness and accessibility of public authorities through
establishing ground for an open government in St. Petersburg;
ensuring and protecting the constitutional rights of individuals and
citizens;
improving the conditions and quality of life of the population;
creating a single tool that ensures the dialogue between the population
and government bodies and provides the opportunity of feedback;
enabling the identification of problems, areas and priorities for the
development of housing and communal services, urban upgrading and
other spheres of city activity;
providing access to information about the objectives and performance of
the executive bodies and sub-departments of the city;
ensuring public control over the activities of executive bodies and
local self-government agencies;
organisation of collaborative work of executive, municipal and legislative
authorities of St. Petersburg in implementing the principles of an open
government within the territory of St. Petersburg;
information dissemination and analytical support of the Committee for
Informatisation and Communication with respect to the public policy in
the field of information, information technologies and information
protection (’SPB IATs SPB GUP).

There is a vast range of urban issues that can be solved by using ‘Our St.
Petersburg’ online portal. This platform started operating with 56 categories of
problems to tackle, but as early as in 2016 this figure increased to 200, as the its
creator and former chairman of the Committee for Informatisation and
Communication of the Government of St. Petersburg (CIS) Ivan Gromov
mentioned in one of his interviews. He also added that the portal was constantly
evolving to respond to a wide variety of urban issues (Pershina, 2016).
In order to file an appeal, a person needs to be registered on the platform.
Although it is supposed that users indicate their real names and surnames when
creating their accounts, the usage of fictional names is not prohibited. The portal
uses only identification through e-mail addresses and mobile phone numbers.
That leads to occasional misuse of the portal on the part of citizens who may
send the messages on non-existent issues. Nevertheless, it ensures anonymity
of the portal.
After registration users are able to submit their appeals that are later subjected
to moderation, and, provided that the rules imposed by the portal have been
respected, published on the portal. The time within which the reported problems
should be solved depends on the category of the appeal.
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When starting the submission process, the users should identify the type of object
they are going to complain about. The list of objects involves 16 items: for
example, it is possible to leave a complaint about the state of a house, backyard,
street, budget institution, commercial unit, park, advertising and information
constructions and the territory of St. Petersburg, in general. Each object includes
certain categories that are further divided into subcategories. After choosing the
(sub)categories, the users should specify the address and attach a photo to prove
the problem is there. It is not allowed to cover more than one issue in one
message. Most popular categories of appeals are illegal advertising constructions
and advertisements on the walls of buildings as well as road damage.
After submission and moderation, the appeals are assigned to respective
coordinators and inspectors depending on their content. The inspectors, in turn,
give assignments to the executives, whose operation is later checked and
reported to the moderators. Finally, the moderators publish answers to the
original appeals online. The users have the opportunity to evaluate the answers
they get and resubmit their appeals if they are not satisfied with the outcome. If
the users leave no feedback, it can be done by the so-called ‘public inspectors’,
i.e. most active users of the portal (‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal official website).
‘Our St. Petersburg’ online-portal provides users with the following opportunities:







submitting appeals about the issues related to housing and
communal services and urban improvement, state of roads and
pavements, illegal construction and trade objects, violation of land or
immigration legislation;
informing urban services about the absence of reference information on
information boards, as well as the unsatisfactory sanitary conditions of
premises in budget institutions of education, health, culture, social
protection of the population, employment;
obtaining additional information regarding targeted urban programs and
managing organisations, as well as information on the city objects of
interest;
familiarizing with the technical and economic passports of apartment
buildings of St. Petersburg and getting information about the
organisations that serve them (‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal official
website).

‘Our St. Petersburg’ has not only desktop and mobile versions but also a mobile
app operating in Apple Store, Google Play and Windows Store. The availability
of mobile applications provides users with the opportunity to submit appeals not
only from their homes, but also right after they have discovered an urban problem
and registered it by taking photos. Many users argue that, although the mobile
application is a bit less technically developed, it is much more convenient for them
to use it for sending appeals on their way or, for example, while travelling in the
subway. Although it is stated that the portal is targeted at all city dwellers, it is
apparent that its users should be at least confident Internet users. In order to
understand who makes a typical user of the portal, I tried to find commonalities
in the social profiles of the research participants.
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2.2.6 Profile of users of ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal and their identity
For my study I searched for interviewees who had experience of using ‘Our St.
Petersburg’ online portal. Overall, I collected eight interviewees (the average
length of conversations amounted to 80-90 minutes). The length of an interview
depended on the amount of experience the interviewee had in civic participation
in urban development and the usage of the portal – in particular.
Although the interviewees were chosen based on the only criterion – the very fact
of using the portal, – they turned out to have certain commonalities. All of the
interviewees are highly educated adults from 27 to 36 years old. Five out of eight
interviewees are engaged in IT-projects, which makes their narratives expert
ones in a certain sense. What is more, all of the interviewees were born in St.
Petersburg and have spent most of their lives in the same city district. They live
in their own private apartments or the apartments belonging to their families. Two
of the interviewees could be conditionally called urban activists, as they are
members and coordinators of two urban movements, namely ‘The Beautiful
Petersburg’ and ‘The Central District for a Comfortable Urban Environment’.
Three other interviewees can be labelled as local urban activists as they are
active only in their particular district and seek to draw the attention of their
neighbours to local urban problems by different means. Additionally, two of the
local urban activists are currently standing for municipal elections scheduled for
September representing such parties as ‘Yabloko’ and ‘The United Democrats’.
It is important to emphasize that all the interviewees admit that they try to improve
the environment in their own local urban areas rather than in the city in general:
‘In principle, I am not so active in the city. I am ready to do something for my
district, my yard. To influence what I can influence through the same portal. But,
in principle, collecting signatures for the entire city is not for me’ (city dweller, f,
interview 5). All of them emphasize they are predominantly interested in the
locations strongly connected with their personal experiences, recollections, and
identities: ‘In my free time, I engage in voluntary, socially useful activities. We
make our district better’ (urban activist, m, interview 8); ‘I am interested in what
surrounds me the most, that is, what is going on in my area and what is going on
in the area where my mother lives’ (city dweller, m, interview 4); ‘I try to engage
in social activities together with my neighbours. The activities are mainly related
to the area around my house’ (local urban activist, m, interview 2).
Through interviewing, it becomes clear how local urban activists and urban
activists try to distance themselves from politics, which is particularly vividly
articulated by the coordinator of ‘The Central District for a Comfortable Urban
Environment’ urban movement (urban activist, m, interview 8). Even if their efforts
totally fall under the active forms of civic participation labelled by Ekman and
Amna (2012) as political participation, they can sometimes even consider it
offensive, when someone calls their activities connected with urban development
political: ‘Even in our district, the new head of the district sees us – the residents
who are not indifferent, who have been creating a comfortable environment in the
district for three years, – he sees us as some, I don’t know, politicians… You [the
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head of the district] can stop being afraid of citizens. Do not see some kind of
politicization in them! Yet, you need to communicate with them’ (urban activist,
m, interview 8).
Almost all the interviewees deny being interested in politics in general: ‘I am an
apolitical person’ (local urban activist, f, interview 1); ‘I am not very interested in
politics. In general, no. Only locally. I can see some problems and report them’
(city dweller, f, interview 5). One interviewee argues that her skepticism in politics
is determined by too similar programs of seemingly competing political parties
and the generally populist character of their claims: ‘I don't follow any political
parties actively because I do not see any alternative, that is, those who not only
speak but do something. I know only a couple of parties, I know some people in
the Legislative Assembly. But I'm not active in politics, well, on the one hand, they
say that without politics nothing is possible, on the other hand, in our format, I am
very skeptical about it’ (urban activist, f, interview 3). One local activist states that
he would not like to become a member either of a political party or a civil society
organisation, since it is important for him to independently perform various
activities to make his neighbourhood a better place to live: ‘I do not participate in
political life. I am not a member of any parties or civil society organisations, and I
don’t want to be a member, because I want to remain completely free in making
my decisions… so that only I can bear responsibility for my own actions.
Therefore, I deal, for the most part, only with the problems of urban
improvement...That is, the officials are interesting for me as people-functions,
regardless of what political or other views they hold’ (local urban activist, m,
interview 2).
Therefore, city dwellers and urban activists do not consider their activities related
to the improvement of urban environment as political. Most of the interviewees
perform these activities and engage their neighbours independently from political
parties and civil society organisations.
The typical user of ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal can be described as a highly
educated young adult (approximately from 25 to 40 years old) who is a regular
Internet user and has lived in St. Petersburg, in one of the city districts, for a
relatively long time in a private apartment. Such a user is particularly interested
in making urban environment in the local area better and applies the portal to
report on some context-specific urban problems that concern her/him personally.
This user is not interested in politics in general, or argues so, and does not
consider his/her activities political. An active user of the portal can also be
somehow engaged in IT projects, be interested in urban studies or be a member
of an urban movement but not necessarily. It should be added that these
generalizations are certainly approximate as they are based on very limited
qualitative data. Therefore, in order to verify these findings, further studies with
big samples should be conducted.
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2.2.7. Users’ evaluation of ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal

In general, city dwellers and urban activists use ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal to
solve some basic local urban problems. For example, the interviewees report on
writing appeals that mostly fall under the following categories and subcategories:
‘A lack of cleaning and the installation of small architectural forms’ (local urban
activist, f, interview 1); ‘Humming, leaking pipes; lack of lighting at the front door,
in the yards and in the streets; garbage; attic and floor stairwell full of somebody's
stuff; facade problems; loose wires; poor state of small architectural forms; lots
of trash in the courtyard; illegal air conditioners; snow’ (local urban activist, m,
interview 7); ‘The main ones are cleaning of the stairs and stairwells, air
conditioners on the buildings, broken front doors and open basements’ (city
dweller, f, interview 5); ‘graffiti and illegal advertisements’ (urban activist, m,
interview 8); ‘trash and poor lawns maintenance’ (city dweller, m, interview 4);
‘Garbage on lawns, damage to what is called ‘outdoor furniture’, that is, benches,
rubbish bins, equipment on the playgrounds, fences that need to be repaired,
poor condition of asphalt. But mostly that is bad cleaning of garbage in summer
and snow in winter’ (local urban activist, m, interview 2).
As for the motivation of the citizens to use ‘Our St. Petersburg’, the interviewees
refer to the following factors. First of all, the portal really helps them to
successfully solve part of basic urban problems and make the local urban area a
more comfortable place to live: ‘This is a convenient instrument, it doesn’t work
perfectly, but far better than all other tools. I work through ‘Our St. Petersburg’
portal to make my yard, my front door and the street more comfortable places.
For some categories, it works better, for some – worse, but it is much better than
nothing. I use it, so that it is more pleasant to walk down the street. In general, I
just like to improve the environment in which I live. And it is somehow more
interesting than focusing on the values such as a car, an apartment, a summer
house’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7). Another interviewee adds that it is
the only way for her to solve some local urban problems because when she
reports the problems via the phone of the facility management company they
usually remain unsolved: ‘I use it because they respond. When you call – they
don't. And here they must answer. I want to live in cleanliness, so that my front
door is tidy. I want to live in peace and safety’ (city dweller, f, interview 5).
However, some city dwellers use the tool only under certain conditions and report
only on certain urban problems: ‘I use it because there is no alternative, and I
know which problems they can solve, that are basic ones such as garbage and
so on. Well, in order to complain, I need some combined circumstances, so that
I have time at this moment to take a picture and send it immediately, I need to go
home on foot not driving a car, if I go through the park, then there must be
Internet, and it should not be cold, I should have a desire, and the photo should
be more or less fine, then I will send the appeal on the go. Well, I see all these
problems and they irritate me – then I try to send. But I'm not searching for
problems on purpose. And this must be a problem that I know will be really solved.
The portal provides an opportunity to solve some minor household problems
quickly and effectively’ (city dweller, m, interview 4).
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One interviewee even refers to some kind of professional (or personal)
deformation occurring after using the portal for a relatively long time, under which
she understands reporting within time not only the urban problems in her local
area, but also in other city districts when she comes across them: ‘This is already
a professional deformation. You walk with the phone and, coming across some
urban problems, you get your phone, take pictures, then you go to the subway or
somewhere else writing these appeals... Once we went to my mother-in-law, and
there were a couple of places where my professional deformation did not let me
pass by. There was a huge puddle right close to the hatch’ (local urban activist,
f, interview 1). Other users also admit that with time the amount of their appeals
increases and the area for reporting problems is getting larger: ‘At first, I wrote
appeals once in six months, so these were one-time messages. Currently, I send
packs of appeals because I care. In winter, it is impossible to observe these
icicles, so I take photos and send appeals in the subway. I send the appeals
about drug graffiti pieces because they make me shudder. You go, there are
usually a lot of them, you take pictures of all of them and immediately send them
to the portal’ (urban activist, f, interview 3).
Nevertheless, the users also sometimes try to limit the scope of their activities
since they invest a significant amount of time and energy in sending appeals: ‘I
limited my activities on the portal with areas around two streets, so that it does
not take all the time’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7). ‘You get tired of all this,
and you just understand that it is already impossible to go and complain about
everything. It takes so much energy’ (urban activist, f, interview 3).
In reality, the portal offers solutions only to very specific problems that have
occurred at a particular time and in a particular place but if the same problem
occurs repeatedly, it needs to be reported each time anew, since the portal itself
does not systemize the problems and does not fight with their structural reasons.
Hence, the same problems tend to recur regularly in the same places. For
instance, one interviewee draws an example of a recurring problem related to the
garbage in the pond and shares his ideas of how such a situation can be avoided:
‘If the same urban problem in the same place is reported fifteen times in a row,
someone should think why it is constantly dirty here. Why do people complain?
Why should this poor man in boots to his waist constantly get into this pond and
collect garbage from there? I already feel sorry for him. On all the photos, I've
seen the same man cleaning this pond. Why not do it like humans? Try to
understand why there is always garbage. If these are some homeless people,
disperse them. If this garbage comes from the nearest garbage bin, check if its
doors are closed and so on’ (city dweller, m, interview 4). Therefore, according to
the informants, some analysis of the reported problems should be regularly
carried out, and a systematic approach to problem solving should be developed.
As for the usability of the portal, the users acknowledge that it is quite a
convenient tool: ‘There is a keyword search, which is great because there are
many categories and subcategories, and a user may not know where exactly to
search. So you can quite easily find a category, then mark the address on the
map, attach a photo. Then you write some text, usually: ‘I ask you to fix it,’ as far
as I noticed, they do not need the bureaucratic language. One click – and the
appeal is filed. Then you can track it. In the end, there must be a report on your
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appeal and an attached photo. If you are an Internet user, there shouldn't be any
difficulties to report a certain problem on the portal’ (urban activist, f, interview 3).
The users are also glad that the portal has a mobile application: ‘It is very
convenient and thoughtfully developed. It is immediately clear what to do. It is
also great that they have a mobile application’ (local urban activist, f, interview 1).
Another user argues that the developers of the portal seem to think about its user
friendliness. She adds that it is even convenient to use the portal on the subway:
‘The portal has an intuitively clear interface; it is made for people… I use the
mobile app, and, in my opinion, this is an ideal option. And in twenty minutes on
the subway you are able to send at least eight complaints’ (city dweller, f,
interview 5).
However, when compared to the portal, the usability of the mobile application is
evaluated as relatively low mostly because of complicated authorization: ‘The
portal is adequate. It is not the year 2019, of course, but, in general, it seems to
be fine. But the mobile application is awful: there is a very strange authorization
system. I do not know who did it, who tested it – but it is terribly slow. Well, I work
in IT, interact with software testers, developers, and if we had done something
like this at work, we would have been heavily fined for such an application’ (city
dweller, m, interview 4); ‘The mobile app is raw compared to any banking
application and quite ascetic’ (city dweller, f, interview 5). Such low evaluation of
the usability of the mobile application is also confirmed by its very low rating (2.5
out of 5) and bad reviews of the portal’s mobile version on Google Play (Our Saint
Petersburg – Apps on Google Play).
In spite of the fact that the usability of the portal is assessed as relatively high, it
still lacks effectiveness in some cases: ‘The idea is good, but in fact a lot of
refusals come through the portal’ (local urban activist, f, interview 1). The
informants observe that the probability of receiving help from the facility
management companies and other agencies depends on the type of the reported
problem, its scale and costs: ‘Two thirds of the reported problems have been
solved. For the rest, there are either refusals or elusive responses. But it all
depends, of course, very much on the category’ (local urban activist, m, interview
7). One interviewee also adds that he tries to remain realistic and report only on
‘doable’ tasks: ‘Something was solved, something was not. There are a lot of
problems that I just do not report there, because I understand that they won't do
anything’ (city dweller, m, interview 4). Nevertheless, most interviewees are glad
that such an e-participation tool exists and helps to solve at least a part of urgent
local problems: ‘About 80% of the problems were solved. Most of them were
solved on time without violating the deadlines. A few problems had to be rewritten
several times. But, in general, the portal functions well’ (local urban activist, m,
interview 2).
Due to the strict rules of the portal, users sometimes have to rewrite the
description of the problem, so that it better corresponds to the chosen category:
‘I usually rewrite the rejected ones, so that they fit the category better’ (city
dweller, f, interview 5). In addition, they try to seek for other ways of problem
solving when the reported issue is rejected on the portal: ‘In fact, you can reach
a solution to almost any problem if you write three more appeals to the electronic
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reception, district administration, the Governor's administration and, to be sure,
to the Prosecutor’s Office as well. After that they often do everything’ (local urban
activist, m, interview 7).
However, the users are often not satisfied with the quality of the solved problems.
At the same time, they admit that the portal as such is not responsible for that,
since the shortcomings of problem solving are usually connected with the poor
performance of facility management companies or administrative agencies in
charge: ‘Just recently, old photos were attached. I constantly write to them about
the stairs, and they say that everything is done. They have even come and
washed that piece of the stairs that was in the photo. I’ve realized that it is
impossible to appeal’ (city dweller, f, interview 5). Sometimes the executives only
tackle the reported problem partly: ‘I complained about the pits. Two pits were
repaired, but for some reason, they didn’t take care of a pit that is literally in 30
centimeters from the repaired ones. Although it was also in the photo. That is
such a careless attitude’ (local urban activist, m, interview 2); ‘And of these 95–
90% of cases, in about 2/3 of cases – I am not happy with how they were
resolved. When graffiti is painted over, you often see a square stain. When you
complain about garbage – garbage is removed only in this particular place. And
when you take two steps aside – to the left, or to the right – you discover another
dump’ (urban activist, m, interview 8). In some cases, users even receive fake
reports simulating the efforts of the facility management companies: ‘In general,
the feedback is quite good. However, the quality varies. But it depends very much
on the responsible administrative agency. A couple of times they just sent me a
fake’ (urban activist, f, interview 3).
According to the reviews on the mobile application of the portal on Google Play,
a third-party website (Our Saint Petersburg – Apps on Google Play), users often
encounter digitally manipulated pictures to confirm that the required measures
have been taken, and elusive responses: ‘All the problems in the answers: elusive
responses, Photoshop and forgery’ (February 2019). In addition, the reported
problems are rather often rejected due to a variety of reasons” (March 2019).
The users suggest that some problems are poorly tackled on the portal because
facility management companies lack the resources to do everything they are
asked for: ‘I have spoken to the administration of my facility management
company and I’ve realized that they often do most of that they can afford because
they cannot do everything for one tenant and do nothing for another one. Much
was minimally done due to the limited budgets. But often I would like more to be
done’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7). Probably, for this reason, the amount
of appeals from one user is limited by thirty per day. Nevertheless, some urban
activists act tactically to overcome this constraint by finding ways to create a
bunch of accounts on the portal and send appeals from different accounts at the
same time. It is possible since the portal is partly anonymous, but, in fact, the
users should indicate both their e-mails and phone numbers, which makes an
obstacle for the creation of multiple user profiles.
It can be very difficult for the users to complain when the work they asked for is
not done or when it is not properly done: ‘Three times in a row, I reported the
same problem, and two times they told me that it was closed and everything had
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been done. But I live there, I see that nothing was done there. And you can do
nothing, so the person who said that he had done everything, he does not bear
any responsibility in general’ (city dweller, m, interview 4). However, more
experienced users know how to deal with such situations: ‘Sometimes appeals
are closed without an actual result, and no interagency commission, as the rules
of the portal state, is gathered. But then we go to the electronic reception or
support service. Often it helps. Sometimes they reopen the appeal that was not
legally closed. Sometimes they explain why it was closed and how it should be
solved. They advise to write to the portal support service, but there is a nuance.
When you send a message through the electronic reception, they are obliged to
do something because it is regulated by the Federal Law No. 59, and the portal
is not. But, on the other hand, the support of the portal also works adequately’
(local urban activist, m, interview 7).
Some users argue that they often face difficulties in reporting a problem when
there is no appropriate category on the portal, as there is no open-ended category
‘other’: ‘I had an appeal that was rejected because there was no such category.
They replied that if you do not like that there was no such category, you had to
complete a complicated form providing arguments as to why this category is
needed. I wrote it and then I received an answer that yes, yes, yes, we will
definitely think about it, and then, I think, a year later, I tried to appeal on this
same problem, but nothing has changed. I believe that they just need some kind
of a generated category in which you should just report some problem, and then
they, perhaps, in a longer time, try to solve it’ (city dweller, m, interview 4).
However, in some cases the administration of the portal add the categories
suggested by the users: ‘I’ve sent a bunch of proposals for new categories. As
far as I remember, one category was even added upon my request’ (local urban
activist, m, interview 7).
The users get also outraged when they receive an answer that a problem is
solved when actually it has disappeared itself because, for example, of weather
conditions and too long established deadline for solving such a problem,
especially when it concerns snow and puddles: ‘There was a huge puddle right
in the hatch area. That is, as if the hatch doesn’t cope... I also wrote about it. But
again, you see, here I am writing about the problem that exists here and now…
Most likely, in a month, when someone really arrives there, they will simply reply
to me: ‘There is no puddle’, because of the drought. Or I write: ‘Remove the snow
urgently’, and after a long consideration they will simply say: ‘Well, there is no
problem already’ (local urban activist, f, interview 1). Nevertheless, the users
realize that it may be difficult to quickly solve a problem with snow when there is
just too much of it in the city: ‘In some cases, the portal does not help, for
example, when there is a lot of snow, but the whole city does not cope with this
problem. That is, one should not expect a quick response from the portal, that is,
you sent an appeal in February, and in April you receive an answer: ‘We have
cleared the snow’ (urban activist, f, interview 3).
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In certain cases, the problems are solved quite promptly, but, in general, the
users would like the appeals to be tackled quicker: ‘In general, the terms are fine.
For example, the hatch was repaired in three days. For a light bulb in the front
door, they need up to a week. It would be better if everything is solved faster, but
the way it works now is still tolerable’ (city dweller, f, interview 5).
Due to the fact that the operation of the portal is not regulated by the Federal Law
No. 59 that states that all electronic appeals must be answered by the
administrative units within thirty days, there are different deadlines established
for each category but, in fact, they can be violated by the executives. In general,
the users insist on official establishment of such deadlines: ‘I wish the time period
to be smaller. It should be binding. They indicate it, yes. But it is not obligatory for
them to execute everything exactly on time’ (local urban activist, f, interview 1).
In one of the reviews on Google Play, a user of the platform also complains about
the deadline violations and the lack of opportunities to complain about that: ‘The
idea is smart, but the implementation has become really awful! I reported about
garbage near a pedestrian crossing. The deadline has expired, and there is no
response. Coordinators and controllers are not responding. You cannot complain
about the poor performance of the executives, or when the problem remains
unsolved for a long time’ (May 2019). To indicate people’s satisfaction with the
performance of the executors including various administrative agencies and
facility management companies, the portal provides their rating. However, this
rating accounts only for formal aspects of problem solving, like sticking to
deadlines, but unfortunately not for the quality of solutions.
The users argue that the portal should involve not only more categories to solve,
but also more executors so it would be a convenient unified platform for all
possible urban problems: ‘Certainly, I would like to send all the appeals to one
single platform, which solves all your problems. And not that you have ten portals:
write to the traffic police here, to the Ministry for Emergency Situations here,
somewhere else here... It should be developed in the way so that it really works,
and then people will use it’ (local urban activist, f, interview 1).
One of the interviewees points out that there is a general problem that most of
the city dwellers do not know how to cope with urban challenges and, in addition,
they are not informed on who is responsible for finding solutions. Usually ordinary
urbanites believe that all urban problems in the local area should be solved by
the facility management companies although in reality it is far from being so:
‘Elusive replies come when the appeal is not sent according to the competence
of particular administrative agencies. The facility management company, for
example, does not have the capacity to put lighting on non-residential houses.
They also have no rights to put a lamppost, if it is not in their competence. But for
the tenant, the facility management company is responsible for everything’ (local
urban activist, m, interview 7). Hence, the interviewee argues that it is important
to educate city dwellers beginning from school on how to find solutions to various
urban problems: ‘It is necessary to attract schoolchildren. There are no problems
at all, just make a couple of announcements at school or a couple of open lessons
on how to improve the place where you live. It is necessary to teach in schools
how a citizen should interact with the state’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7).
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In reality, the dissemination of information about the portal is drastically low. All
the interviewees learned that such a portal existed thanks to their acquaintances
and colleagues, that is, by the word of mouth. There is almost no information
about the portal spread in mass media, and there are no announcements in
residential buildings. Some informants see the reasons for the absence of the
portal’s advertising in the fact that the city administration is afraid to overload the
facility management companies and other administrative agencies as well as the
moderators of the portal and the system itself.
Meanwhile, urban activists and some urban movements actively disseminate
information about the portal in various groups on ‘VKontakte’. For example, ‘The
Central District for a Comfortable Urban Environment’ group even posted a
detailed instruction about how to solve a problem through the portal. What is
more, the groups of some local urban activists sometimes also offer people free
help in reporting problems on the portal. That is, city dwellers need to specify in
comments or discussions which problems they want to tackle, attach a photo and
an address, so that later local urban activists can fill out an online form and
officially submit a request. Some activists also try to teach their neighbours and
colleagues to use the portal properly.
Additionally, city dwellers sometimes send appeals for their parents, since people
of older age often do not want, or are not capable, to figure out how the portal
functions even though they use the Internet from time to time and the interface of
the portal is relatively simple. Usually it is easier for them to ask someone to send
the appeals. Meanwhile, one interviewee emphasizes that it is generally incorrect
to send appeals to the portal which are not people’s own ones, but he still tries to
help his neigbours and especially pensioners: ‘If neighbours ask me, for example,
pensioners who have neither a computer nor an Internet connection. I ask them
where the problem lies, go there, take a photo of it, and only then send it to the
portal. Through second hands, this activity is categorically unacceptable’ (local
urban activist, m, interview 2). The exclusion of people of older age from solving
urban problems is also voiced by another interviewee: ‘The pensioners know all
these problems that they have in the house, their yard, but often they do not have
an Internet connection and a computer to complain. And to run every time to me
or to someone else seems uncomfortable, it is sort of distracting people.
Therefore, they may prefer to remain silent. In general, these people are very
afraid of the Internet. If you listen to some journalists, there are only terrorists
there. They listen to all that, and then they are afraid. That is, how to put it,
technological backwardness’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7).
What is more, the portal may lead to the exclusion of older people who do not
have the Internet, as well as of city dwellers, who are not aware of the very
existence of the portal: ‘Most older people know the number of the facility
management company. But, first, they solve not all of the problems, and they
won't tell them to which committee they have to appeal. For that, you have to
search the Internet. And there is, in general, a problem with facility management
companies, since their phone lines are always busy and the appeals over the
phone are usually not executed. It happens because the facility management
companies process primarily the appeals from the portal because there is control
of higher administrative bodies. That's why the appeals coming directly from
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tenants are executed last, that is never. As a result, 98% of the city dwellers who
do not know about the portal dial the number of the facility management company
written on the notice board at the entrance, wait for two hours on the line, file a
complaint – and nothing happens. They become disappointed and no longer even
try to interact in any way with neither the facility management company nor the
state’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7).
The facility management companies are very much interested in as few portal
users as possible, as it allows them to reduce their efforts of solving problems
within deadlines and attaching photos of the executed work (which seems an
additional responsibility and sometimes even double work for them). Active users
of the portal say that they were found by the facility management companies
representatives who asked them to call them directly instead of sending appeals
through the portal: ‘After that, representatives of the facility management
company have come to me directly and said: ‘Let us leave you our personal
phone numbers. This is very difficult for us [to work] through the portal: we are
overloaded by so many appeals. What is the problem? Call us right away – and
we will do everything’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7).
Such counteraction of the facility management companies has its reasons: ‘Our
facility management companies are a little spoilt by the lack of control, so they
are unhappy with the portal. What is more, they have some internal schedules,
for example, for cleaning, painting, pipes, and the portal forces them to change
these schedules. This is an additional push for them to work, and so they are
overloaded with work. But this is not the reason for the closure of the portal.
Nevertheless, it is necessary to make the interaction between the portal and
facility management companies more convenient’ (local urban activist, m,
interview 7).
Therefore, the portal operates as a kind of mediator between city dwellers and
various administrative agencies as well as urban services including facility
management companies. The main difference made by the portal is that it, to a
certain extent, obliges various city authorities and especially facility management
companies (that, in general, perform the work in the city relatively poorly), to solve
the basic urban problems reported by city dwellers more or less effectively and
on time. However, some facility management companies still try to find ways not
to solve the household problems properly, even coming through the portal,
perhaps, due to the lack of financial or human resources or negligence of their
own responsibilities. What is more, according to the interviewees, they usually
give priority to the solution of the problems coming from the portal as there is a
control system, and ignore or delay the work on the problems reported by phone,
which leads to discrimination of people who do not know about the portal, or older
people who cannot use it for different reasons.
In general, however, the portal is considered by its users a quite effective and
convenient tool for problem solving. It can be used both as a web and a mobile
version. On average, the users consider the usability of the former higher than of
the latter; still, for some, the mobile version is much more convenient, as it gives
an opportunity to report urban problems right after they were discovered, that is,
on the go or during a subway ride.
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However, the portal’s biggest disadvantage is that it provides the opportunity to
report only a limited range of urban problems. This means that users cannot
report any urban problems that do not fall under the pre-established categories.
In order to complain about such (usually larger-scale) urban problems through
the Internet, they have to use the electronic reception, which is rather confusing
for city dwellers, since they have to choose a specific responsible urban authority
from a huge list and later describe the problem, preferably in bureaucratic
language. They also have to fill in a long detailed form, which takes a lot of time.
Thus, even for the experienced urbanites who know how to use the portal, it is
still relatively difficult to use the electronic reception, and, in general, only some
local urban activists employ it as an instrument for solving urban problems,
whereas most urbanites can only report a limited amount of basic urban
problems.
What is more, neither ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal, nor the electronic reception are
advertised in official mass media; and there are also no announcements in the
buildings. Most users learn about such e-participation tools either through the
word of mouth or in the groups of local urban activists on ‘VKontakte’. Therefore,
most ordinary city dwellers are not informed that such tools exist and can help
them to solve urban problems.
Thus, although ‘Our St. Petersburg’ seems to be quite a convenient and helpful
tool, its effectiveness is still not sufficiently high, and it does not allow for reporting
of all kinds of urban problems. What is more, there are still social groups such as,
for example, older people, school children, city dwellers with low incomes, who,
due to various reasons, are not given an opportunity to solve urban problems
online in an effective and fast way.
2.2.8. Motivation to civic participation in urban development and passivity
of dwellers
The interviewees refer to a wide variety of factors that have encouraged them to
become engaged in urban development and use ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal. As
already mentioned above, five out of eight interviewees work in IT projects, that
is why it is relatively easy for them to start using a new tool, and there is also a
higher probability that they learn about it as a technological novelty – for example,
from their colleagues. What is more, two out of these five interviewees claimed
to be working in urban IT projects. Some interviewees are generally interested in
urban studies, read books about urban development and are subscribed to
bloggers writing about urban problems.
One interviewee admits that her interest in improving urban environment has
grown since she gave birth to a child and, accordingly, started to spend a lot of
time outside walking around the local area. She adds that almost all the local
urban activists she is acquainted with already have children, so that they are
usually concerned not by the improvement of urban environment for themselves,
but for their offspring. Another interviewee says that she has begun participate in
urban development more actively since she moved to her own apartment after
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university graduation and became more independent from her family. Hence, the
increase in one’s awareness of his/her individual responsibility can trigger civic
participation in urban development.
Another interviewee mentions that the major factor of his more active participation
was the purchase of an apartment in a new building. After that, he has become
much more concerned by the state of urban environment – especially in the
surrounding area. This factor incorporates relatively high expectations of the
performance of the facility management company related to the maintenance of
good conditions in the local area, since a significant amount of money was paid
to the development company, the one that also provides service for the tenants
of this new building.
Some informants say that they started actively reporting on urban problems due
to the increased dissatisfaction with the state of their urban environment. In
general, the performance of facility management companies, especially the
public ones, or the so-called ‘facility management services’, is terribly poor in the
city, the interviewees complain, so that there are a lot of unsolved urban problems
such as garbage in the streets, dumps, road damages, illegal advertisements and
more. Thus, some people see the need to find a way to improve their environment
in the city: ‘People usually start to sends appeals when they have already
completely lost their patience’ (city dweller, f, interview 5). One interviewee says
that he realized it was time to report on urban problems when he moved from a
beatified urban area close to the Reception of the Deputy of Legislative Assembly
to a neglected urban area near the central railway station.
Some participants of the research also emphasize that they simply realized that
if they did not take over the responsibility for positive urban change, it would not
be done by anyone else. After the first cases of reporting urban problems online,
they grew inspired by the success of some of their requests and became more
confident about their own ability to improve the local area. Interestingly, with time,
the scope of their responsibility also increased, so that they started reporting
problems outside their neighbourhood – in other areas of the city.
One of the interviewees narrates that his parents were local urban activists, too,
so that he learned many ways of civic participation through family socialization:
‘It was done by my parents, who had also lived in this house since its construction.
They actively fought with the facility management company, even when there
were no web-portals, no social networks, when there were only a phone number
and an address’ (local urban activist, m, interview 2).
In some cases people become urban activists both as their experience of civic
participation accumulates and their success in problem solving gets confirmed:
‘When I benefited from the success, I realized that my home is not only my
apartment and not even the area around my house — it’s my entire
neighbourhood’ (urban activist, m, interview 8).
The users of ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal also sometimes advise their
colleagues and acquaintances to take a more active part in urban improvement,
for example, by using this portal: ‘After came to work and said: ‘Imagine, the
playground has been washed or repaired, the rubbish bin has been cleaned, the
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snow has been removed’, — everyone asks: ‘Tell us how you have managed it,
and we will write [requests] too. People are inspired by the good reviews’ (city
dweller, f, interview 5).
However, urban activists agree that there are still many passive city dwellers.
Such passivity has its reasons. Some of the urbanites, the informants think,
consider only their own apartments to be their homes and are not particularly
interested in how comfortable and well-maintained the area around their houses
is. Sometimes city dwellers even refuse to help local urban activists to solve
urban problems in the area, perhaps since they do not identify themselves with
the local community: ‘People are really very passive... You ask them to sign the
appeal; it requires no efforts from you at all. Some neighbours are not ready to
listen at all, some say: ‘I don’t care about the problems of kindergartens and
playgrounds. My children have long grown up and, in general, I don't care. I come
here just to sleep’ (local urban activist, f, interview 1). Another interviewee adds
that some of the residents believe that all the problems outside their apartments
do not concern them in any way: ‘Basically, this stems from the fact that people
are not interested in the problems of another person, and they do not understand
that their problems are correlated with the problems of their neighbours. They
believe that their problems end at the doorstep of their apartment. When you
begin to explain to such people that it is for their good too, they perceive it as a
kind of moralizing. Don't teach me how to live, I have enough problems, you’d
better help me financially’ (local urban activist, m, interview 2). As we see, such
residents step back from urban problems even if they are not satisfied with the
current state of affairs in their environment.
Meanwhile, other people do not feel like engaging in urban development because
they are satisfied with the state of their local urban areas, or have an illusion of
its being satisfactory due to this familiar environment being highly routinized: ‘We
got used to it, so now I look out the window, I see these trampled paths, mud,
garbage – it’s natural. And then people say: ‘We are living in Russia, we have
grown accustomed to it’. On the one hand it is a kind of habit, but on the other
hand it is unwillingness, and I understand it: why should you be engaged in work
that is not yours?’ (urban activist, f, interview 3).
As we see from the fragment of an interview cited above, some people refuse to
engage in problem solving because they believe it to be somebody else’s job.
Quite often, they construct the patron-client relations with city administration as
desirable and legitimate, passively waiting for their problems to be tackled topdown: ‘I conducted small surveys in the [online] group: ‘Do you use the portal?
Do you write about the problems?’ Nobody does anything. No one is willing to
spend their time, for some reason. That is, there is an opinion that “someone
must do everything for me. Somebody has to solve this problem. Why me?’ (local
urban activist, f, interview 1). One informant argues that such passivity of city
dwellers is inherited from soviet times: ‘We have an impression that has remained
since soviet times that it’s not us who are responsible for our lives, but someone
else. And people need to be gradually accustomed to the fact that you are
responsible for ensuring that your yard is well-lit, clean, and there are benches
and rubbish bins’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7). ‘People just want to live
their usual lives, that is, everyone has their own problems: work, home, children,
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family, summer house. They do not want to add urban problems to this list’ (urban
activist, f, interview 3). ‘People don’t want to take responsibility; they don’t want
to waste time. And when you point this out, they are intensely searching for some
noble reason to justify their inaction. And such people start to do something
basically when they are very much personally affected by a particular problem’
(local urban activist, m, interview 2). Relying upon the collected data, it can be
concluded that the barrier of indifference and non-intervention is only overcome
when the personal interests of people are directly threatened, so that deep
emotional involvement in the problem becomes possible.
Some interviewees also assume that people’s passivity can be partly explained
by a common conviction coming from soviet times that it is embarrassing to
complain: ‘The first and most important thing is that, since soviet times, it has
been a shared belief that it is a shame to complain. But reporting a problem is
normal, it is not embarrassing! In the West, they complain about everything. And
they live in a clean environment’ (local urban activist, m, interview 7). ‘This is all
mentality. It concerns not only electronic participation, but participation, in
general. This is the soviet mentality that you have to be quiet as a lamb, but, in
reality, there is nothing wrong with caring about the area where you live’ (city
dweller, m, interview 4).
Moreover, the informants say, many city dwellers consider any interaction with
facility management companies an unpleasant experience: ‘There is an opinion
that nobody wants to go to facility management companies, because there are
such women sitting there who shout, turn their backs to the clients and do not
want to do anything. People believe that they will be, literally, insulted there, and
so it is better to avoid this place’ (city dweller, f, interview 5). In this regard, the
portal solves the problem of the necessity to interact with the facility management
company directly.
Local urban activists complain they often face expressed skepticism of people
around them when they attempt to improve the urban areas and inspire others to
do so: ‘Even after the local meeting, many residents wrote to me: ‘Oh, listen, of
course, you are great. But still it won't change anything. Why are you dealing with
this? Why do you need it? ‘This attitude upset me a little, but I understand that, in
the end, I will be this ‘smart’ person who goes everywhere and proves something
to someone because the rest are not ready. They don’t want to dedicate their
time and energy to it’ (local urban activist, f, interview 1). To legitimize their
passivity, people would use the rhetoric of helplessness and vainness of all
possible efforts to change the city for the better: ‘Again, this is why people do not
complain, this is a classic phrase: ‘Everything is useless, you can’t change
anything’. So you don’t tell people about what you are doing anymore because
you know that they would just answer: ‘Oh, why are you doing this? You won’t
change anything anyway’ (urban activist, f, interview 3)
As for e-participation, the interviewees argue that sometimes it can be difficult for
urbanites, especially older people, to start using a new tool, even when they have
Internet access: ‘My parents are about fifty. My brother and I tried to teach them,
but it is easier for them to ask us to fill in something than to write, to attach photos.
This interface is inconvenient for them. However, they are still young and would
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use the portal … if there were more clues so that everything is clearer in the
subsections of the portal. I started using the portal by clicking everywhere
because I was interested. In fact, a person might open [the website’, look at it,
say: ‘What is that?’ and close it’ (city dweller, f, interview 5).
Another interviewee emphasizes that even some Internet users in their thirtiessixties view any new tool as something relatively complicated to learn, and they
will not use it until their acquaintances and/or colleagues tell them to do so. What
is more, such people are quite skeptical about e-participation tools: ‘They can
search for information on the Internet, but they can't do something using a new
tool: for them, it is somehow incomprehensible. I have an older brother and his
wife who are just like that. They say that everything of this kind won’t work. Why
not? The rules are the same. And they say: ‘Well, you have to figure out how it
works’ There is such a thing. What to do with it – I still have no idea. It will all
come over time. When all their friends start using it, they will start too… this is the
lack of faith that it can help. And, apart from the word of mouth, anything can
hardly help. When not only I tell my brother and his wife that it works, but also five
more people tell them that it works, they will try it themselves. It was the same
with me. Until three colleagues and two more people told me I had not tried it’
(local urban activist, m, interview 7).
One interviewee emphasizes that it is necessary to target young people in the
outreach efforts of the administration and also engage them in the dissemination
of information about the portal: ‘If we had some targeted programs, then active
citizens would have an impact, but we don’t have any. Nobody wants to go to the
administration or somewhere else because everyone thinks it's useless. The
question is how to get the youth engaged? Do you see anything on Instagram
about changing the city? No, we see some funny pictures. And if there was
something targeted at young people, they would be attracted and then spread the
information, and maybe something would change’ (city dweller, f, interview 5).
The interviewees also think that nowadays the digital divide does not play a really
significant role for most city dwellers: ‘There are, of course, people who do not
accept using smartphones and applications, but now, under our conditions of
technological development, it seems to me, there are practically no such people
left’ (local urban activist, f, interview 1). Nevertheless, they admit that the older
generation, people with low incomes who cannot afford paying for the Internet or
mobile Internet, schoolchildren who are not informed or who are just not seen as
legitimate claim-makers by both their parents and the power holders, or migrants
who do not fluently speak the language of the country have limited
possibilities to voice their opinions on urban future and be heard through eparticipation.
To sum up, the major motivation factors guiding people into active civic
participation in urban development and, in particular, the use of ‘Our St.
Petersburg’ portal have been identified in the course of my empirical analysis:
earlier personal success in problem solving; successful experiences of
acquaintances and colleagues in problem solving; increased dissatisfaction with
the state of urban environment, especially in the local area; high expectations of
the performance of facility management companies; the desire to improve urban
environment for the children; increased awareness of individual responsibility for
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the quality of urban space; spending a significant amount of time in a particular
urban area; the violation of earlier promises by developer companies and city
administration and their attempts to ignore the urbanites’ opinions by giving
elusive responses; the general interest in urban studies as well as the perception
of not only their own apartments but also the entire local area as ‘home’.
As for the microlevel (subjective) barriers to participation in urban development,
they include skepticism about the very possibility of positive urban transformation
– even by the efforts of urban activists; the conviction that complaining is
embarrassing and illegitimate; unpleasant experiences and expectations of
interaction with administration and facility management companies; conviction
that not city dwellers but someone else (city government, the state) should be
responsible for the quality urban environment; desire not to invest time and
energy in fighting; getting accustomed to the poor state of urban environment and
to the poor performance of facility management companies; personal satisfaction
with the state of local urban area both when personal interests are not much
affected by the local urban problems and, in general, when the local urban area
fully satisfies the person’s needs and expectations; unawareness of how urban
problems can be solved and how it is possible to interact with city government;
and no sense of belonging to a local urban area and to the local community.
The factors stopping people from using e-participation tools in particular are nonawareness of their existence; skepticism about the potential of such tools in
improving city areas; lack of regular Internet access; and being no confident
Internet-user (which usually leads to inability or unwillingness to figure out how
e-participation tools function). Thus, special efforts should be taken to massively
engage city dwellers in urban development – also through e-participation.
2.2.9. Conclusions and recommendations.
‘Our St. Petersburg’ e-participation platform is a rather convenient tool for
reporting some basic urban problems. However, the list of problems that can be
solved through the portal is restricted by city authorities. What is more, the
regulations for using this tool are rather strict, and thus many urban problems
indicated by users are desk-rejected due to a variety of reasons: for example,
when they do not fit the chosen category, or when one message contains
reference to a complex problem that should be divided into several ones. In
addition, even if the reported problems are tackled – the users are often
dissatisfied with the quality of the services rendered by facility management
companies and other public agencies.
Although ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal is aimed at ordinary urbanites, it is actually
massively used by local and citywide urban activists as an extra arena of their
dialogue with the power holders and an extra leverage to persuade them to
change something in the city. However, such activists also help their neighbours
to submit their appeals to the portal, thereby increasing the volume of social
capital in local urban communities. The main actor representing the part of urban
authorities on the platform is facility management companies, whose work is
supervised by higher administrative agencies. Due to the integrated control
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system, it is difficult for a facility management company not to solve the reported
urban problems within the established deadlines. That is why some of such
companies feel overloaded with work and use various tactics to avoid new tasks.
The methods to avoid problem solving include doing only a part of work, sending
old and digitally manipulated photos to report on their progress, as well as
reporting that a problem cannot be detected in the place indicated by the authors
of complaints.
With respect to the generally poor performance of facility management
companies in St. Petersburg, their frequent disregard to the complaints coming
from residents as well as sometimes insulting behavior in interaction with city
dwellers, ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal really enhances citizens’ capacity to
regularly monitor the performance of facility management companies, at the
same time avoiding face-to-face contact with their employees. Thus, it gives
urbanites a certain opportunity to keep an eye on the state of urban environment,
for the most part in their local urban areas.
Nevertheless, the degree of citizen empowerment ensured by the portal is still
very low, since urban authorities limit the range of urban problems to be reported
on the portal only to some basic ones, and those problems, in fact, should be
solved by facility management companies without any complaints from the
residents. The platform does not allow citizens to become co-creators of urban
space and share their ideas about future urban development.
However, the same is true for most offline forms of participation in St. Petersburg:
the power holders often do not welcome the urbanites’ opinions concerning the
development of the city. As the major barriers to civic participation, in general, the
city dwellers see the city administration’s avoidance of constructive dialogue with
citizens, their unwillingness to involve urbanites at the initial stages of urban
projects as well as lack of coordination between various administrative agencies,
which leads to a situation when the active urbanites are redirected from one body
to another until they finally find a suitable one or get totally exhausted and step
back from urban problems. The major barriers to e-participation, meanwhile, are
unawareness that e-participation tools exist, lack of regular Internet access or
poor Internet skills, as well as the lack of knowledge about how to use online
resources and how to correctly report a certain urban problem.
City dwellers often start using online participatory tools more or less actively,
being severely irritated by an urban problem or a bunch of problems deteriorating
the living conditions in their local area. Most of them learn about the tools by ‘the
word of mouth’, when their colleagues and friends share their successful
experiences with the tools. After solving one or more problems, city dwellers
begin to use the tools more frequently. What is more, the users argue that
reporting city problems through the Internet is much more convenient than via
phone, since it saves time and efforts and allows for mass and public character
of reported problems. In addition, it gives an opportunity to report a problem at
any time and in any space and to monitor its actual resolution later.
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In general, ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal is still far from attaining all of its objectives,
especially of becoming a single tool that ensures dialogue between the citizens
and city government. From my point of view, in order to reach this goal, the portal
should have no restrictions on urban problems, that is, both basic and major
urban problems should be included. What is more, the moderators of the portal
should help citizens to forward their problems to the appropriate executive, and
not burden the users with additional work. There should also be an opportunity
for a dialogue between the users and moderators. In addition, the portal should
include more facilitating features that would educate the users on how to report
a specific problem, a list of frequently asked questions (FAQ) written in an easy
and accessible language, so that the older people and people without higher
education are able to figure out how the portal works. It can be also helpful to
post some video instructions for younger generations.
What is more, the information about the portal should be better disseminated in
mass media and especially through online media channels. Schoolchildren and
students can be attracted to the portal by open lessons and lectures at schools
and universities, respectively. The youth, in general, will become more aware
about the existence of the tools for making the urban environment better, if there
are some targeted programs involving distribution of information about the portal
in social networks. The seniors who generally use the Internet can get brief
instructions via post and/or by phone.
The dissemination of information about the portal is especially important due to
the numerous practices of the exclusion of non-users from solving urban
problems that is to observe today. The disadvantaged position of many
population categories is determined by the fact, that under the pressure of formal
regulations, facility management companies focus mainly on the appeals coming
from the portal neglecting the ones they receive via phone. Thus, older people
who have no Internet access or for whom it is complicated to figure out how the
portal functions cannot solve almost any urban problem in their urban area
without certain persistence. Other disadvantaged groups include people with low
income, migrants and more. These groups should also be given the opportunity
to voice their opinions on the matter of improvement of urban environment.
Additionally, it can be recommended to extend the functionality of the portal, so
that the citizens are able to share their own ideas on urban development to a
greater degree, for example, suggesting to plant new trees, or make new
playgrounds, crossroads, and paths. In this way, it will become possible to involve
city dwellers not only in basic problem solving, but also in decision-making about
the city’s future.
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2.3 ‘hamburg.de/stadtwerkstatt’ E-Participation Platform in
Hamburg: An Exploratory Case Study
2.3.1. Civic participation in urban (re)development in Hamburg
Despite the fact that the history of formal civic participation in Hamburg is not very
long, it already involves a broad variety of instruments for inclusion of citizens in
urban development policies. First being indicated in the Town and Country
Planning Act in early 1970s, civic participation incorporated increasingly more
inclusive forms throughout the 1980s and 1990s. New procedures for citizen
engagement in urban development appeared in planning, environmental and
specialized planning laws. Back then, it was considered an achievement of
democratic urban governance (Blankau, 2012). For example, city dwellers
received access to such institutionalized forms of participation as public hearings,
on-site workshops, polls and others.
Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that Hamburg is an industrial city with a
strong service sector, especially transport, logistics, commerce, ICT, media and
tourism. That often leads to a high level of commercialization of urban space as
well as gentrification, when city inhabitants are forced to move out from their
apartments to the outskirts of the city because the rent and/or urban life in their
surroundings become unbearably expensive. In order to make the city more
attractive for tourists and entrepreneurs, several quarters in Hamburg, for
example, Sternschanze and Ottensen (Altona, Hamburg), were transformed into
middle-class neighbourhoods, which resulted in the emergence of massive antigentrification movements actively protesting against city authorities (Naegler,
2012; Stehle, 2012; Franzén, 2012).
Although urban policies in Hamburg are generally based on the principles of
sustainability and participatory development, the explicit aim of some of the urban
projects (for example in Wilhelmsburg, Veddel; quartiers in Altona) is to transform
former ‘disadvantaged districts’ into ‘high-quality neighbourhoods’, which
obviously presupposes gentrification and exclusion of low-income city inhabitants
from both the discussions on the future of these territories and the use of the
territories (The EAP, n.d.). However, active civic protests against gentrification
processes in Hamburg as well as other public outcries all over Germany, for
example, against such large-scale urban projects as Stuttgart21 or airport
expansions in Berlin, Frankfurt and Munich have increased social tension in cities
and increased mistrust of the urbanites in the reliability of the power holders. To
compensate for these reputation and social damages, Hamburg administration
had to encourage civic participation in urban development and open up more
possibilities for the urbanites to engage in.
According to the Forsa-Survey carried out in Germany in January 2013, the
majority of German urbanites are not satisfied with the amount of publicly
available information about urban development plans (Forsa-Umfrage, 2013).
They call for more transparency about the costs of urban projects, their possible
consequences and existing alternatives as well as for more detailed information
about the urban projects themselves. Urbanites also express their dissatisfaction
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with the recent urban projects due to their high costs, failures in the planning
process and insufficient or inaccurate information about urban development plans
as well as negative influence on the environment and lack of opportunities
available to citizens to share their ideas and proposals on urban (re)development
and be heard. However, about half of German respondents have already voiced
their own ideas, concerns or proposals during urban planning processes at least
once in their life (Forsa-Umfrage, 2013). The majority of such city dwellers are
university graduates from 30 to 59 years old. Meanwhile, according to this study,
the majority of city dwellers (78%) still consider the existent opportunities for civic
participation insufficient (Forsa-Umfrage, 2013).
What is especially important for my research is that 69% of city dwellers would
like to take part in urban planning through the Internet. The majority of them are
under 60 years old and have a university degree. Of course, this study was
conducted five years ago, and the situation might have slightly changed since
then.
Before the emergence of the e-participation tool under study, various online
discussions concerning development of Hamburg unfolded on different platforms.
One of the first discussions of this kind was ‘The Growing City’ implemented in
the framework of the recent development mission called ‘Metropolis Hamburg –
the Growing City’, initiated by the Senate of Hamburg and based on citizen
participation. ‘The Growing City’ was developed amidst changing geopolitical
situation in the wake of globalization and the opening up of Eastern European
borders with Hamburg moving further into the European center and becoming a
junction of different economic and territorial regions. In order to muster massive
social support, a communication and participation concept was developed by
competent authorities and external consultants, the starting point of which was
the public discussion on the DEMOS platform on the Internet. This online
discussion attracted representatives of tax authorities, the planning staff of the
Senate Chancellery as well as of the state press office and ‘hamburg.de’ internet
portal It was also planned with the participation of researchers from Technical
University Hamburg-Harburg (Lührs et al., 2004).
The paper states that the online discussion took form of an ideas competition as
it cannot vouch for representativeness and takes place outside of legal
regulations, as they exist, for example, for referenda. The aim of this competition
was to collect as many feasible suggestions as possible on how Hamburg's
attractiveness for new and old citizens can be improved. At the end of the
discussion, the jury should select five ideas and recommend them for
implementation. The online discussion was also widely advertised in mass media
(Lührs et al., 2004).
During the four-week discussion, 265 of the total of 538 registered participants
wrote nearly 4,000 individual contributions. The debate was characterized by a
constructive and creative atmosphere, dedicated participants and focused
contributions (Lührs et al., 2004). After the discussion had been finished, the
researchers conducted its evaluation and identified the following success factors
for online debates on urban development:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

participation of independent moderators who are able to prove that the
participants are not employed as ‘agents’ of the city administration;
they turn out to be critical;
a user-friendly and reliable Internet platform;
additional forum for feedback;
political embeddedness of the discussion ensuring that the city dwellers’
views are really taken into account;
dissemination of information about ongoing discussion (especially via
mass media), so that most affected stakeholders are aware of all
relevant changes (Lührs et al., 2004).

Another popular online discussion was launched between 2009 and 2012 by
‘Nexthamburg’ independent participatory city laboratory that advises urban
communities and other stakeholders on civil dialogue and community building in
public processes (Petrin, 2012). The professionally moderated online discussion
unfolded on a specially created website, but was also available on social media
and in a mobile app. Its main objective was to develop citizen vision of future
Hamburg that could later have an impact on city policy. Between 2009 and 2011,
the ideas of Hamburg citizens were collected and extensively discussed by
different means. For example, apart from the online discussion, there were
workshops and public discussions offering additional platforms for vulnerable
social groups (Petrin, 2012).
Therefore, the practices of e-participation had begun to evolve in Hamburg long
before the emergence of a permanent e-participation tool for urban development.
However, as my research has shown, the achievements of previous online
discussions concerning city development held in Hamburg were not fully taken
into account by city authorities when establishing an official regular e-participation
platform.
2.3.2. The e-participation tool ‘hamburg.de/stadtwerkstatt’ in Hamburg
‘hamburg.de/stadtwerkstatt’ online participation tool in Hamburg was first used in
late 2016 to initiate a discussion around an urban development project aimed at
the transformation of Elbinselquartier. The aim of the project for this area was to
provide integrated, cooperative neighbourhood development with a mixed use of
social and functional space. By the beginning of 2020, it is also planned to
relocate Wilhelmsburger Reichsstraße (street) approximately 500 meters to the
east on surfaces of the railway line that are no longer required, thus lifting a barrier
separating the district and developing the neighbourhood which is a mixture of
living, working and leisure areas (IBA Hamburg GmbH, Elbinselquartier). Later it
was also used for the development of the master plan of Oberbillwerder area that
is located in an outlying city district called Bergendorf (IBA Hamburg GmbH,
Oberbillwerder). The main objective of this online participation platform is to
attract a wider community to joint participatory urban planning. According to my
informant in Hamburg, a researcher working for a digital participation project,
thanks to the introduction of the online participation platform the citizens who
have no possibility to come to offline events, for example, mothers with small
children, disabled people, or individuals who are just too shy to express their
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ideas in public, can now leave their remarks and comments on the portal
(researcher from CityScienceLab, f, interview 10). Generally, civic participation in
urban development can be simultaneously implemented through different
accessible channels ranging from offline participation in public events to using
online platforms.
‘hamburg.de/stadtwerkstatt’ online participation platform is a part of Hamburg’s
official web page (hamburg.de) and provides users with extensive information
about ongoing urban projects. Within specific timeframes, the scope of which
depends on the scope of the project, the citizens can participate in online survey
related to one of the city planning projects as well as leave their contributions or
comments on the portal. In order to create an input on the online platform, users
should choose a category they would like to write about and point out the place
of concern on the map. The categories from which it is possible to choose vary
from project to project; nevertheless, in general, they include: accommodation
and neighbourhood; employment and industry; welfare; urban planning; mobility
(including transport); environment and energy; and public space (IBA Hamburg
GmbH, Oberbillwerder). As we see, these categories are rather broad, which
helps users pick a relevant one without much effort. Users also have a possibility
to choose the open-ended category ‘other’. They are able to attach photos or
documents to their submissions, and they are also allowed to comment on the
inputs of other users (hamburg.de, Stadtwerkstatt).
The online participation platform was launched by Stadtwerkstatt Hamburg
(Stadtwerkstatt Bürderdialog). This institution forming part of the city
administration was founded in 2012 to stimulate new urban planning and create
a friendly dialogue culture in Hamburg. The objectives of Stadtwerkstatt are to
develop new forms of civic participation, inform people about urban projects and
develop the discourse around the future of the city (Behörde für Stadtentwicklung
und Umwelt, 2012).
The projects that were recently implemented by Stadtwerkstatt and its partners
and involved the usage of the online participation platform, are the development
of a new city district called Grasbrook (online participation from November 20,
2018, until February 24, 2019, that resulted in 154 contributions available online);
the EU ‘Clever Cities’ project in Harburg district called Neugraben Fischbek
(online participation between October 26 and November 26, 2018, that resulted
in 40 contributions); the project of expansion and development of StadtRAD
Hamburg where citizens were able to offer new locations for a bicycle rental
station (online survey with 1,720 participants conducted between mid-December
2017 and January 28, 2018); improvement of sidewalks in Neuestadt (a project
implemented between December 17 and January 17, 2019 with 430
contributions); redevelopment of railroad in Sternschanze (the discussion took
place between September 11 and October 7, 2018, and resulted in 77
contributions) (hamburg.de, Stadtwerkstatt). The number of contributions varies
from project to project reaching the highest values when the areas of
redevelopment are already densely populated and/or situated close to the city
center; as well as when the project is citywide (like in the case of StadRad) and
when it is devoted to redevelopment of an area in a big amount of various aspects
(green and public spaces; building; transport; shopping facilities and so on).
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Moreover, Hamburg became one of the pilot cities to join the so-called
‘smarticipate’ project (within the framework the EU’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation program) that was launched in 2016 by the European Commission
and was supposed to last for three years. One of its main objectives was the
development of a smarticipate platform that was going to help cities and citizens
to co-create new public services, along with London and Rome. In Hamburg the
digital platform developed in the framework of smarticipate project is designed to
make the city greener by offering the citizens an opportunity to choose the
locations where they would like new trees to be planted on the city map. This
platform is planned to be integrated with the existing online participation tool.
It is worth articulating the main objectives and insights of smarticipate project
below, as its topic is closely connected to my current research:
•
•
•
•
•
•

enabling more active citizen participation in urban decision making by
providing citizens with accessible and easily understandable data;
giving local governments an opportunity to gain valuable ideas based on
citizens’ local knowledge;
making cities more democratic and dynamic through stimulating
feedback;
enhancing the quantity and quality of urban data due to active
involvement of citizens in data collection and verification;
providing citizens with an applicable legal framework, relevant policies
and other pieces of information usually available only to urban planners,
in order to people more insights into urban planning;
shaping a more transparent, democratic and inclusive decision-making
process with the participation of local governments.

The Smarticipate platform is developed for citizens and especially for the
engagement of those who would not have taken part in urban development
otherwise. The platform provides local businesses with real-time feedback from
urban communities on prospective changes in urban space. It also allows local
governments to leverage citizens’ creativity and maintain a high level of civic
engagement, which leads to better decisions affecting the whole society.
As one of the outcomes of this project, twelve recommendations for ‘designing
an efficient ICT open governance tool’ for three clusters, process design,
community engagement and management and administration, were formulated
(Rok & Marshment-Howell, 2019). The recommendations for management and
administration are as follows:
•

•
•

to reduce the risk of ICT failure by starting with a simple online platform,
gradually adding new features to it based on the demand of users and
the specific character of considered city problems. The resulting online
tool should be multifunctional.
there should be enough resources to constantly maintain and develop
the online platform. It is better to develop a tool that works for a long
time and is applicable for different urban projects.
public data should be usable and accessible for citizens without any
special technical capacity.
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The recommendations for community engagement are:
•

•
•
•

to consider the existing digital tools focused on solving urban issues or
better communication within the community before creating a new
instrument, as probably the advancement of the already operating tools
is enough;
the online participation tool should be advertised from the first stages of
development as this makes it possible to immediately attract and
maintain the attention of (potential) users;
the online participation tool should be useful for different actors: not only
governmental bodies or city population but also local organisations or
civil society groups;
the involvement of end-users at the early stages of project development
is necessary to ensure that the platform addresses the proper urban
issues.

The recommendations for process design are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

a new online service should be suitable for different types of end-users.
Negative feedback should not be avoided, but rather taken into
consideration;
it is important to determine the role of the digital tool in the participation
process from the very beginning in order to preserve the credibility of the
stakeholders;
iterative design should be used for long-term projects, what means
taking the users suggestions into account for the general improvement
of the system;
the online platform can provide an opportunity for a continuous dialogue
between citizens and city authorities and help to turn negative feedback
into positive solutions;
the online platform should not become the only possible way for
interaction between citizens and city administration. Offline forms of civic
participation such as public meetings and workshops should be offered
as well (Rok & Marshment-Howell, 2019).

The recommendations formulated in the course of the smarticipate project can
be used for the evaluation of the online participation platform(s) presented in the
dissertation. Some of them can be chosen as criteria for the quality measurement
of the tools under study.
2.3.3. ‘hamburg.de/stadtwerkstatt’ E-participation tool as a part of the
methodologically mixed approach
In Hamburg, two expert interviews were collected. Both interviewees are currently
engaged in DIPAS project (digital participation system) (Behörde für
Stadtentwicklung und Wohnen, Digitales Partizipationssystem) that is related to
the development of an on-site participation tool called ‘touchtable’. This tool is
used as an additional one to participatory workshops, taking place right after the
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public hearings on a certain urban project. The touchtable is also integrated with
the online-participation tool, which is the object of my case study. That is why the
interviewees were questioned about the online participation tool, in particular.
One of the experts is a researcher from CityScienceLab, HafenCity University
Hamburg. The Lab is also a collaboration project with Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Media Lab. Its major objective is to investigate urban challenges in
the era of digitalization in cooperation with partners from civil society, politics,
economy, and science (HafenCity Universität Hamburg (HCU): CityScienceLab).
Another expert represents the Stadwerkstatt (‘Urban Workshop’) Hamburg that is
a part of the city administration and includes a ‘dialogue advisory council’
consisting of representatives of universities, foundations, associations, and other
institutions. The ‘Urban Workshop’ was established by Hamburg’s Senate in
order to promote a new planning culture by strengthening dissemination and
participation in urban development projects (Blankau, 2012, 239, 245). ‘This new
planning culture is to be characterized by transparency of interests, a spirit of
cooperation, and outcomes that are acceptable to all parties, so that the interests
of the city as a whole in increasing the number of houses built and the interests
of the affected residents are fairly balanced’ (Blankau, 239).
The new planning culture in Hamburg began to evolve after the protests against
gentrification and commercialization of urban space in various city districts. Such
protests also took place in other German cities, but most massive ones happened
in Stuttgart, when over 50,000 people took to the streets to protest against the
new expensive railway and resist the new urban development project Stuttgart21
in 2010. The representative of Stadtwerkstatt argues that these were signals for
a drastic change in German urban politics: ‘There were two or three big fails of
participation where the people would go into streets and protest against
something, like in Stuttgart. It’s a project in Stuttgart21, where the central station
was going to be restructured. It’s a really big urban development project. They
started it in the end of 1990. And in 2006 or around 2005 big protests against this
project came up, and the people would go on a street and say that they do not
want this project, they were really disturbed by it. And big parts of the society in
Stuttgart went on the streets in this protest, and this was one of the sparks where
all of the administrations in Germany started to realize it’s really important to
implement informal participation processes, which they didn’t do a lot before. And
there were some similar protests, which happened in Hamburg at the same time.
And the administration, they really started to see: ‘We need to ask the people, we
need to get in the dialogue with the people’ (representative of Stadtwerkstatt, m,
interview 9; Appendixes C, D, F).
The new ‘Stadtwerkstatt’ administrative institution was established in order to
advise planning authorities on how to organize participation process and thus
contribute to the development of new planning culture: ‘Stadtwerkstatt provides
this tool [e-participation tool], and we also advise the public authorities involved
in planning how to do participation, because sometimes the people are good in
urban planning, but they have not so much experience in participation, so what
we do is we also provide advisory services for them’ (representative of
Stadtwerkstatt, m, interview 9).
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‘hamburg.de/stadtwerkstatt’ e-participation tool was developed by Stadtwerkstatt
in collaboration with LGV (the governmental institution for geoinformation and
surveys), which is responsible for the technical aspects of the platform’s
performance. The platform is employed in various urban development projects by
a corresponding planning authority – a district body or a public company. The
planning authority consults the Stadtwerkstatt on the usage of the tool in their
specific urban planning efforts. Hence, the usage of the platform can significantly
vary from case to case although generally it is applied to collect ideas from the
city dwellers on how to (re)develop localities and to conduct surveys online.
The entire civic participation process takes place before the competition between
various urban design bureaus interested in the development of a particular
territory starts: ‘What we do is before the whole planning process starts. We get
in contact with the people in the district and do on-site events, on-site workshops
and also online participation. Then the urban planners get a document where they
have all the information about the district and the site and also now they get from
us the information, what the people have said, so that they can implement that
into the urban designs’ (representative of Stadtwerkstatt, m, interview 9).
It is also important to emphasize that all the on-site urban planning workshops
are carried out not by the representatives of city administration or urban planners
but by professionals in communication studies, mediators, and sociologists.
These professionals also do the evaluation of the contributions published online:
‘The planning authorities, they don’t carry out the participation processes by
themselves, but they engage or have a subcontractor, like a private company,
which can give an application for this project, and then they get a contract. And
they are then in charge, in order to organize the events, do the designs of the
posters, a website, and also evaluate the contributions. And then, in the end, they
produce a document, which would state out the most interesting facts regarding
the planning issue. So that the public authorities, they can have an idea about
what the people said or thought about the planning issue. All the evaluation is
happening basically in these companies, which are contracted. The companies,
they have often urban and web designers, sociologists. They have also then
moderators, mediators, all people, who are somehow related to the topics of
public planning, urban planning and communication, cause it’s really important
that the people can communicate with the citizens on a good level’
(representative of Stadtwerkstatt, m, interview 9). Therefore, communication with
city dwellers is predominantly performed by knowledge holders, who play the role
of intermediaries between citizens and planner authorities. The expertise of these
professionals serves as a guarantee that the communication will most likely be
relatively symmetrical, informative and mutually rewarding.
As the representative of Stadtwerkstatt clarifies, urban design companies that
take part in the competition receive information on both the norms they have to
follow while designing their project (he calls this ‘hard facts’), and the
considerations of city dwellers who are, or might be, affected by a particular urban
project, something that he calls ‘soft facts’. After all planning companies have
presented their final visions of the project, a jury chooses the winner company to
be in charge of the (re)development of the area. In some cases, the jury also
includes a person from among the citizens: ‘There is a jury, and they decide on
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the basis of how the companies would implement the framework of the things that
have been said in one document. And also sometimes it is also the case that you
have one person from the citizens, who is the part of the jury, which has already
happened in one or two cases in Hamburg. So it’s not only the real experts from
urban planning, but it’s also the side of the citizens, who would have an opinion
and have a say in the choosing of the company’ (representative of Stadtwerkstatt,
m, interview 9). However, the jury is not legally obliged to choose the project of
the company that accounts for the ideas of the city dwellers, as their contributions
are recommendatory in power. Nevertheless, it is supposed that the jury takes
the final decision being aware of the citizens’ opinions.
There is a wide variety of cases where the online platform is used in combination
with public hearings and on-site workshops: ‘What we have now is that we use
the tool for district concepts, the renewal of streets and other objects, which is a
district. So, there’s going to be a street renewal, and planning authority asks for
ideas on how the street can be changed, and there are the issues for the users
in this street. We also have used an online participation tool for StadtRad, where
the people can tell their ideas on where they need new bike stations. And we ask
the people where they believe it would be important to place a new station, where
new stations are needed. Then we have the issue of pedestrian ways in the city.
It’s now an ongoing case where the citizens can give their ideas and contributions
on where the pedestrian ways should be put and renewed in the city. We had all
the field of the urban designs. So when new living apartment building and
complexes are being designed, the people can contribute their ideas for this’
(representative of Stadtwerkstatt, m, interview 9).
The timeframe in which city dwellers are able to voice their concerns, hopes and
wishes related to the (re)development project online ranges from four to six
weeks depending on the case: ‘It is often combined with an on-site event, so you
have an event in the town hall and... we do three events, or two, or one, and you
can also from this day on use our participation tool for four weeks or for six weeks,
and then the tool would be closed, and the contributions would be evaluated’
(representative of Stadtwerkstatt, m, interview 9).
All the contributions from the platform are evaluated along with the ideas voiced
by city dwellers during on-site workshops: ‘It’s really important to take into
consideration all the contributions which come from the ‘on-site’ workshops, on
the cards with the online contributions, so it’s not that we use only the online or
only the offline, but just to put it all together, to evaluate it all together’
(representative of Stadtwerkstatt, m, interview 9).
Civic participation in urban development organized by urban authorities in
Hamburg is performed in accordance with the so-called ‘methodological mixed
approach’: ‘It is really important to use a methodological mix. You have different
methods for participation: you can do events, you can do surveys, you can do
workshops, but the best thing you can do is think about your target groups, your
planning project and to use a mix of different methods. So, at first, you start with
an event, then you go on site. For example, if you plan a street, then you can
really go into the street and talk to the people who use this street in everyday
[life]’ (representative of Stadtwerkstatt, m, interview 9).
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The e-participation tool under study was established as a resource additional to
on-site instruments of civic participation in urban development. Its major goal is
to achieve a better outreach of various social groups: ‘One of the goals is to reach
out to more people, make it possible for people to participate, while they do not
have to come to all the events, because what we see is that we do the events,
which are in the afternoon, in the town hall, for example, but if you are at work or
have a small child, you cannot come, right? Or if you do not speak the language
so well, you don’t use it. So what we’re trying to achieve is that, if we provide the
online participation tool, more people can be engaged in urban development’
(representative of Stadtwerkstatt, m, interview 9). ‘…the tool was established to
actually broaden the target groups, because before that you had the situation
where there would always come the same people to the workshops, always the
same kind of voices as well and not a broad variety of people, so the online tool
was actually established to widen this horizon and to have more people be able
to participate, for example, because this participatory workshops are mostly in
the evening in some neighbourhoods, so you would never have, for example,
single parents because they have to be at home, or people who are immobile,
who can’t walk very well, or people who are shy, you know who don’t want to
stand in a crowd of people and talk loudly about their ideas, but would like more
to write them down, so I think this tool enables those demographic groups also to
join the discussion because it doesn’t require physical presence anymore’
(researcher from CityScienceLab, f, interview 10).
Apart from providing city dwellers with a better opportunity to voice their opinions,
the e-participation tool also allows urbanites to inform their peers about urban
projects, share their ideas on upcoming (re)development and learn about the
ideas and interests of other citizens: ‘It is really to open up the discussion, to give
the citizens also the feeling of being heard. So if you can write it down and it is
there, you know, it is kind of it is saved there, it doesn’t just disappear, you know,
like in the discussion when maybe it is not written down... so it solves the problem
of the media break, for example, if you only have this analogue workshops, a lot
of knowledge gets lost, or it has to be digitalized, you know someone has to write
down all these remarks and type them into computer. And this is reduced, so you
have more automated workflow, a bit so from the information that the citizens
give to the planner, and then take this advice and then put it into his brief for the
competition… It also allows for more qualified discussion, because it gives all the
data, so people can inform themselves more comprehensively. Another
advantage is that each remark is publicly displayed, so people can go there, can
look at what others have said, can comment on it, so there is a discourse mode,
we can discuss with each other these ideas. I think that is an advantage. Also, I
think it is a psychological thing, that you see that your remark is being displayed,
and it can be overseen by the authorities, so you know my voice is being heard’
(researcher from CityScienceLab, f, interview 10). As we see, the interviewee
also sees debates on the platform as a form of registering the opinions of the
population that are thus archived to later serve as sources for analysis and
change.
However, the interviewee admits that not all city dwellers consider this eparticipation tool to be truly effective: ‘I think a disadvantage might be, or was
voiced, that there is no feedback loop... I mean the response is more indirect,
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because all the remarks will then flow into the competition brief, so when then the
authorities put out the call for architects or planners: ‘Okay, give us your ideas’,
then the ideas of the citizens will be in this brief. It is a kind of response, but it is
not very direct, it is not as I, as a citizen, get, but it is more kind of milder and a
little bit less tangible, so I could imagine that… this is a disadvantage that you
have no direct feedback, and it will be difficult to measure like the level of trust it
creates’ (researcher from CityScienceLab, f, interview 10). Indeed, it is not really
clear for users if the contributions from citizens are actually monitored and further
implemented in the planning projects, since they are by no means binding: ‘Who
is going to implement it in a brief, is it really going to be considered or not? It is a
little bit, you have to have trust, so I guess that’s a little bit of a disadvantage’
(researcher from CityScienceLab, f, interview 10).
Due to the non-mandatory character of the citizens’ recommendations, the
experts often face skepticism on the part of urbanites about the very need for the
platform and its significance: ‘You have nearly always the people who tell us that
they don’t believe that we really take their ideas into consideration. So it’s like
‘fake participation’. There are always the people, who say: ‘No, you’re not serious
with us. You are not taking my ideas into consideration’, you know. These
complaints we have always. But I’m not quite sure if they have a reason to believe
that we are not honest with them’ (representative of Stadtwerkstatt, m, interview
9).
Meanwhile, the usability of the tool is regularly tested: ‘What we do is this user
experience testing, where we invite the people to test the tool and to give us the
feedback. And we did this last year, where we just invited citizens; we invited
planning authorities, just a big group of people to just use our tools and to give
us feedback. For us, it’s really important that we are in contact with the people
who are using the tool and to get the direct feedback of them’ (representative of
Stadtwerkstatt, m, interview 9).
According to the user experience testing, the city dwellers find the tool itself
relatively convenient in use. However, there were complaints about the usability
of the mobile version of the tool which is now still under development: ‘They
complained about our mobile version – it was really hard for them to use it with
their phones... it is not really handy. Now we try to develop a chat bot functionality,
which would make it easier for people to contribute their ideas’ (representative of
Stadtwerkstatt, m, interview 9). Thus, making contributions on the go still seems
quite problematic for existing and potential users.
It was also important for me to know why city dwellers utilize the platform, i.e.
what their core motivations are. According to the experts, citizens primarily
participate when they are immediately affected by the prospective development
project: ‘The biggest motivation online or offline is if the people are affected by
something. If it’s their backyard, or if it’s their park, or they live in the district’
(representative of Stadtwerkstatt, m, interview 9). Another motivation factor is the
general interest in urban planning and/or urban studies: ‘The second biggest
motivation is from people who are interested in urban planning. So, there is a
scene in Hamburg for people who are citizens, and they’re just generally
interested in urban planning and in urban development. They are part of the
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newsletters, they know the press articles, they know where to look’
(representative of Stadtwerkstatt, m, interview 9). In some cases, for example
when a new district is developed, especially when it is designed for recreational
and consumer purposes, it can be of interest for people to submit their ideas,
since they consider such spaces to be new promising locations where they might
spend time: ‘If you take Grasbrook, for example, we had a lot of people who are
interested in all this stuff, which is related to water, like water sports and stuff like
this. So these are part of the stakeholders, who would like to contribute, ‘cause
they believe they can use the new district when it’s built, they have an interest in
it’ (representative of Stadtwerkstatt, m, interview 9).
When talking about the practices of applying the e-participation tool under study,
it is claimed to be more convenient for those city dwellers for whom public
hearings and on-site workshop formats are not suitable (e.g. due to their limited
mobility, pressing family obligations, or overload with work): ‘If you ask specifically
about the online participation tool, why the people use it, then, I believe, it’s
because the people can use it at home. So they do not have to speak in front of
an audience and say: ‘I would like to have…’, you know, when you have an event,
where the people can stand up, get the mic and say: ‘I would like to have the park
renewed in this way’ or something’ (representative of Stadtwerkstatt, m, interview
9).
For example, as already mentioned above, e-participation is an attractive option
for young parents with children as well as immobile people or people who are ill,
or, in other words, everyone who is not able to leave their houses, hospitals or
workplaces when the on-spot events take place. E-participation is also suitable
for people who need some time to ponder on all the information they received
during the open participation events and/or on-site workshops, so that they can
conveniently leave their contributions later from their homes, and not directly
during the events, although principally they are provided with such an opportunity
by means of specially installed tablets: ‘We experience also that the people, they
come to our events, and we believed beforehand that they come to the events
and they have the interest to post their idea directly, at the event. But what we
experience now is that the people go to the event, they can get the information,
then they go home, and then they write the contribution and not at the same time
at the event’ (representative of Stadtwerkstatt, m, interview 9).
However, the experts argue that it still remains a great challenge for them to
engage all kinds of urban actors (potentially) affected by (re)development projects
in debates: ‘This is a big part, you know, the representation of the society. It’s a
big aim for us, of course, but we see that we cannot reach all the groups at the
same time equally, but you cannot forget that the participation is not the only
thing, which determined the planning. So you have the experts, you have the
people who think about all the groups. We, as urban planners, we try to take all
the groups and all the needs into consideration if we plan something. And
participation is there to support this. But if you have participation, and there’s just
the seniors who are contributing, it does not mean that the planning would be
only for the seniors... we are interested in who is participating and why, but it’s
still a field where we need to do a lot of research in… because what we have is
that we have the people who are, let’s say, the academics, the older people are
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using it more than the younger people’ (representative of Stadtwerkstatt, m,
interview 9). As we see, the disbalance in the representation of different social
and cultural categories of population in the discussions is expected to be
compensated by constant monitoring and in-depth research. However, the
question remains open for me whether such compensation results in the situation
when the interests of some groups are not learned about, accounted for, or
silenced, or symbolically ‘overweighed’ by the explicitly expressed opinions of
more active groups.
One of the experts admits that, in order to reach all kinds of social and cultural
groups, neither public hearings nor on-site workshops, nor even online
participation is sufficient. Instead, many efforts to contact the less active groups
who are often disadvantaged in some regard are necessary: ‘What we experience
is that it’s really important to go to people and not to ask them to come to you.
So, you can do a town hall meeting, for some people it’s interesting, but it’s not
the solution if you would like to get in contact with different groups. If you take the
groups, for example, of migrants, we experience that it’s really important to adapt
into their way how they communicate. So what we experience is also that you
need to really go to the target groups. For example, go to the places where they
are, where they meet and try to get in contact. So the best thing you can do when
you do participation is to try to think about your target group – where they meet,
where they are – and then try to go there and get in contact. And not to say: ‘I’m
in my town hall, you can come to me if you want, and if you do not want – then
I’m not interested in you’. You should go to the people’ (representative of
Stadtwerkstatt, m, interview 9). Therefore, according to the expert, urban
planning projects should be accompanied by research using a wide variety of
sociological research methods ensuring better representation. Hence, the eparticipation tools as well as other instruments used by the stronger publics can
only be considered a part of a complex analytical process underlying democratic
decision making.
The experts also apply different techniques that help to increase the level of
participation and thus the representativeness of the data collected through eparticipation: ‘The online tool is one more tool that you can use in order to
increase the level of participation. And what’s also really important [is] how you
communicate. What type of language you use. If you have the description of the
project, is it really just for the experts with all the complicated words? Or can you
really translate it into the everyday language of people? And also when you talk
to them at the events, can you talk to them in a way so that they can understand
you? Because we, as planners, we have this strange urban planning slang. With
all the words and stuff, we forget sometimes that the people, they cannot really
understand some words. What is more, for example, what we did in Grasbrook is
that we have documentation of the project in German and Turkish. So that people
who cannot speak German can really get the information. So, in my opinion, the
best thing you can do is to go to the people and use different methods, if you
would like to reach out to more groups and increase the level of participation’
(representative of Stadtwerkstatt, m, interview 9). What follows from this fragment
of the expert’s narrative is that better outreach requires not only proactive means
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to establish contact with various local groups, but also accounting for their
educational and cultural backgrounds. Here, transparency and accessibility of
messages coming from the city and the planners are a priority.
However, in general, it is relatively complicated to control the representativeness
that the e-participation tool ensures as well as analyze the number of the
platform’s users – partly because German data protection laws are rather strict,
as the expert points out: ‘We don’t have a user database, because we, from the
city of Hamburg, are not allowed to save data about you when you log in, or stuff
like this. So we cannot really see how many people are using it, if the numbers
are growing or not… But what we can see is that we have had these thirty cases
until now with over 30,000 contributions. And the numbers depend on specific
cases’ (representative of Stadtwerkstatt, m, interview 9). On the one hand, the
expert argues that the online platform is currently mostly used by highly educated
older people: ‘It’s more older people, people with academic background. These
are the main users’ (representative of Stadtwerkstatt, m, interview 9). On the
other hand, since there are obvious barriers to e-participation for elderly people,
especially those who have limited Internet access or insufficient computer
literacy, or lack of interest in using new technologies, it may be assumed that a
small part of older people from among the locals are actually using the tool.
The expert reports that the project team is currently working on improvement of
the tool to enable automatized analysis of contributions based on natural
language processing. Moreover, in the nearest future a special instrument for
cross-comparison of the data from different districts is expected to be installed.
Accordingly, the technological aspect of the analysis of the contributions requires
further efforts of the administrators, too.
Currently, the e-participation tool is employed in various situations: sometimes
when there is yet no particular design planned for a territory; sometimes – when
some ideas of the developers have been already made public, or even when
some changes have been already introduced. This allows the citizens to vote for
better options and discuss the alternatives: ‘What the planning authorities can do
with our tool now is put all the three designs online, and the people can review
them and say: ‘I prefer the first one, because I believe it’s the best design for this
place’, and then they can have discussions there with other users, so that the
planning authorities can in the end see what is the public opinion about the plans,
the designs’ (representative of Stadtwerkstatt, m, interview 9). However, not all
(re)development plans in the city are open for such public debates.
As for the dissemination of information about the platform organized by city
authorities or their subcontractors, it happens mainly through such channels as
websites of the city administration and planner agencies, newsletters sent to
people who have subscribed, as well as the local press. People can also learn
about the tool at on-site workshops and public hearings, to which they are invited
by posters hanging in various places in respective city districts. However, the
posters themselves do not contain any information about the possibilities of eparticipation. In general, it can be concluded that the scope of dissemination is
still relatively small, and, in my opinion, it still does not make it possible to inform
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different publics about the existence of the tool. The platform especially lacks PR
campaigns on social media, which could have helped to engage younger
audience.
In the course of the research, it has become clear that a lot of people, even among
those who are interested in urban (re)development and take part in workshops
and other on-site events, are still not well aware of the existence of the online
platform. In the hope to find active users, along with my colleagues
CityScienceLab I visited an opening on-site event devoted to (re)development of
Grasbrook, a new city district (however, it should be mentioned that Grasbrook is
not yet massively populated, and the citizens who came to the on-site event were
mostly residents of the adjacent neighbourhoods). During the workshop,
participants were invited to evaluate both the touchtable (DIPAS) and
‘hamburg.de/stadtwerkstatt’ online platform.
Almost all interviewees admit they have not known about the online platform, do
not use it or have not used it regularly. However, they believe that both digital and
electronic participation gives better opportunities for citizens to be engaged in
urban planning. For example, one research participant finds it advantageous that
users of the platform can indicate some places on the map which they would like
to change in a certain way; at that, all the arguments coming from the people are
published: ‘I like that, and also that one can specify a place on the map [and write
a contribution] and somebody else can read that later’ (45 years old, m, interview
11). Another interviewee underlines that e-participation may educate people
preparing them for more collaborative urban planning and making the information
about urban projects more transparent: ‘Actually, I think it's a good tool, at least
to make information more transparent, so that people have more of an idea of
what's there, what's there, what's more, and how to collectively create the map’
(28 years old, f, interview 12). One interviewee emphasizes that it provides a
great opportunity for citizens who are not able to join on-site events, however, as
she points out it lacks advertising: ‘I think it's great that there's an online platform
because there are always people who do not have time to attend the evening
events for a variety of reasons. Because they cannot leave their workplace, or
they have to be with their family at that time and so on. So they have the
opportunity to participate. However, what I've already thought about it on the way
here, that has not been widely promoted, so that all the people here in the district
could know about it. So you have to popularise it in some way...’ (49 years old, f,
interview 13). This informant also believes that e-participation should not be the
only way for attaining better representativeness: other methods to collect and
analyze citizens’ opinions should be also applied: ‘One would have to sit down in
the men's cafés or women's clubs. There, to carry out interviews and so on...’ (49
years old, f, interview 13).
Another interviewee adds that e-participation is more suitable for the younger
generation, while older people opt for on-site events and workshops with more
interactive face-to-face communication: ‘Opened yes, but closed again without
doing anything, because it seems to be much more useful, and that is also a good
approach here, that people can talk to each other via direct communication,
respond to ideas and, if necessary, develop them further. That does not happen
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on the online platform so that it seems to me not that much convenient, at least
for my generation. When I look at my children and look at grandchildren, yes, they
can use it’ (75 years old, m, interview 14).
In conclusion, it can be argued that the use of e-participation tools in urban
development is still relatively new for Hamburg; and this method is normally
applied in combination with other methods of civic participation such as
participatory workshops and public hearings (on-site events). The process of civic
participation is organized, for the most part, by the knowledge holders, who are
engaged in collection and evaluation of citizens’ opinions as well as facilitating
the dialogue between urban planners and locals.
Generally, the major goal of the tool, which is to ensure better representativeness
of the information collected, is still far from being achieved, as the main users of
the tool are most likely the same people who also participate in on-site events,
since it is basically the only way, apart from reading the local press, to learn that
such tool exists. What is more, the contributions submitted through the platform
are not binding for decision-makers. Thus, city dwellers remain weak publics
excluded not only from actual decision making, but also often even from opinion
formation.
2.3.4. The review of suggestions made on ‘hamburg.de/stadtwerkstatt’ eparticipation platform and analysis of the user-friendliness of the tool
As the actual experiences of the platform users are inaccessible for analysis, due
to its anonymity, instead below I opt for the analysis of the contributions available
online and discuss the user-friendliness of the tool itself. For the analysis, I have
chosen quite a typical case, which is the renewal of one of the city’s streets in the
center
of
Schnelsen,
Eimsbuettel,
called
Frohmestrasse
(‘hamburg.de/eimsbuettel/frohmestrasse’, Beiträge). Apart from e-participation,
on-site participation is also planned to consider the local population’s opinions on
this renewal: other research tools applied by the planners include passerby and
transport counting; customer survey; on-site events for business owners and
traders as well as a workshops for schoolchildren.
The e-participation process has started after the opening on-site event that took
place on April 11, 2019, and runs until June 14 of the same year. By late May,
around 87 related contributions have been submitted in such categories as
transport and mobility; leisure time, games and sport; commerce, business and
services; communication and image; construction and architecture; public spaces
and others. Most contributions fall under such categories as transport and
mobility; commerce, business and services, as well as public spaces. The
majority of these contributions are pretty similar to each other, so that there are
almost no clashes of interest revealed in the course of analysis. Only in the
‘transport and mobility’ category, there were a few contributions demanding
organisation of parking lots and protesting against the creation of pedestrian
zone, which is supported by the majority of participants.
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Other contributions in the ‘transport and mobility’ category are devoted to
reduced number of cars; creation of new bicycle lanes and new stations for public
bicycles; more pedestrian paths and wider sidewalks; reduction of speed limits;
better public transport connections; subway extension as well as opening up carsharing opportunities. For example, one of the contributors underlines the need
for better opportunities for pedestrians and cyclists: ‘As a resident in the area of
the Albertine Hospital / AKN Schnelsen, I think a better and, above all, safer
connection to the Frohmestrasse by bicycle is desirable (especially since new
construction projects are planned here). Currently, from the intersection of
Holsteiner Chaussee / Oldesloer Straße and Frohmestrasse, there is a lot of
pedestrian traffic. This place is equally cramped for pedestrians and cyclists.
Parking cars reinforce this ‘bottleneck’ situation in Oldesloer Strasse’ (transport
and mobility, contribution 1). Another contributor argues that it is necessary to
widen sidewalks and create more underground parking lots and/or a central
parking lot ‘It is better to widen the sidewalks for pedestrian and bicycle paths by
taking down the parking lots. For cars, more underground garages should be
planned in new buildings, and there can be a central parking lot as well’ (transport
and mobility, contribution 2).
In the ‘commerce, business and services’ category, the suggested ideas are
mostly related to extension of shopping opportunities; opening of new cafes and
restaurants and new pack stations.
The contributions from the ‘public spaces’ category basically concern the
creation of a green space offering a variety of activities such as, for example,
volleyball, a public swimming pool, a playground for children; as well as provision
of new benches.
In other categories there are many contributions concurring with the described
ones. Sometimes, the contributions with the same text even appear for a couple
of times in different branches of discussion, probably when users are not sure
which category fits their ideas fit. Most arguments refer to the public good, as
users repeatedly state that the implementation of their suggestions will increase
the quality of life in the city district.
In general, users only submit their own contributions without referring to
messages of others. If some (rare) contributions receive comments, the number
of these does not exceed one or two. Considering the language in which the
contributions are written, it can be assumed that the platform is mostly used either
by professional urban planners or by the people who are, generally, interested in
the topic of urban (re)development, since the contributions don’t seem to be
overemotional but rather offering rational argumentation of suggested ideas. Only
in several contributions emotional involvement in the process of area
(re)development can be observed: ‘The Frohmestrasse and surroundings are in
a miserable condition in terms of cleanliness and appearance of the facilities, etc.
There should be a public toilet so that the park at Kriegerdankweg is not
permanently used as such! What happens there every day is really disgusting!’
(‘other’, contribution 3).
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In general, most contributions are not based on users’ personal experience but
rather point out the future changes advantageous for various interest groups like
pensioners, families with children, pedestrians and others: ‘I think the direction of
sports facilities for seniors is very good. The establishment of such an offer should
take place in cooperation with sports clubs based in Schnelsen, as well as
physicians and physiotherapy facilities. That would be my idea’ (leisure time,
games and sport, contribution 4). This idea is commented by another user who
also refers to the benefits of the suggested improvement not for him/her
personally but for specific target groups: ‘Basically, I think that's right. Even better,
I would find an offer for all generations. Why not a sports center for seniors and
youth!? It would give different generations the opportunity to stay in touch. The
seniors stay fit, and children can exercise sportsmanship’ (leisure time, games
and sport, contribution 5 (comment)).
Technically, viewing the contributions is a relatively challenging task, since when
opening the contributions on one page (12 for a page), it is rather complicated to
read them completely: initially, the readers see only the chosen category, the title
of the submission and the first sentence of the text message, whereas to read the
whole contribution, see the comments and ratings, they are supposed to open
them on a separate page. What is more, when they decide to go back to the initial
list of contributions, they have to scroll down the page one more time. From my
point of view, this interface does not allow for a high-quality discussion, since it
requires a lot of time from the participants who are forced to click on each
contribution. The discussion is also hampered by the absence of professional
moderation at the stage of submitting a contribution, which makes the negotiation
process between the groups with diverse or colliding interests practically
impossible.
Additionally, it is never clear whether a contribution comes from a resident of the
district where the urban project is implemented, a resident of another city district,
a politician, a businessperson (e.g., a representative of the developer company
protecting its commercial interests), a representative of a civil society
organisation, a tourist, a professional in urban planning or someone else. This, in
my opinion, leads to difficulties in analyzing the representativeness of data, since
it remains a mystery which social groups are represented and whose interests
are promoted in the debate. Moreover, feedback from the urban authorities is not
envisaged in the platform, which does not provide for a continuous dialogue
between citizens and the city administration. This might make the users believe
that their contributions are not taken seriously and the platform is no site for their
voices to be actually heard.
2.3.5. Conclusions and recommendations
The e-participation platform in Hamburg provides citizens with an opportunity to
share their considerations on future urban development, thus providing them
access to opinion formation, yet, leaving the decision-making option closed. In
this regard, city dwellers represent weak publics, whereas urban authorities
perform as strong publics.
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Although users are allowed to comment each other’s ideas and rate those, the
platform still lacks sufficient usability for a high-quality negotiation process. What
is more, there is no professional moderation for the facilitation of discussion
between different interest groups. City authorities also do not take any part in the
discussion and do not provide citizens with any direct feedback on their
contributions, which might diminish the social and issue-related outcomes of the
platform. In addition, as shown above, it seems rather difficult, if not impossible,
to define the social and cultural groups and specific interest groups a certain user
represents as the portal is completely anonymous, which may lead to exclusion
of alternative publics and to promoting the interests of dominant groups as the
interests of the weak groups.
In contrast to the online platform in St. Petersburg, the e-participation platform in
Hamburg makes an outcome of using methodologically mixed approach to
participation. It is one of the institutionalized ways for the citizens to voice their
opinions concerning urban projects planned by city authorities and implemented
by developer businesses. Apart from using e-participation tools, citizens are also
invited to take part in on-site events (public hearings and workshops to introduce
the initial urban development plans as well as various polls). The important role
in the participation process is played by the knowledge holders, who organize the
workshops and evaluate all the contributions.
On the one hand, involvement of knowledge holders: mediators, professionals in
communication studies, or sociologists – in the participation process is
advantageous, since urban development should be research-based. On the other
hand, involvement of knowledge holders and other professionals should not
become a way for planner authorities to avoid any direct dialogue with the citizens
by involving them in ‘therapeutic ceremonies’ (i.e. acting at the level of nonparticipation which is called therapy in Arstein’s ladder (1969)). Thus, it is
important to ensure that the urban authorities really take into account the
information they get from the knowledge holders who play the role of
intermediaries, so that the whole process is not limited to ‘veneered participation’,
to use Heeks’ (1999) terminology, when the formal participation process is only
a cover for an authoritative top-down approach to policy and decision making.
That’s why urban authorities and developers can be recommended to openly take
part in the online discussion that should be moderated by independent
professionals. It would be also beneficial to regularly collect feedback from
citizens about the online platform, for example, by establishing an online
feedback forum on the web page of Stadtwerkstatt. This can greatly contribute to
further development of the e-participation tool.
As for the major motivations of the city dwellers for using the tool, these embrace
such factors as an opportunity for the people to register their ideas within a
relatively long timeframe at home after getting comprehensively informed about
the project, which may allow for better argumentation and does not require
voicing their opinions in public. What is more, it is possible to learn about the
ideas of other users and comment on them, which provides an opportunity for
mutual learning. Importantly, Hamburg e-participation platform does not restrict
the amount and length of contributions as the offline forms of participation do.
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Although the main aim of the platform is to ensure better representativeness of
the affected social groups, the tool still lacks advertisement, especially that
targeted at the younger audience. That leads to a situation when the tool is most
probably used by those same people who also attend on-site events, thus limiting
the role of the website to an additional discussion arena for them. That is why
launching PR campaigns in online and offline mass media, including social
media, are essential to enable better representativeness.
It can be also beneficial to enhance user-friendliness of the tool and ask users to
indicate their groups of interests, which would allow for a comprehensive analysis
of representativeness of the unfolding debates and better understanding of the
opinions of alternative publics.
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Conclusion
In this master paper the opportunities and constraints of e-participation in urban
(re)development were analyzed based on the exploratory case studies of two eparticipation platforms operating in Hamburg, Germany, and St. Petersburg,
Russia, and their comparative analysis. Building upon the conclusions made in
the theoretical chapter, I argue that e-participation can play a role of an alternative
public sphere where the opinions of various publics are formed and, ideally, these
publics further enter decision making concerning urban (re)development. Thus, it
should represent an instrument of direct democracy ensuring that the urbanites
become stronger publics able to decide on the future of their living environment.
The considered e-participation platforms operating in Hamburg and St.
Petersburg, respectively, can be considered the first attempts of the city
governments to engage citizens in urban development by the means of
information communication technologies. Both e-participation tools were
introduced by the city authorities as top-down initiatives allowing for better
interaction between administrative units and city dwellers on the matters of urban
development.
Nevertheless, the services operating in Hamburg and St. Petersburg differ from
each other significantly, since they respond to the objectives of urban
development in different ways. In St. Petersburg, with the help of ‘Our St.
Petersburg’ portal it is possible to report some basic urban problems that are in
most cases associated with poor performance of urban services and especially
facility management companies. Meanwhile, the platform in Hamburg allows
users to take a certain part in co-creation of urban space by voicing concerns,
suggesting ideas or asking questions about redevelopment projects online.
In Hamburg, the e-participation tool appears to be embedded in a methodological
mix of various formal forms of civic participation in urban (re)development. This
is probably due to the fact that, in general, the history of formal civic participation
and e-participation in Hamburg is much longer than in St. Petersburg. What is
more, in Hamburg, there are many official and non-official guidelines on the issue
of civic participation, including e-participation in policy making. In St. Petersburg,
meanwhile, there is still a lack of formal framework of political participation, so
that some local urban activists and city dwellers view the emergence of ‘Our St.
Petersburg’ platform that really helps them to solve some basic urban problems,
as one of the biggest achievements of the city administration in recent years.
In both cases the major actors are the city administrations and the users of the
platforms expected to represent the whole bulk of ‘ordinary’ city dwellers.
However, in reality urban activists also use these platforms as an additional tool
for proposing their initiatives regarding the transformations of urban space.
One of the most important distinctions between the actors engaged in the
analyzed cases is the involvement of research and expert organisations in
Hamburg. It can be argued that urban development should be always based on
applied urban studies with the consideration of public opinion. What is more, in
case of e-participation usability of the platforms and representativeness of all
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social groups living in the city should be constantly monitored. The e-participation
platform in Hamburg admits the necessity of such functions and delegates them
to independent research centers. In St. Petersburg independent research
organisations are not involved.
What makes the case of St. Petersburg peculiar is the presence of facility
management companies. In fact, ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal is an additional
platform for communication between city inhabitants representing the client side
and various facility management companies. The only addition here is the
interference of the city administration in this communication, which allows for
monitoring of the performance of various urban services and forcing them to
better fulfill their responsibilities before citizens.
Similar instruments also appeared in Hamburg at the first stages of development
of e-participation but, due to more developed city infrastructure and generally
better performance of facility management companies, they are now used mainly
as a time-saving alternative. With time, e-participation in Hamburg moved
towards improvement of the dialogue between city dwellers and the
administration.
Nevertheless, empirical analysis has shown that in accordance with the ladder of
the degree of citizen empowerment elaborated by S. Arnstein, both platforms
represent token participation since urban authorities have a choice whether or
not to take the voices of citizens into consideration.
In St. Petersburg it is expressed in the restriction of the degree of impact that
citizens may have on urban development, since all their participation efforts come
down to reporting some basic urban problems, which makes the main constraint
for citizens to actively participate in urban development. Nevertheless, ‘Our St.
Petersburg’ online tool allows urbanites to overcome the constrains of time and
space by reporting urban problems where and when it is comfortable for them;
recognizes and symbolically promotes the massive and public character of the
reported problems; enables monitoring of solution implementation; helps people
to avoid dealing directly with facility management companies and urban services
(which is considered by many as an utterly unpleasant experience) and figuring
out the areas of their responsibilities; as well as enables spending minimal
amount of time and effort to improve the conditions of urban environment in the
local areas. What is more, it indirectly enhances coordination between the
members of local urban communities.
However, due to the lack of promotion of the tool, no provision for individual cases
as well as various exclusion practices, especially of older people and non-users
of the tool, the opportunities provided by the introduction of the tool are not
accessible for each citizen on an equal basis and it might even lead to a greater
exclusion of the residents from problem solving in their local urban areas than
before, since facility management companies are focused on solving the
problems reported on the portal, while ignoring the appeals coming from the
residents over the phone. Therefore, accountability of facility management
companies should be centered between both users and non-users of the portal.
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In general, the exclusion fostered by ‘Our St. Petersburg’ portal concerns, apart
from older people, such population categories as citizens with lower level of
education for who have difficulty figuring out how the platform functions, people
with low income who cannot afford constant Internet access, students and
schoolchildren who are, in general, not taught how to make their urban
environment better, as well as migrants whose exclusion is mainly connected with
language issues (but as many of them also belong to low-income strata and lack
cultural competences, these different grounds for exclusion can add up to each
other).
In Hamburg, although citizens are principally able to indicate any kind of urban
problems online or come up with ideas and recommendations on urban
(re)development and thus take certain part in the co-creation of urban space, it
might happen that their voices are not taken seriously, as they are not binding for
urban authorities. That is why here we also cannot talk about direct democracy.
Neither can we observe any radical change brought along by the introduction of
e-participation tools, as some institutionalized forms of civic participation at the
initial stages of urban projects had, in contrast to St. Petersburg, already existed
in Hamburg before the new platform was launched. The emergence of eparticipation in Hamburg sought to enable better representativeness of the
affected social groups, more massive rational and informed discussion as well as
promotion of social capital in local urban communities. However, up to now the
development of these capacities in Hamburg is impaired by the lack of promotion
of the e-participation tool, its low user-friendliness, the absence of professional
moderation and lack of involvement of urban authorities in the discussion. The
major constraint to e-participation in Hamburg, though, in my opinion, is that it
does not represent the process of citizen empowerment, which demotivates
ordinary city dwellers to use the tool as they realize that it is unlikely that their
expressed opinion would radically change the approaches, decisions and actions
of city authorities.
In conclusion, e-participation can become a convenient way for formal
participation of large numbers of urbanites in city (re)development. It may lead to
more coordinated actions of citizens and urban authorities, which, in the end, will
ensure democratic outcomes of the performance of city administration and
provide a ground for a shift from an authoritarian hierarchical government to
stronger networked participatory governance. However, the contribution of eparticipation should not be overestimated: it rather acts as one of the many
democratic instruments leading towards greater citizen empowerment, and
allowing for higher representation of various social groups affected by urban
development. Meanwhile, what is most important is not the way in which citizens
participate in urban development, be it with the use of online or offline
instruments, but the question whether they have actual access to decision making
and sufficiently impact their cities’ future through a constructive dialogue with
urban authorities.
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Appendix 1. Research design
Problem statement: In democratic regimes of the contemporary globalized
world, it is becoming increasingly necessary to balance out the hierarchical
structure of public administration and make it more accountable before citizens
in accordance with major democratic values. It is conceptualised in official
documents and scientific literature as a shift from government to governance. The
key driver for establishment new networking structure of public administration or
so called governance based on the principle of citizen participation can be
electronic forms of civic participation. Internet and especially Web 2.0
Technologies which gave birth to new forms of social interaction and
collaboration. However, e-participation as a phenomenon has appeared just
recently and is not sufficiently investigated yet. In particular, e-participation in
urban (re)development is almost totally unexplored. This master thesis seeks to
compensate for this gap in scholarly knowledge.
The research question: What are the opportunities and constraints of eparticipation in urban (re)development in Hamburg and St. Petersburg?
Objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

to examine the existing e-participation tools in Hamburg and St.
Petersburg;
to identify the major actors of e-participation in two cities;
to analys e the political contexts in Hamburg and St. Petersburg that
shape the patterns of e- participation;
to identify the current degree of citizen empowerment enforced by eparticipation in Hamburg and St. Petersburg;
to reveal the existing barriers to e-participation in both cities;
to identify motivation factors to civic participation, in general, and eparticipation, in particular in both cities;
to outline the aims of e-participation in urban development in Hamburg
and St. Petersburg.

Cases:



In St. Petersburg: e-participation platform ‘Our St. Petersburg’
In Hamburg: e-participation platform ‘hamburg.de/stadtwerkstatt’

Methods:
For e-participation platform ‘hamburg.de/stadtwerkstatt’:
1. Semi-structured expert interviews with representative of Stadtwerkstatt,
City administration, and a researcher, CityScienceLab, HafenCity
University;
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2. Qualitative
analysis
of
the
contributions
made
on
the
platform (‘hamburg.de/eimsbuettel/frohmestrasse’,
Beiträge)
3. Analysis of semi-structured interviews with the participants of on-site
workshop in Grasbrook, Hamburg
For e-participation platform ‘Our St. Petersburg’:
1. Analysis of the content and structure of the platform;
2. Semi-structured interviews with the users of the platform;
3. Analysis of the complaints about the portal on Googly Play (February-May
2019).
Theoretical framework: The theoretical frame of the research is a synthesis of
several theoretical approaches. First of all, the concept of public sphere
elaborated by Habermas was applied, in addition, it was accounted for its criticism
by Nancy Fraser. Then the discussion about Internet making a new public sphere
as initiated by Vinken and Ester and revised by McGrath was considered. In order
to grasp the essence of civic participation, the ideas of Ekman and Amna were
reviewed. What is more, the well-known ladder of civic participation by Arnstein
was applied, that helped to identify current and desirable degree of citizen
empowerment.
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Appendix 2. Interview guide for platform ‘Our St. Petersburg’
Блок 1. Социальный портрет:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Расскажите, пожалуйста, немного о себе?
Сколько Вам лет?
Чем Вы занимаетесь?
Каков уровень Вашего образования?
Давно ли Вы проживаете в Санкт-Петербурге?
Где конкретно Вы проживаете? В каком районе?
Проживаете ли Вы в собственном жилье или снимаете?

Блок 2. Оценка состояния городской среды:
1. Как Вы в целом оцениваете состояние городской среды в СанктПетербурге?
2. Какие проблемы Вы считаете наиболее болезненными?
3. Как Вы считаете произошли ли улучшения в самом городе за последние
несколько лет и если да, то в чем?
Блок 3. Оценка городского управления и взаимодействия граждан с
городской администрацией:
1. Как Вы считаете произошли ли улучшения в городском управлении за
последние несколько лет и если да, то в чем?
2. Были ли городские инициативы, которые Вас порадовали?
3. В чем Вы видите недостатки городского управления?
4. Припоминаете ли Вы какие-либо решения городских властей,
которые показались Вам некорректными?
5. Трудно ли, на ваш взгляд, жителям Санкт-Петербурга решать
городские проблемы и взаимодействовать с городскими властями?
6. Как Вы оцениваете отношения между властями и горожанами?
7. Если возможность диалога?
8. Насколько власти в своих политических решениях принимают во
внимание интересы горожан?
9. Насколько, на Ваш взгляд, активны сами горожане?
Блок 4. Активность участия в решении городских проблем и
гражданского участия в целом:
1. Интересуетесь ли Вы политической жизнью города, страны?
2. Пытаетесь ли Вы как-то повлиять на ситуацию в городе в целом?
3. Занимались ли Вы когда-нибудь общественной деятельностью,
волонтерством?
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4. Являетесь ли Вы членом каких-либо сообществ, общественных
движений?
5. Что, на Ваш взгляд, должен делать активный гражданин для того, чтобы
город становился лучше?
6. Когда и при каких обстоятельствах Вы решили заниматься решением
городских проблем?
7. Взаимодействовали
ли
Вы
когда-нибудь
с
ЖКХ
(управляющими компаниями)? Муниципальными
или
городскими властями? Некоммерческими организациями,
занимающимся решением городских проблем? С чем это было
связано? Каким был опыт?
8. Участвовали ли Вы в общественных слушаниях?
9. Участвовали ли Вы в акциях протеста?
Блок 5. Онлайн активность:
1. Как часто Вы пользуетесь Интернетом? (сколько часов в день/неделю)
2. Читаете или смотрите ли Вы Новости онлайн (или по телевизору)?
3. Состоите ли в группах, посвящённых решению город проблем
(каких?), политических сообществах, подписаны ли на политических
деятелей в социальных сетях?
4. Пользовались ли Вы когда-нибудь другими интернет-порталами,
группами, форумами, посвящёнными решению городских проблем;
oбсуждению политической деятельности государства?
Блок 6. Оценка электронного участия и перспектив его развития:
1. Как Вы оцениваете эффективность электронного формата? Какие
возможности он даёт? Какие ограничения имеет?
2. Видите ли Вы преимущества онлайн формата городского участия по
сравнению с форматом оффлайн взаимодействия?
3. В чем, на Ваш взгляд, электронное участие проигрывает формату
личного взаимодействия?
4. Как Вы думаете будет ли формат электронного участия в дальнейшем
развиваться?
5. Как Вы полагаете, в каком ключе электронный формат будет
развиваться?
6. Что, на Ваш взгляд, может помешать развитию электронного участия?
Блок 7. Оценка портала «Наш Санкт-Петербург»
1.
2.
3.
4.

Когда вы в первый раз услышали о портале, от кого?
В каких обстоятельствах Вы в первый раз использовали портал?
Почему Вы вернулись к порталу вновь?
Почему в целом Вы используете портал?
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.

В каких конкретных случаях Вы использовали портал?
Насколько успешно Вам удалось решить Ваши проблемы?
Устроило ли Вас качество решённых проблем?
Все ли проблемы были решены с первого раза?
Считаете ли Вы оптимальным срок решения проблем?
Оставляли ли Вы фидбек на портале?
Пишите ли Вы в основном только о проблемах в своём квартале/районе
или также и в других районах города?
Удобно ли Вам пользоваться порталом?
Возникали ли у Вас когда-нибудь проблемы с порталом, общением с
модератором и тд?
Хотели ли бы Вы что-либо изменить в работе портала?
Пользуются ли Ваши знакомые порталом «Наш Санкт-Петербург»,
рекомендуете ли Вы им?
Использовали ли Вы портал исключительно индивидуально или также
по чьей-то просьбе, от лица какой-то организации?
Как Вы думаете помогает ли сайт Наш Санкт-Петербург решать
городские проблемы?
Можете ли Вы сравнить портал «Наш Санкт-Петербург» с похожими
онлайн порталами, сайтами, связанными с улучшением ситуации в
городе? В чем Вы видите общее, а в чем возможно различия?
Если у портала «Наш-Санкт-Петербург» преимущества перед другими
онлайн форматами участия?
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Appendix 3. Interview guide for e-participation platform in
Hamburg
1. When was the online participation platform established in Hamburg and how
has it been developed with time?
2. Are there some plans for the further development of the online participation
platform?
3. Could you tell me about the whole process. As far as I understood the online
consultation is taken place somewhere in the middle of the urban
development project. And after its ending all the contributions are evaluated
and put in the one document which is then read by the urban planners, who
later present their projects during the competition event? So is it somehow
verified if the planners really have taken the citizen’s views into account or
they are free to use the ideas that they personally like for their projects and
reject other ideas without argumentation?
4. Could you tell me, who are the key stakeholders of the online platform
(except from Stadtwerkstatt)?
5. Does the online platform have any specific target groups?
6. And do you, probably, know how many users are there? Do you have some
user’s evaluations?
7. What are the mission and the goals of the online participation tool?
8. What are the main issues the online platform helps to solve?
9. What are the advantages and disadvantages of the tool? Were there may be
some feedback from the citizens?
10. Is the online platform somehow advertised? So how, for example, the citizens
of the specific part of the city are able to get to know that there is an online
consultation going on?
11. What, in your opinion, motivates citizens to write their ideas on the website
and what, probably, stops them from using the tool?
12. How could you, in general, evaluate the level of citizen participation in urban
development in Hamburg?
13. Who are its main participants (or social groups)?
14. How do you think the level of the citizen’s participation can be increased?
15. Have you ever written anything on the online platform yourself? Probably your
colleagues or friends did, what was their experience?
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Appendix 4. List of interviewees
St. Petersburg’s case:
Interviewee 1: local urban activist, Moskovskiy District, 27 years old, female.
Interviewee 2: local urban activist, Kalininskiy District, 33 years old, male.
Interviewee 3: urban activist, Moskovskiy district, 36 years old, member of the
urban movement ‘The Beautiful St. Peteresburg’, female.
Interviewee 4: city dweller, Frunzenskiy District, 29 years old, male.
Interviewee 5: city dweller, Central District, 30 years old, female.
Interviewee 6: city dweller, Admiralteyskiy District, 31 years old, male.
Interviewee 7: local urban activist, Central District, 35 years old, male.
Interviewee 8: urban activist, coordinator of the urban movement ‘The Central
District for a Comfortable Urban Environment’, Central District, 30 years old,
male.
Hamburg’s case:
Interviewee 9: representative of Stadtwerkstatt, City administration, Hamburg,
male.
Interviewee 10: researcher, CityScienceLab, HafenCity University, Hamburg,
female.
Interviewee 11: participant of on-site workshop in Grasbrook, 45 years old, male.
Interviewee 12: participant of on-site workshop in Grasbrook, 28 years old,
female.
Interviewee 13: participant of on-site workshop in Grasbrook, 49 years old,
female.
Interviewee 14: participant of on-site workshop in Grasbrook, 75 years old, male.
Interviewee 15: participant of on-site workshop in Grasbrook, 69 years old, male.
Interviewee 16: participant of on-site workshop in Grasbrook, 45 years old, male
Interviewee 17: participant of on-site workshop in Grasbrook, 58 years old,
female.
Interviewee 18: participant of on-site workshop in Grasbrook, 44 years old,
female.
Interviewee 19: participant of on-site workshop in Grasbrook, 30 years old, male.
Interviewee 20: participant of on-site workshop in Grasbrook, 55 years old,
female.
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Appendix 5. Example of an interview transcript (St.
Petersburg’s case)
Интервьюер:- В начале я скажу несколько слов о том как будет проходить
интервью. Вопросы будут касаться Вашей оценки городской среды в целом,
участие в решении городских проблем, опыт взаимодействия с порталом
‘Наш
Санкт-Петербург’,
данное
интервью
является полностью
анонимным, результаты будут представлены в обобщенном виде. Не могли
бы Вы пожалуйста рассказать нам о себе. Сколько Вам лет, чем Вы
занимаетесь на данный момент?
Информант:- Мне будет 36 через пару дней. В данный момент я
программист, который работает как раз на стыке IT и городской среды, то
есть проекты планировки и все, что связано с проектированием.
Интервьюер:- Ага, поняла. А Вы работаете в основном из дома или из
офиса?
Информант:- Нет, я вообще там на полставки.
Интервьюер:- Hе подскажете какой уровень Вашего образования?
Информант:- Высшее.
Интервьюер:- Высшее полное, Вы специалитет я так понимаю.
Информант:- Специалитет и магистратура.
Интервьюер:- Ага, хорошо. Скажите давно ли Вы проживаете в СанктПетербурге?
Информант:- Да с рождения.
Интервьюер:- Где конкретно проживаете? В каком районе?
Информант:- Московский район
Интервьюер:- Ближе всего к какой станции метро?
Информант:- Или Звездная, или Московская, тут одинаково.
Интервьюер:- Хорошо, да, да. Не подскажете у Вас собственное жилье в
Санкт-Петербурге или Вы снимаете?
Информант:- Да, собственное.
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Интервьюер:- Хорошо, теперь перейдем к блоку о городских проблемах. Как
Вы в целом оцениваете состояние городской среды в Санкт-Петербурге, и
может какие проблемы считаете наиболее болезненными?
Информант:- Ну в целом, наверное, на троечку. То есть могло быть хуже, но
в то же время могло быть и лучше. Проблемы….. я думаю, что это все же
зависит от того какой район, во многом, потому что в спальных…., хотя
может быть и нет, ну просто в спальных районах идет очень проблема
парковки, я имею в виду районы и старые годов восьмидесятых и новые,
которые сейчас. То что все проезды запаркованы, бардак, парковка на
газонах. А в старых, которые в центре, не знаю какие есть проблемы, мне
сложно оценить. В то же время проблемы зеленых насаждений, и это явно
проблемы в центре. То есть там, ну понятно много вырубили, и
соответственно другая структура застройки в спальных районах этого
меньше, здесь парков побольше. Проблема доступности для
маломобильных граждан, то есть у нас это только все начинает
развиваться. Что ещё… Ну проблема , понятно для хозяев с собаками, что
тоже проблема с выгулом. Непонятно где выгуливать. Ну и не знаю, всякие
прочие ….. остальные проблемы: как-то не вовремя что-то чинится, не
вовремя делается. Ну ключевая это… не знаю, наверное тоже городской
среды это отставание инфраструктуры в принципе от застройки, это опять
же проблема спальных районов. То что у нас строятся новые дома. То что
у нас строятся новые дома, и то что ни социальной, ни транспортной
инфраструктуры, ее нет в полном объеме. То есть это наверное самые…
Интервьюер:- Поняла. Как Вы считаете произошли ли улучшения в самом
городе за последние несколько лет? И если да то в чем, возможно были
какие-то городские инициативы, которые Вас порадовали?
Информант:- На счет каких-то глобальных улучшений – я думаю нет. Мне
кажется, что все вот, как оно тянулось так оно и тянется. То есть ну
возможно какое-то попытки, это вот те же велодорожки, больше
доступность для маломобильных граждан. То есть явно в том же
метрополитене стали обращать внимание, автобусы низкопольные, стали
делать теперь как требование спуски с тротуаров. Ну глобально скорее
всего нет.
Интервьюер:- Возможно были какие-то городские инициативы, которые Вас
порадовали? Информант:- А какие-то проекты, которые порадовали: Ну
велодорожки порадовали, пусть и в таком вот виде, понятно что в не очень
хорошем, но это все равно первый шаг в эту сторону. Наверное пешеходная
Большая Морская, та что у Дворцовой ее сделали наконец пешеходной.
Какие-то ещё глобальные честно говоря, надо подумать, что у нас такого
было глобального….. Ну то есть я просто знаю достаточно попыток, тех же
когда были исследования чего хотят граждане и так далее. Но они просто
никуда дальше не уходили, то есть это были все разговоры и рассуждения
и дальше ничем и него…. То есть, тот же 'Твой Бюджет'- это хорошая,
отличная идея, но реализация ужасная. Вроде да, у граждан спросили что
вы хотите, граждане сами выдвинули инициативу, потом, когда доходит до
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реализации половину проектов просто….. инициаторы говорят: 'мы не этого
хотели'. То есть, то что хотелось оно не получилось, поэтому как то мы
движемся в сторону улучшения….
Интервьюер:- А не подскажете, в чем была основная проблема вот в 'Твоем
Бюджете' например? То есть недостаточно финансирования или …?
Информант:- Мне кажется там проблема та же как и совсем развитием
городской среды, это проблема координации комитетов и…. Как это?
Бюрократия очень сильная. Я просто не была сама участником ‘Твоего
Бюджета', но я слежу за тем что происходит. И просто часть
инициатив….. была инициатива с паклетами и эта инициатива
превратилась просто в комедию, получилось не то что хотел автор. Была
инициатива с благоустройством, я не помню… сквера, то же где-то в
центральной районе и в итоге это получилось – люди говорят- 'мы не то
просили, мы рисовали одно, а получили те же самые убогие площадки,
которые мы не хотели уже видеть'. Это раз и плюс часть инициатив не
проходило экспертизу, например. То есть вот эти согласования комитетов,
администрации и то что начинается перекидывание туда сюда. То есть
инициатива хорошая, и начинается то что нету времени……
Интервьюер:- А кто получается непосредственно принимает решение, о
реализации проекта?
Информант:- Вы имеете в виду кто решает, что будет выполнено?
Интервьюер:- Да, ведь я так так понимаю, что довольно долго принимается
решение, что в течении четырех месяцев там принимается решение . Вроде
как там участвуют.
Информант:- Да, там просто зачитывается предложение, прорабатывается,
оформляется и отправляемся на экспертизу. На экспертизу отправляются
профильные комитеты, и сначала определяется чья это территория, потому
что 'кто за это будет отвечать?’ Дальше я подробностей не знаю, но так
понимаю, что комитет выдает решение положительное или нет. Дальше
идет голосование участников, тех кто дошёл до этого этапа. То есть
сторонние люди не голосуют. Голосуют только те, кто дошёл до финиша.
Соответственно голосуют за проекты, которые прошли экспертизу.
Проголосовали, а вот дальше начинается следующее, что выделяются
дополнительные деньги на проекты, должно быть проектирование и потом
реализация если это какое-то благоустройство например. Тут вопрос в том
как выполняется проектирование, кто это делает, и опять же кто выполняет
реализацию.
Интервьюер:- То есть получается в самом уже проектировании граждане
никак не участвуют?
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Информант:- Я думаю, что в каждом по разному. Где-то граждан
вовлекают, что они продолжают, ну с ними связываются обсуждают.
Возможно это во всех проектах я просто не готова говорить, что во всех
именно так. Потому что, про какие-то я читала, что граждане говорят: 'вот
мы видим проект, это не то что мы просили, мы предлагали другое'. То есть
где-то граждане продолжают курировать в какой-то степени, с ними
согласовывают этот проект, но где- то нет.
Интервьюер:- Да. Поняла Вас. Спасибо большое. Я дальше тогда перехожу
к вопросам. В чем Вы видите недостатки городского правления на данный
момент? И какие решения городских властей показались Вам наиболее
некорректными?
Информант:- Ну проблемы будут те же самые, то есть у нас много
комитетов, зачастую гражданину, который пытается куда-то обратиться,
ему непонятно. Например тот же комитет по транспорту и комитет по
развитию транспортной инфраструктуры, ну вот кто уже более или менее
кто уже в этой среде варится он понимает, что транспорт - это значит
автобусы и маршруты, а развитие транспортной инфраструктуры – это как
раз новые дороги, парковки, велодорожки. Сходу это непонятно. И также у
комитетов разрозненная информация. Например те же данные по жилым
домам, в одном комитете они будут одними, в другом вторыми, у кого- то
еще они будут третьи. Проблема во первых в данных, потому что у них нету
пула, который был бы общим и не было бы разрозненности, что у одних
одна информация у других – другая. И это проблема общения между
комитета и, что какая-то проблема, которая требует согласованных
действий ряда органов исполнительной власти, все упирается в то что- мы
провели совещание, поговорили, ну что-то решили, но надо проводить ещё.
Получается нужен кто-то, кто будет их постоянно дергать только это все
будет очень долго тянуться. В тех проектах, которые как я поняла
негативные. Я бы назвала эти проблемы - проблемами со стройкой, это
застройка у обсерватории, это застройка у дворца, хоть это и спорный
вопрос, но тем не менее, это застройка ‘парк на Смоленке'. Опять же когда
у жителей есть четкое развитие территории их просто не слышат, и
переходит как бы в стадию 'войны'. Это парк 'Интернационалистов', то есть
это бездумная застройка, когда выдаются участки, ну казалось бы вот есть
‘серый пояс’ – это участок между центром и спальными районами, бывшая
промышленная зона, часть заводов оттуда ушло. Там можно строить и кто
уже строит, вопрос как конечно, кто-то еще нет. Очень многие хотят себе
кусочек где-нибудь, где уже все есть, это будет престижно. И вот начинается
это вдоль больниц и парков, например на 'Канонерском острове' жителям
сквера им туда пытаются вдохнуть церковь. Жители хором говорят 'Мы не
хотим здесь церковь, у нас есть. Спасибо’. А их не слышат. Вот это именно
неслышание жителей, когда их голосу приходится копить очень громко,
объединяться в какие-то митинги и акции, тогда их может быть услышат, а
может и нет. То есть проблема скорее всего в развитии города.
Интервьюер: - Не подскажете каким образом происходит оповещение
жителей об этих проектах, о планах реализации этих проектов? Каким
образом жители об этом узнают?
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Информант:- Ну во-первых как и оттуда узнают, как я узнаю – я узнаю из
новостей, новости и паблики в ВК, которые тоже можно приравнять к СМИ,
особенно в которых это все описывается. Откуда могут жители узнать?
Обычно когда какой-то такой проект начинается, ну во-первых какие-то
слухи доходят, пишут застройка вокруг СКК, то есть с одной стороны это
хорошая идея почему бы там не строиться, с другой – то как это собираются
делать, всунуть опять кучу многоэтажек и получить опять кучу проблем. Это
тоже как-то не очень хорошо. Можно узнать от оповещения от КГА, когда
разрабатывается проект планировки территории он должен пройти
общественные слушания, то есть все эти проекты они идут с проектами
планировки - это общественные слушания. Но только в прошлом году
появилась возможность подписаться на уведомления от КГА о том что будут
какие-то общественные слушания. Раньше это все было как: сайты
администрации тоже КГА и они должны об этом писать, но это получается
ты должен сидеть и регулярно мониторить их новости. И плюс зачастую это
появлялось в последний момент, то есть ты узнаешь что сегодня…
Возможно я утрирую, а точнее не буду говорить, что это именно так. Но я
знаю, что про часть слушания про тот же бюджет, это было именно вот так:
В десять утра появляется новость 'Сегодня в три часа дня будет слушание
по бюджету' и все, то есть туда попадают единицы.
Интервьюер:- Вы сами когда-нибудь принимали участие в общественных
слушаниях?
Информант:- Да. Именно в слушаниях по бюджету – да. По проекту
планировки пока вот не приходилось, я жду, когда у нас будут изменения в
проекте планировки и вот монитор когда у нас будет ближайшее слушание
по моей территории.
Интервьюер:- Не подскажете о ваших впечатлениях об этих слушаниях? Как
Вы считаете насколько адекватно они проходят? На сколько вообще
слышат жителей?
Информант:- Ну вот те что я участвовала по бюджету например, я думаю
что по проекту планировок это все проходит…. проходило по крайней мере
раньше пока не стали люди более активно вовлекаться, это проходило
как такой междусобойчик для своих. То есть если посмотреть, ну вопервых жители это другой момент очень многим это не нужно, кто-то не
знает про это не понимает это и так далее, зачем это от работы всех
отвлечь, кто-то…. им это просто не нужно. Люди просто не хотят, они хотят,
чтобы у них все было хорошо, но без их активного участия. И вот про те
слушания, что были, по бюджету например- это представители
администрации, тех же школ, садов, гос учреждений, каких-то организаций
районов, то есть это я была на районных слушаниях и жителей там
пересчитать по пальцам сколько там будет людей. Это все рассчитано
обычно на своих. Отчитались, поаплодировали , все хорошо , все приняли.
Интервьюер :- Вопросов не у кого нет, да?
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Информант:- Да, все прекрасно. На слушаниях были бюджета отчет точнее
по муниципального там была немного другая ситуация, но тоже ты видишь
очень много людей, которые идут, опять же своих, то есть гос учреждения
администрация и так далее, жителей чуть-чуть побольше, чуть больше
вопросов поднимается, но все равно этих жителей мало. То есть жителей
много там где какие-то болевые какие-то обсуждаются проекты – тот же
застройка обсерватории, какие там слушания были…. по ВСД, по ЗСД – то
про что жителей волнует и они понимают, что если они сейчас не встанут
то у них пройдет магистраль над головой там уже жителей больше, но все
равно зачастую не рассчитано на то что мнения людей хотят услышать. Нет
это зачастую как бы ответное такое мероприятие. По крайней мере это то
как я вижу, мое субъективное впечатление, что мнение жителей никого
особо не волнует, уже все решено. То есть это вот так для галочки, что мы
там Вам рассказали, Вы согласились. И все будет вот так как
запланировали.
Интервьюер:- Поняла, а может случайно вдруг слышали видели нет ли
подобных обсуждений проводимых онлайн?
Информант:- Нет. Онлайн я не видела.
Интервьюер:- Не было, да.
Информант:- Но то есть идут прямые трансляции, иногда они бывают, по
крайней мере по бюджету они были. Но участвовать как-то в них ты не
можешь.
Интервьюер:- А, то есть нельзя там какой-то комментарий оставить.
Информант:- Нет. Это только трансляция, ты можешь посмотреть видео, как
все происходило.
Интервьюер:- Поняла Вас.
Информант:- Участие может быть только когда кто-то из активистов делает
прямую трансляцию, то есть она идет куда-то в паблик в ВК, тогда кто-то из
тех кто не попал он может там написать “ ребята спросите “. Только вот в
таком формате.
Интервьюер:- Ага, поняла.
Информант:- А в формате именно вот города, нет, такого, я по крайней
мере, не видела и не слышала о таком.
Интервьюер:- Поняла Вас, спасибо. Как Вы считаете трудно ли на ваш
взгляд, жителям Санкт-Петербурга решать городские проблемы и
взаимодействовать с городскими властями?
Информант:- Да, однозначно
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Интервьюер:- Есть еще один вопрос. Как Вы оцениваете отношения
между властью и горожанами? И есть ли возможность диалога?
Информант:- Ну как, опять же, это как и предыдущий вопрос. Это сложно,
горожан, ну по моим ощущениям, не хотят слушать, с одной стороны я могу
в чем-то понять администрацию, потому что мнение горожан – это будут
дополнительные проблемы. Потому что у горожан мнение зачастую не
будет совпадать, с тем что предлагается. С одной стороны это будет
оправдано, например когда людям хотят застроить парк, ну понятно почему
люди этого не хотят, и я не вижу этому оправдания. С другой стороны
мнения горожан иногда оно может быть негативным ровно потому что люди
боятся изменений, и с ними нужно работать на эту тему. Но у нас я просто
не вижу попыток вовлечения горожан именно на начальной стадии
проектов, оно вот возможно только зарождается, и очень как то идет со
скрипом. То есть, я просто недавно читала книжку про тот же Нью-Йорк, как
делали велодорожки и так далее, тоже все было со скрипом, приходилось
убеждать, шло через негатив, с людьми говорили, то есть били обсуждения,
проработки и так далее. А у нас из таких, как это, бюджетирование да, оно
из обсуждений с участием жителей, это вот только 'Твой Бюджет' пожалуй
и формально все. И зачастую когда жители сами пытаются, что-то идти на
диалог зачастую от них отгораживаются, то есть их не хотят слышать,
делают все что бы их не допустить куда либо, например опять же с
центральным районом когда люди идут на открытое слушание бюджета, а
их просто не пускают. Говорят 'Вы знаете у нас зал маленький, мест нет, Вы
не зарегистрировались'. Притом что заранее об этом никто не говорил, то
есть заходит наряд полиции и так далее, когда людей ну просто не пускают.
И диалог он идет очень со скрипом, потому что зачастую администрация
смотрит на горожан, как на городских сумасшедших, то есть ну это серьезно
это такое уже устойчивое общение, потому что большей части жителей,
например, это не нужно и те кто активисты, ну действительно назовем, да,
то есть люди , которые готовы тратить свое время ресурсы и участвовать,
добиваться каких-то решений, обсуждений и так далее, по крайней мере на
начальной стадии, когда человек только появляется от горожан, на него
смотрят как на городского сумасшедшего. С одной стороны опять же это
правда, люди есть которые вот они ходят, чего-то добиваются, просто я
знаю, что….. как это объяснить, ну действительно то есть какая-то доля
городских сумасшедших, объективно да, она есть. Но тем не менее за ними
теряются люди, которые просто хотят что бы их услышали, чтобы с ними
был диалог. Поэтому сейчас, да все очень со скрипом, то есть приходится
очень официально обращение обязательно, приходится добиваться. То
есть очень редко получается личный контакт. То есть это, опять же не знаю,
везение и это вот тоже там с какими-то отдельными людьми в
администрации, опять же это никем естественно не афишируется. И всеравно диалог он идет через официальное обсуждение, задали вопрос,
получил отказ, записались на прием, или не записались, потому что тебя не
записывают. То есть пока что , это все очень идет со скрипом.
Интервьюер:- То есть, да, как бы трудно да, записаться на прием?
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Информант:- По разному, то есть, в какие-то, в администрацию в нашу
например в московскую, наверное относительно просто, когда мы например
ходили пару раз, и попыталась еще раз записаться, и попытались еще раз
записаться. Возможно да, это было уже не лучший случай, что с людьми
возможен человеческий диалог. То есть администрация, возможно, еще
отгораживаются, потому что опасается, что возможно администрация,
потому что опасается, что ты пойдёшь с людьми на контакт. И тебя сразу
же отправят в суд, прокуратуру и так далее, потому что ты лопнул.
Возможно поэтому, но вот все строго официально, мы вам официально
ответили, мы ответили официально и Вы нам ничего предъявить не можете.
Но просто была ситуация, когда мы пытались опять записаться на прием к
главе и нам сначала: ой, то он в отпуске, потом куда-то уехал, он опять в
отпуске, и мы просто слушали. Ну мы тогда просто попытки оставили и на
самом деле сами поняли, что он нам ничего не скажет и ходить туда
бесполезно. Но это выглядело так как будто нас боятся. То есть мы
записывались в комитет по строительству три года назад и это было просто
дословно, когда нам говорили «Вы же здесь устроите балаган», и мы
говорим «Вы знаете мы вообще взрослые люди и за тридцать лет у нас есть
определенный вопрос мы хотим услышать просто ответ, нам нужен диалог,
а не вот эти переписывания». И нас просто боялись, пришли нас трое тогда
активистов только, и человек сидели десять- пятнадцать от комитета, было
ощущение, что нас боятся. То есть тот же комитет по развитию транспорта
и инфраструктуры, ну вот я не знаю получится у нас сейчас или нет,
попытаемся. Но там получается что, что бы записаться ты записываешься
не по телефону, а письменно обращаешься, аргументируешь зачем тебе
нужно, и тебе все равно могут отказать.
Интервьюер:- А по какому вопросу хотели пойти?
Информант:- Ну сейчас просто у нас, квартал то поскольку у нас
относительно новый, у нас должна строиться новая улица, уже в то же
время здесь есть дома, и улицу хотят строить не поэтапно, а в нашем
понимании все закрыть. Учитывая что у нас дома в середине квартала, нам
вообще не понятно где будет выезд, выезжать мы как будем? То есть на
вертолете, пешком? Как бы как? Это один вопрос, а как бы второй это
развитие всяких разных проектов внутренних, потому что планы когда-то
были одни, потом вроде как поменялись, но у нас достоверной информации
об этом нет. И раньше были планы, что будет проезд через сквер, мы не
хотим проезд через сквер, нам этого не нужно. Мы хотим оставить этот
сквер, где будут гулять мамы с колясками. И мы сейчас не знаем насколько
планы остались или нет и когда мы думали как это выяснить, в комитете по
строительству на этот раз уже был адекватный диалог, как бы ради нас
позвали кучу других комитетов, представителей, то есть в этот раз все было
адекватно и нормально, в этот раз отношение было уже другое, возможно
что мы с ними три года уже плотно общаемся. Просто тогда сколько у нас
уже обращений, ответов из комитетов на уже там скоро будут знать в лицо
наверное. То там нам сказали, когда было просто обсуждение общее по
всему кварталу, не только по строительству а как раз по проектам. Мы
говорим: вот у на такое… нам говорят «Вы знаете Вы лучше не пишите,
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потому что Вы напишите, они поднимут этот проект с какой-нибудь дальней
полки и скажут о, точно, мы же хотели. И Вас даже слушать не станут, что
Вы хотите, никто не будет разбираться ». Поэтому, ну вот как бы вот так.
Сейчас мы пытаемся попасть на прием чтобы там в виде диалога выяснить
какие планы, что осталось, что изменилось, чего нам ожидать, нам уже
собирать подписи и митинг против этого проекта или как бы все хорошо и
его не будет.
Интервьюер:- То есть нет такого, да оповещения никакого получается.
Информант:- Есть проект планировки, который был когда-то принят, 2009
год с тех пор прошло десять лет и построилась развязка, судя по тому как
ее построили этого проекта не будет. Опять же там были жители… просто
тогда я еще в этом не участвовала жители других домов выходили, как то
там высказывали свое нет, то есть что-то, по слухам, уже не должно быть.
Но у нас пока ты не получишь официальной бумажки или да, или нет ты не
в чем не можешь быть уверен. Что завтра к тебе не приедет техника и у тебя
не начнут строить. Просто проект планировки вот он есть, просто вопрос в
том что реальность изменилась, а изменения в проект планировки никто не
вносил.
Интервьюер:- А в целом они не обязаны вносить и оповещать как то
граждан?
Информант:- С проектом планировки просто вот сейчас например вопрос в
том кто будет эти изменения разрабатывать, потому что это как всегда, как
мне объясняли это деньги, то есть должен быть инициатор, когда зачастую
инициатор- это тот кто будет строить. То есть кто- то из застройщиков будет
разрабатывать проект планировки. Сейчас у нас должны быть изменения в
проекте планировки потому что одному из застройщиков предоставили
возможность строить высотку, но видимо будет так согласовывать, за то что
ему дали эту возможность, я не знаю там на каких условиях и так далее, но
они за свой счет сами разрабатывают изменения в проекте планировки, то
есть предоставляют это в КГА и изменения должны быть для того чтобы
участок под поликлинику нормально сформирован, потому что он сделан
сейчас не корректно с наложением красных линий, улиц, да, там основные
оси, линии участков, и на поликлинику. И сейчас там не могут ничего
сделать, даже там не проектировать ничего. Поэтому должен застройщик
вот этот просто разработать изменения в проекте планировки и подать в
КГА, КГА рассмотрит вернет там на доработку, потом будут слушания, ну и
тогда будет уже оповещение жителей и так далее. На вот этом этапе, когда
только планы о том что будут изменения, жителям об этом не сообщают,
хотя мы заинтересованы, у нас есть свои пожелания, потому что мы видим
какие-то еще болевые точки, которые просто требуют изменений, потому
что потом изменить проект планировки потом нельзя. Нам говорят « Ой Вы
знаете у вас по проекту вот так, мы не можем». И как бы нас никто не зовет
участвовать как то в этом обсуждать.
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обсуждение?

есть

уже

только

по

принятому решению будет

Информант:- Да, по факту да. То что они наизменяют нас позовут на
слушания, ну по идее должны. Но вот сейчас были попытки, я не знаю
просто пропустила чем закончилось дело, отменить вот этот закон о
публичных слушаниях, то есть просто его убрать. Что публичных слушаний
и обсуждений больше не будет.
Интервьюер:- А что будет? Ничего не будет, да?
Информант:- Я не могу точно сказать, то есть это надо поискать просто
недавно это писали и я видела.
Интервьюер:- Спасибо, я поищу тогда. Спасибо. Тогда следующий вопрос
насколько, как Вы считаете активны сами горожане?
Информант:- Горожане активны в высказывания недовольства, то есть
недовольство оно в основном выплескивается без результата. То еcть то
человек пошел на ту же страничку в ВК, на страничку Беглова допустим,
выпустил свой фи и на этом все. То есть дальше это никуда не пошло. А на
счет реакции на страничке Беглова я не буду его судить, потому что я туда
не пошла, я отношусь к этому очень скептически. Кстати я вспомнила на
счет диалога с горожанами, была очень хорошая попытка в московском
районе год назад, когда был зам главы, сейчас я не помню его фамилию, и
была группа в ВК официальная там были и обсуждения и жителям давали
обсуждать и была попытка диалога, но возможно на самом деле частично
мы виноваты в том что это закончилось, возможно нет тут спорный вопрос.
Потому что в тот момент у нас была проблема в …. появился новый садик
и к садик просто не было ни одной дорожки, подход был просто через
месиво по скверу, а это как раз весна лед, грязь, снег, все вместе, мамы с
колясками – ужас. И вот соответственно написали, объединились с мамами
и написали в администрацию, то что мы написали, на мой взгляд довольно
адекватно, мы просили сделайте нам дорожки, но я уже понимала весь
принцип бюджета, что это невозможно все сразу. Опять же нужен проект,
реализация бюджет уже нужен другой. И мы написали « мы просим дорожки
спланировать на ближайшее время, но пока Вы не можете сделать дорожки
постоянные – сделайте временные, как делают строительные мостки». И
нам пришел ответ « в следующем году». Ну естественно когда мамы,
которые мучаются по всему этому, читают ответ, глаза называются кровью
и хочется стрелять из гранатомёта. Но то есть вопрос кто накормил в
ответе? Потому что подписывается зам главы, или глава, а делает какой то
исполнитель. Возможно это была недоработка, но мы с нашей стороны
молчать не стали, это прошло и в паблик в ВК, и написали жалобу на
губернатора, о некомпетентности администрации, потому что это не ответ.
И через какое-то время этого зам главы сняли. Сейчас я понимаю, что это
были его попытки, что это он был инициатором этого паблика. Это было
очень адекватно, вопрос были ли мы виноваты, возможно это было выгодно
самой администрации. Ведь пришел один человек, который попытался что128
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то менять, а всем остальным это было не интересно. То есть это я их так
оправдывают, потому что сколько мы раньше жаловались на других, они все
везде остаются сидеть на своих местах. А здесь, как бы группа в ВК была
очень живая, она была написана нормальным языком, понимаете не когда
вот этот сухой чиновничий и ты не можешь понять, но к сожалению вот так.
И сейчас у администрации старая группа, и то она затухла, там практически
ничего нет. И второе это вот идет официоз, бодрое докладывание о том что
все хорошо, и хотя есть вот эти попытки « расскажите нам где плохо». Когда
жители начинают активно писать, на половину даже на большую часть,
ответов нет. Просто – потому что. Это вот к вопросу о диалоге, просто мне
вспомнилось.
Интервьюер:- Да, я поняла. Спасибо. Почему Вы скептически относитесь к
страничке Беглова? Может просто буквально в двух словах?
Информант:- Ну потому что, мне кажется это предвыборные обещания.
Потому что ты пишешь в комитеты тоже самое и тебя футболят, а прилетает
добрый волшебник и все начнет делать. Это невозможно, и да я помню с
чего начиналось, про недовольство горожан, и в основном да, я даже
смотрю и в своих группах, что люди приходят и думают, что вот ты
пожалуешься и все решит за тебя кто то другой. То есть желания
вовлекаться в городскую жизнь ни у кого по большей части нет. Да
городской активизм - он развивается, можно видеть то есть, на мой взгляд,
тот же «Красивый Петербург», которому семь лет в этом году, то есть много
появилось групп в ВК, в которых люди решают. Таких как у меня группа,
моей группе три года, и в остальных, ну вот центральный район группа
очень активна. То есть, да, это появляется, но таких людей объективных –
их единицы. Из группы в тысячу человек активистов будет, по моим
наблюдениям, ну один процент, тех кто пойдет, что-то делать, тех кто
сможет написать жалобу, и то ты сам пишешь шаблон, и только просишь
ребята пройдите закиньте, таких ну будет процентов пять.
Интервьюер:- А как вы считаете с чем связана подобная пассивность
горожан?
Информант:- Люди хотят просто жить своей обычной жизнью, то есть у всех
свои проблемы: дом, дети, семья, дача…… Они не хотят решать эти
проблемы сами, и это раз, а во-вторых, мне кажется еще забыли главное
такое выражение: мы привыкли, мы просто привыкли, вот я сейчас смотрю
в окно, к этим утоптанным тропам, грязищи, мусору. Но вопрос другой на
сколько жители сами этому способствуют? То есть мусор- то не
администрация приводит, не президент, нет. И какашки за собаками, как бы
то же, простите, не вина администрации, ни разу, это все жители. Но это
вопрос опять же, той же культуры, которая у нас только развивается. То есть
допустим вопрос « как было в СССР», сейчас если сравнивать с Европой
мы только как- то движемся в ту сторону, мы привыкает к комфортной среде,
маломобильным группам населения, для нас это все новость, и то что за
парковки надо платить, это опять же для людей становится новостью. Это
какой то переворот сознания и учитывая, что мы привыкли жить вот так: в
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грязи, с мамами, с колдобинами, у нас все плохо ,все плывет, и потом что
Вы хотите это же Россия, мы привыкли. С одной стороны это привычка, с
другой стороны это нежелание, и я могу это понять, почему ты должен
заниматься работой, которая не твоя. И третий момент наверное- люди не
чувствуют….. то есть ты чувствуешь своим, только свою квартиру, максимум
свой дом, активистов это будет шире, это будет квартал, район, город и так
далее. Но у обычных горожан у них возможно это отголоски Советского
союза, когда все вокруг общее и никто не за что не отвечает, то есть сейчас
только появляется это ощущение « Мой двор», у многих этого нет, то есть
это заканчивается на пороге квартиры. И ты вышел за строго, все меня это
не волнует, «ехало-болело» - оно не мое. Когда появляется это осознание,
что это мой город, тогда человек начинает вовлекаться, что-то делать. То
есть пока этого нет, опять же нет вовлеченности, потому что ты не
чувствуешь это своим, и зачем тебе что то делать.
Интервьюер:- Тогда давайте следующий вопрос. Интересуетесь ли Вы в
целом политической жизнью города, страны?
Информант:- Это такой вопрос, сложный. Ну активно, наверное, нет. Ну то
есть, я слежу за тем что происходит в администрации, относительно, кто
приходит, кто уходит. Но не на какие партии нет, потому что опять же потому
что не вижу какой то альтернативы, то есть тех кто не только говорит, а что
то делает. Я знаю пару каких-то партий, я знаю часть людей в загсе, знаю о
каких- то партиях, о том что они делают. Но как то более активно нет, потому
что в политике, ну с одной стороны говорят, что без политики ничего
невозможно, с другой стороны, в нашем формате я отношусь очень
скептически к этому.
Интервьюер:- А каким образом Вы пытаетесь повлиять на ситуацию в
городе в целом? Может быть занимались или занимаетесь сейчас какойлибо общественной деятельностью, волонтерством или являетесь членом
каких-то сообществ, общественных движений?
Информант:- Ну это «Красивый Петербург», я там районный куратор, но как
районный куратор я конечно пока мало делаю, я пока завязал на свой
квартал, на остальное пока что не хватает. То есть это моя группа в ВК,
именно по нашему кварталу, через нее мы пытаемся людей как- то
объединять, и кто то приходит, кто готов, что-то делать, собираем
проблемы, как то их решаем совместно. То есть попытка решения- это
официальный диалог с властью, где возможно это происходит
неофициально, но это очень редко. То есть это официальные запросы,
получаешь ответы, смотришь что можно сделать, и пишешь, и так далее, до
посинения, пока не будет результата. Или пока это не закончится силой, не
пройдет кто- то новый. Я волонтер «Крышечка доброты», я – волонтер по
сбору крышечек на благотворительность, потом я авто волонтер – у меня
свой пункт по сбору крышечек в доме, за который я отвечаю.
Интервьюер:- Поняла, спасибо. А что на Ваш взгляд должен делать
активный гражданин, для того чтобы город становился лучше?
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Информант:- Ну он как минимум должен сообщать о проблемах, это как раз
вот подходя к порталу, при том что он не работает по 59 федеральному
закону, опять же это не волнует обычных горожан, он хочет решение
проблем. Это не молчать, горожанин должен хотя бы донести свое
недовольство каким- либо образом до администрации и до тех кто за это
отвечает. Зачастую люди не знают как, зачастую это лень. Это мы
посмотрим, просто закончила магистратуру только год назад, и мне была
тоже одна из работ связана с порталом, почему я тоже отозвалисьинтересно. Я потом Вас то же не спрашивал о чем Ваша работа. То есть мы
брали, смотрели статистику- сколько людей и на что жалуются. И если
посмотреть то это будет соотношение, есть такое классическое
соотношение 90/10, когда 90 процентов количества проблем было
отправлено, но это грубо, а десятью процентами пользуются. Если
посмотреть сколько пользователей и сколько проблем сразу понятно…
Интервьюер:- Это Вы случайно исследование не совместно с Стивом
Каддинсом делали?
Информант:- Да, да.
Интервьюер:- Он про него рассказывал.
Информант:- Да, и вот в прошлом году у нас была статья на тему тоже, как
там не помню брали мы портал или нет, сейчас уже я не помню на самом
деле. Кстати так же у « Красивого Петербурга» похожая система, которая
сейчас не работает тоже, потому что вот ее прикрыли. И собственно 90
процентов отправляется десятью процентами пользователей, то есть
большая часть горожан, не буду говорить что вся, ну обычно они открыли
одно сообщение, одно ну максимум два, ну пять. И человек отправляет ну
когда вот совсем припекло, то есть это вопрос опять же терпения у людей,
что не сколько привыкли терпеть. Больно – потеряем, ну нет, но
наладится…
Это опять же, почему люди не жалуются, это классическое « все
бесполезно, ничего не изменишь». Это абсолютно, я это услышала столько
раз за вот эти годы. Когда ты кому-то уже ничего не рассказываешь, потому
что знаешь: « Ой, зачем ты этим занимаешься? Ты ничего не изменишь».
Система сильнее, это вот еще один момент. Но есть и нежелание, и
незнание. Потому что сегодня вспоминаю, когда первый раз отправляла
обращение, я просто не знала куда кому, то есть у меня не было этого
осознания. Мне кажется администрация сама не доносит эту
необходимость, я не знаю возможно это нежелание работать, потому что за
ними должен быть кто-то, кто курирует каждый пяточек земли в городе.
Глобальный этап, допустим вот участковый, который следит за порядком. И
точно так же за ними должен быть человек, и эту роль сейчас исполняет
активист, который следит что у него творится на районе. Ему сообщают,
потому что опять же люди здесь я мы, тут плохо, здесь прорвало, тут запор.
Администрация этого не знает, я могу ее понять, район большой, даже
район, город вообще огромный. Ну откуда ты узнаешь, что в каком-то
конкретном доме прорвало трубы и нет там воды, да неоткуда. Только ты
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узнаешь если люди сами пожалуются, люди пожалуются -возможно будет
результат. Но вопрос…..
Интервьюер:- А вот
ответственности?

управляющие

компании,

ЖКХ

они

не

несут

Информант:- Они не хотят работать. Вопрос в том, что у нас не вся земля
под ответственностью управляющих компаний.
Интервьюер:-Я понимаю.
Информант:- Ну и с ЖКХ в городе достаточно сложно на самом деле. Даже
вот какой то участок ты смотришь и приходится разбираться чья это. Иногда
даже администрация не может с ходу сказать кто за нее отвечает. Они сами
не знают. То есть с теме же самыми дорожками, ник о не знал, что они
муниципалы на самом деле, что администрация вообще могла сказать «
Все идите к муниципалу». И вот это очень много всего, и те ЖКХ,
управляющие компании то что я вижу, они не работают на опережение. То
есть если не поешь не уберут, где-то да, где-то выполняют вот норматив,
где-то все нормально, нет замечаний. Но что то выискивать они не будут,
зачем. Жители нажаловались и будут результаты, и то со скрипом. Так же
на счет «Твой Бюджет», ой денег нет, это не наше. Это долго, опять же
почему у многих опускаются руки, это надо долго писать, ведь тебя
футболят, если тебя еще не знает администрация и ты пишешь через
электронную очередь, тебя футболят. И только если ты настойчив, с тобой
потом начинают разговаривать. Потому что знают, что ты вцепишься и не
отстанешь. Таких сумасшедших в городе это вот активисты, единицы,
дотошные бабушки возможно. Остальные просто терпение там или не
знаю….
Интервьюер:- Поняла, спасибо. А как лично Вы решили заниматься
решением городских проблем?
Информант:- Мне кажется, что это у всех одинаково, это просто доходишь
до какой то точки кипения. Сначала не обращаешь внимания, это у многих
мало это срабатывает когда ты еще боишься. В одном и том же вокруг себя,
вопрос дома ты уехал на работу приехал, многие опять же почему мимо,
потому что ты не успеваешь, привык и ты не погружаешься в это. Та же
мама с коляской, которая проходит, сначала пробирается между
забракованных машин, пытается спустить коляску, ей негде погулять, и ты
понимаешь как в том жить – то. То есть сказать, что с чего-то началось и
меня понесло, не знаю это как-то потихонечку как снежный ком, то есть
первые обращения у меня были тоже разовые. Свалка, свалка дол6о
надоело – отправила. И на самом деле еще идет вовлечение, когда ты
отправил и получил в итоге результат, потому что если ты отправил, а
результата нет, ну как бы все – слух. Если после пары раз у тебя есть
результат, поможет отправлять и будут результаты, вот это было начало по
каким-то мелким проблемам типа автохлама, свалки и это были все
разовые сообщения, а потом следующим было года три назад, когда мы вот
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переехали в новый дом уже года два назад. Нам обещали школу и школы
все нет и нет, сада нет и нет, и застройщик рассказывает сказки, и мы с
соседями, соседи на самом деле писали письма, я 5е помню уже, по какимто другим вопросам, и я тогда говорю: « Давайте я тогда напишу про школу
и сады». И собственно с того все понеслось, я написала письмо, очень
наивно и даже подписи собирала, и все « Зачем тебе это надо» . У жителей
вот такая реакция была, и я их не понимаю ты же хочешь сломано жить, и
это нормальное желание. Мы тогда собрали подписи, получили ответ, из
которого узнали « А ничего не будет». И тогда глаза наливаются кровью, а
дальше уже начали, то есть тоже это все потихоньку, потом мы писали, не
писали, опять же я была не одна. Потому что очень часто один человек это
или очень сильный человек, или он просто стукнет, потому что это очень
тяжело, когда ты приходишь в точку комитета строительства так, тебя
футболят и футболят. И тебе говорят «А ничего не будет» . И ты приходишь
и тебе говорят, что вы ничего не добьетесь, и говорит сама администрация.
Интервьюер:- Это районная?
Информант:- Да, да. Или ты приходишь на прием , а тебе говорят: « Вы
собственно кто? Вы чем занимаетесь? А с ребенком сидите, заняться
нечем. Вы что-нибудь придумали чтобы у Вас школа появилась?».
Выходишь такой, и что тебе чиновник, который должен решать твои
проблемы вот это говорит в глаза. И ты в состоянии шока. То есть поэтому
сейчас более плотно, но это отнимает очень много времени. То есть я
работаю на полставки, и сейчас вот очередной спад нету силы, просто
устала от всего. От того что даже что бы вывезли мусор, надо бить.
Интервьюер:- А сколько примерно времени в день уделяете? В день,
неделю?
Информант:- Я не могу ответить, потому что это очень по разному, потому
что у нас просто были сборы подписей, когда у тебя идет сбор подписей, мы
не стояли сами не собирали, но это нужно организовать точки, то есть
договориться где можно собирать, где-то в парадных есть консьерж, где-то
в кафе. Это ты идешь на переговоры, просишь кого-то, это очень много
общения, согласований с кем-то и ты тратить просто все время, ну
все. И больше ничем практически не занимаешься, то есть все думается
в это потому что тебе нужно сейчас быстро и ты понимаешь что скоро будут
принимать бюджет и поэтому тебе нужно сейчас быстро это все сделать.
Иначе будет все. А в какие-то моменты ты понимаешь, что бюджет приняли,
ну в общем все выдохнули. То есть на какой-то период все, ведь в таком
режиме тоже невозможно, и ты выдыхаешь, бюджет приняли и можно
вдохнуть. Как бы время, потом какое-то фиксированное в день, и вот поразному. Вопрос еще что учитывать, время которое тратиться на, просто я
веду группу свой, в которой мы сидим о том что происходит, те же написания
постов это тоже время, сбор информации, приходит тебе ответ и мы их все
храним, чтобы следить что происходит. То есть это идет как работа, но не
тебе никто не оплачивает, поэтому очень и очень по-разному.
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Интервьюер:- А какая у Вас основном мотивация?

Информант:- Ну мотивация- так жить невозможно, это первое, а второе –
никто кроме нас. Как бы это не звучало. Это факт. То есть почему мы
продолжаем этим заниматься, что вот ты не пнул комитет по строительству
и ничего не будет. Ты покинул, это будет очень долго, со скрипом, но
возможно оно будет, а иначе ты школу получишь, когда у нас внуки будут.
Я совершенно серьезно, потому что обещания школы были десять лет
назад. То есть школы до сих пор нет, ее только проектируют и то я понимаю
что реально мы выбили школу, потому что ее не было нигде, ни в бюджете,
нигде. Это было именно продавливание по всем фронтам. И ты понимаешь,
что или такие же как ты или никто. Или ты приезжаешь куда-то.
Интервьюер:- Спасибо, тогда вот следующий вопрос- как часто Вы
пользуетесь интернетом, наверное постоянно?
Информант:- Постоянно, да.
Интервьюер:- Читаете или смотрите новости онлайн? Или по телевизору в
том числе?
Информант:- По телевизору – нет. Видео блоги я не люблю. Потому что это
нужны наушники и возможность слушать. Обычно я читаю публики в ВК
основные.
Интервьюер:- А какие паблик в основном читаете?
Информант:- Основные, я могу потом скинуть ссылки, это «
Красивый
Петербург», «Центральный район- комфортная среда
обитания»,
«
Челябинской
урбанист»,
естественно страничку
администрации, надо знать, что администрация творит, иногда там
попадается что то интересное, страничку муниципалов, потому что иногда
что то бывает, много лишнего. Что ещё, но вот именно такого профильного,
по городской среде « Стрелку» я начинала читать, но потом я (вздохнула)
меня не хватило.
Интервьюер:- А на политических деятелей?
Информант:- Ну вот я подписалась на депутата загса Надежду Тихонову, по
моему ее так зовут, просто потому что я видела ее в живую и поняла что
человек действительно что то делает. Возможно я бы подписалась на
Вишневского и Резника, но просто я знаю что по тем проектам, которые
меня волнуют то есть даже обсерватории и так далее, а я подписана на
паблик Пулковской обсерватории, то есть куча локальных. Я знаю что
Вишневский и Резник там делают много всего, но то что меня интересует, я
и так прочитаю.
Интервьюер:- Поняла. А пользовались ли Вы другими порталами, также
посвященными решению городских проблем, ну наверное кроме: Нашего
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Санкт-Петербурга, Красивого Петербурга и электронной приемной еще
может быть были какие-то?
Информант:- А другие вряд ли, их у нас и нету. Я знаю что был “Сердитый
Гражданин” , кто там еще был то? В общем еще кто-то был, но тогда уже
был «Красивый Петербург», и тогда уже было видно, что они эффективные,
они работают. Зачем мне кто то другой, портал был, который опять же хоть
какой то видео эфир, хоть замедленный там где-то, но все равно. Я могу
сказать, что большую часть проблем каких-то локальных, решала через
него и решаю. Остальные я просто слышала, сейчас не схожу сходу, это я
про Питерские порталы, то я не видела в них смысла, из не Питерских я
могу только знать, что есть, но не было способов использовать их,
поскольку я все время в Питере.
Интервьюер:- Вы не могли бы сравнить «Наш Санкт-Петербург» и другие
порталы с электронной приемной, в чем у них общее, в чем различия? И
есть ли у «Нашего Санкт- Петербурга» преимущества перед другими?
Информант:- Я просто других сейчас сходу не вспомню. Я “Красивым
Петербургом” пользовалась давно, довольно. Потому что он же создавался,
как микс, ты выбираешь проблемы, выбираешь адрес, там все было похоже,
но у них был плюс, что создавался шаблон прошения, что я такой то- такой
то, ты заполняешь тему и вставляются ключевые слова починить забор,
адрес, такое вот. И у них и сейчас это работает, просто закрыли сейчас в
Питере и в каком-то городе, в других городах эта система работает.
Проблема в том что в Питере перестали принимать заносы горожан, через
электронную почту, хотя вроде как это противоречит федеральному закону,
но пока что то доказать у людей ничего не получается. У них было отличие,
что ты сам толком ничего не пишешь, тебе показывается шаблон, ты
можешь его поправить, и этот шаблон будет отправлен в нужный
электронный ящик. А на портал, там как бы техника вообще особо не важно,
там как бы вообще внимания не обращают, не читают. То есть ты
выбираешь какая проблема, что ты хочешь решить и все она отправляет,
за ночь запрос проходит модерацию, причем модерации по моему и не было
да и нет, а здесь идет модерация, у комитета сейчас. То есть модератор
может развернуть тебе что не то, не так, отправить тебе что бы
переделывал, если такое обращение уже есть. И дальше неведомым мне
путями, видимо через электронную почту или как то еще, это уходит не
профильный комитет администрации, вот. Чем они могут отличаться, это
отличаются набором категорий, потому что в департаменте этой категории
просто нет. То есть я не скажу точно, но мне кажется что в « Красивом
Петербурге» все же круг категории шире, возможно.
Интервьюер:- Ну я так понимаю, что в « Красивом Петербурге» просто
можно свою какую-то категорию написать.
Информант:- Нет, категорию нет. Я не помню такого, надо на сайте
посмотреть. Я помню, что можно было менять шаблон текста, ты мог свой
текст написать. И нам больше набор категорий, потому что на портале, у
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тебя есть просто возможность закрыжить, и надеяться что принесет через
модератора. Это второе отличие. Я тоже хочу сказать, например из
последнего, например ты не можешь предложить высадку деревьев, что
недавно была. Очень давно это проблема с доступностью цветы для дома
и для грунта, то есть ты не можешь попросить вот здесь мне нежненек мне
сделайте пожалуйста. Ты не можешь, хотя я отправляла им через
электронную приемную запрос, почему этой категории нет, на портале. Мне
сказали « Да, да рассмотрим», но не там, возможно это просто потому что
их заставили.
Интервьюер:- Какие-то рекомендации по порталу Вы получается через
электронную приемную отправляете?
Информант:- Ну это были разные случаи, когда например очень хотела
категорию новую, а других просто способов нет.
Интервьюер:- то есть написать в тех поддержку не получается.
Информант:- Просто тех поддержка скажет « Мы ничего не можем». Они
действительно ничего не решают, они вот если что-то починить. Я с ними
общалась, когда работала. А если ты хочешь какие-то глобальные
изменения, это вот пожалуйста в профильный комитет. И из последнего, у
нас остались заборы, заборы ниоткуда, никуда, никому не нужные, здесь
вот. Он мешает и он не строительный, то есть это относится в категорию
демонтировать забор, а там есть только про строительные, и все, второй
возможный вариант это вот нарушение конструкции, когда там граффити. И
ты думаешь попробовать через строительные, а вдруг прокатит. Вот один
так прокатил, его убрали. Другой забор я не помню то же то ли через
строительные, толи через нарушение конструкции, написали, что уберите
его пожалуйста, он нам не нужен. Еще например площадки те же, что в
парках, ты не можешь пожаловаться на состояние покрытия, то есть там так
и написано « Вы не можете», пожаловаться что там что-то сломано Вы
можете, а вот то что покрытие плохое не можете. То есть у них вот
ограниченный набор категорий, это опять же объясняет то что много разных
комитетов, много ответственных, где-то отвечает один где-то другой. Ну
где-то спасает то что это все модерируется людьми. И такая фишка есть,
если не приняли один раз, один модератор, попробуем еще раз потом еще
раз и еще и может быть с пятого раза пропустит.
Интервьюер:- А не подскажете в чем различия электронной приемной
« Нашего Санкт-Петербурга» и на портале, конечно их тяжело сравнивать,
но как бы…
Информант:- Ну портал, у него как бы интуитивно понятный интерфейс, он
такой более человечный, потому что ты берешь там….. Я сама просто со
смартфона пользуюсь и вообще по моему это идеальный вариант. И за
двадцать минут в метро ты успеваешь отправить восемь минимум жалоб.
Интервьюер:- То есть вы мобильным приложением пользуетесь?
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Информант:- Да я пользуюсь приложением мне так удобно, просто потому
что ты должен грузить фотки, без фоток у тебя ничего не принимают,
учитывая что я давно этим пользуюсь мне удобно. Я выбираю категорию,
опять же я знаю что есть фильтр, То есть поиск по ключевым словам- это
вообще шикарно. С одной стороны- сложно, много категорий и человек
может не знать где искать вообще то, двор- не то, дом- не то, вообще куда
идти то, открываешь поиск, находишь категорию, потом на карте тыкаешь
адрес, вообще шикарно. Потом прикрепляешь фотографию, опять же у тебя
смартфон, ты ее прикрепил просто моментально. И пишешь, какой-нибудь
текст, ну обычно « прошу починить», я насколько заметила, им не требуются
эти все официозы, все, обращение ушло. И ты можешь следить, тебе
должны отчитаться, фоточку выслать. То есть ты можешь это все увидеть,
конечно иногда нужно проверять, но ты все это можешь, если ты
пользователь интернета, то вообще без проблем. Интернет приемная- это
вообще другая история. Потому что тебе нужно понять кому писать, и
ключевой совет, пиши на администрацию губернатора, а там разберутся. И
это на самом деле совершенно серьезно, потому что когда ты не понимаешь
кому писать, даже если у тебя есть опыт ты можешь не понимать куда
обращаться. Но интерфейс только с компьютера, потому что про телефон
вообще речь не идет. Никакой дружелюбности там нет. Ты должен
залогиниться, авторизоваться, и на портале например ты можешь вообще
создать липовый аккаунт. И если никто не задался целью, никто не узнает,
кто ты такой. То есть ты пользователь « с новым годом 2018» и это
совершенно реальный ник на портале, и все. И плюс кстати портале, что ты
можешь по телефону позвонить 004 он тоже присоединён к порталу, для тех
кто не в интернете звонят И единственное, что не всегда ты можешь
отследить, но тоже номер назовешь и они….
Интервьюер :- Они получается отправляют заявку и она видна становиться?
Информант :- Да, да. Это последнее, я не помню когда это сделано, службу
004 присоединили к порталу. Там сидят диспетчера и диспетчер выполняет
работу, которую ты делаешь из кабинета пользователя.
Интервьюер :- Ну то есть там, она, эта заявка появляется на портале без
фотографий, или как?
Информант :- Она появляется от диспетчера, то есть ее может вообще
не увидят другие пользователи, она будет закрыта. То есть ты ее наверное
в списке увидишь, а детали ты, по моему, не увидишь. И она доступна,
раньше вообще, по моему, тебе не прислали, а теперь присылают тебе
справку, что ты можешь отследить статус по такой-то ссылке. Ты заходишь,
ты знаешь номер заявки, ты видишь статус, но там отправитель будешь не
ты, будет диспетчер, потому что не за тебя это все сделал, ты свои данные
не давал ничего. А через электронную приемную совершенно по другому, у
тебя должна быть авторизация, ты должен быть, по моему там даже… не
паспорт, но там как-то вход через гос. услуги в общем все официально. Ты
должен писать текст, выбрать кому, ну там просто выберешь
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администрацию, а там если что, какие у тебя проблемы ты должен поток
информации как-то вылить …..
Интервьюер :- То есть это требует определенной подготовки?
Информант:- Ну не обязательно, ты пишешь в чем тебе плохо, ну то есть я
знаю, чиновничий язык я уже могу на нем писать, то есть вот это «Прошу
Вас уведомить меня о…». Но для человека это будет…. тебе нужно описать
словами что, где, когда, то есть в портале ты зафиксировал фотографию
отправил, всё. Здесь даже если и прикрепить, то все равно тебе нужна вот
эта формулировка, ты должен описать: какая категория, в чем проблема,
чего ты хочешь. То есть это совершенно разные вещи.
Интервьюер :- Я поняла Вас, спасибо. А как Вы в целом оцениваете
эффективность электронного формата? И какие возможности он дает, и
возможно какие ограничения? Информант :- Эффективность. Ну когда это
все работает, это довольно эффективно, тот же портал даже, при том что
тебя могут уволить, ну какие вопросы, какие-то вопросы там не будут
решаться, с той же уборкой, да, даже если город завалит снегом, тут уже
через портал, ну с вероятностью в девяносто процентов это будет опущено,
ну ты хотя бы пожалуешься, возможно там быстренько уберут но скорее
всего нет. Но большая часть мелких проблем, где еще одна разница, портал
скорее для мелких проблем, весь вот этот мусор, свалка, хлам, забор,
асфальт и так далее. А электронная приемная это проблемы крупные, у
меня школы нет, у меня инет школы, у меня нет дорожки, не работает садик.
Вот и это довольно эффективно и хорошо, для тех кто пользуется
интернетом, то есть понятно что это у нас далеко не все. Для тех, кто это
использует это очень удобно, тем что нет вот этого «ой Вы знаете все
потерялось», нет ребят письмо не потеряется, оно у Вас в системе
зарегистрировано, оно не может потеряться. То есть плюс еще в
электронной приемной, сейчас то что, просто еще не все по моему об этом
знают, что там тебе ответ могут прикрепить, то есть ты отправляешь
обращение и когда ты смотришь статус, не все во-первых его обновляют,
ощущение что еще администрация не умеет еще работать толком, так что
оно так и будет висеть как будто рассматривается, кто то более
продвинутый пишет уже рассматривается, завершено, ответ отправлен, а
кто-то самый продвинутый уже ответ прикрепляет, и это довольно удобно.
И это довольно удобно. То есть нет вот этого, когда ты отправляешь через
почту России, потом звонишь, и говорят «о Вы знаете а мы потеряли».
Опять же это все быстро, это моментально, ну вот не действительно
моментально, на портале это модерация время отнимает, но все равно ты
отправил на следующий день оно зарегистрировано, все процесс пошел,
дни пошли. А если ты отправил почтой 30 дней пройдет, когда твое
обращение зарегистрируют. Для поколения старше почтой наверное
привычнее, а для поколения, сейчас, наверное до 40, возможно я не до
оцениваю тех кому 50, конечно удобнее так. Сейчас все с газетами с
ноутбуками, сейчас все быстро, если администрация готова на это
реагировать то это вообще шикарно очень удобно.
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Интервьюер :- Какие есть преимущества у личного взаимодействия?
Информант :- У личного взаимодействия всегда есть преимущества, ну если
я у почты России вообще не вижу преимуществ, у почты только одно, что
если у тебя коллективное обращение и то на самом деле неудобно
отправлять, если у тебя много людей подписались, тебе проще самой
отвезти и зарегистрировать в приемке, ну чтобы никто не сказал, что оно
потерялось не дошло, большой вес. У личного общения естественно
больше плюсов, потому что все вопросы можно выяснить на месте, потому
что ограничения электронной приемной в том, что ты задаешь вопросы, вот
например на счет школы- « когда?», тебе приходит отписка- « Зачем вам
школа? У Вас все хорошо, и школа будет потом». И ты ждал этого ответа 30
дней. Потому что многие комитеты и так далее тянут до последнего, и ты
ответ получишь через 30 дней. И я не уверена что это от большой
загруженности, мне сложно, я не буду говорить что это не так, например
даже комитет по строительству, зачастую отвечает за две недели. Это
время оно уходит. С другой стороны, ты можешь все скомбинировать,
собрать, подготовить аргументировано, но тебе приходится играть в этот
пинг-понг. Мяч на твоей стороны, мяч на стороне администрации, так и
играешь. А когда ты приходишь на личный прием ты какие-то вопросы
можешь выяснить на месте, и не надо ничего писать десять раз надо
написать, например, в другой комитет или по- другому или попросить что-то
другое. Активисты, опять же, очень скептично относятся к личному, потому
что никому не веришь, потому что тебе могут на словах сообщать одно, а в
реальности будет другое, и бумажки нету. Поэтому плюс бумажек, что вот у
тебя на руках есть официальный ответ. Ты можешь если что сказать «Вот
ребята и, если что прокуратура, пусть это там никого особо не испугает, но
как то заставит». Вот у тебя ответ официальный, Вы мне ответили, как у
меня с дорожками к садику, Вы мне ответили на следующий год, так не
делается, все. Когда это личный прием, это личное общение и ты можешь
потом не доказать, что что-то было. Кто-то кого-то не понял, но плюс что ты
можешь многое выяснить на месте. Но опять же минус, что ты тратишь свое
время. В общем есть свои и плюсы и минусы. Основным минусом наверное
будет ожидание. И начинать писать надо заранее, ведь тебе ответят через
30 дней.
Интервьюер :- Я поняла Вас. Тогда вот спрошу о портале. Перейдут к
порталу «Наш Санкт- Петербург». Когда вы первый раз услышали о
портале, может помните от кого?
Информант :- Вообще не помню, совершенно. Точно я не помню. Это было
очень давно, я могу по своим сообщениям посмотреть когда это было. Но
мне кажется, что это было в самом начале, то есть лет пять назад. Пять
может четыре, но это было давно. Откуда я о нем узнала я не помню.
Возможно я нагуглила, потому что тогда я искала как связаться с
администрацией, заходила в приемную, но она тогда была в другом
формате, через страничку. А портал я не помню как нашла. И «Красивый
Петербург» точно так же не помню. Как то я его нашла, наверное кто-то из
друзей что-то перепостил.
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Интервьюер :- А не помните при каких обстоятельствах Вы в первый раз
использовали портал?
Информант :- Я помню что одни из первых обращений, это были автохлам,
стоит созданная машина, она стоит и никто не убирает. Это была студийная
свалка, это была парковка, через которую все ходят, и там растет мусорная
гора. Это, как не банально, отсутствие песка в песочнице, ты понимаешь,
что лето наступило, а песка нет, и ты не знаешь кого пинать, и выясняешь
что на портале это можно сделать. То есть это были именно какие-то
бытовые мелкие проблемы.
Интервьюер :- А как часто используете портал? Частота Вашего
использования возрастала ли она со временем?
Информант :- Да, естественно, сначала это было разово, буквально раз в
полгода, мне сложно сказать, но это было разовое обращение.
Классическая схема, когда один пользователь- одно или два обращения. А
сейчас, ну опять же волнами, ну во-первых опять же потому что от этого
всего устаешь, и просто понимаешь, что уже невозможно ходить и на все
жаловаться. Это все То же отнимает какие-то силы и так далее, но сейчас
явно больше. Надо посмотреть, но я обычно отправляю пачками, потому
что меня волнует. Когда зима, невозможно сосульки, походу едешь в метро
и отправил. Сейчас проблемы которые можно через портал решить, это вот
эти нарко граффити, которые на стенах появляются трафаретные, которые
с аккаунтами наркотиков, вот меня от этого всего потряхивает. Ты идешь,
обычно их очень много, ты их все сфотографировал и сразу пачкой отнес
на портал. То есть какие-то моменты, которые ты куда-то приехал, что-то
увидел или у тебя что-то сломалось.
Интервьюер :- А первые проблемы, о которых оповещает, они были
решены?
Информант :- Да, они были решены. Автохлам вывезли, песок привезли,
убрали тут.
Интервьюер :- Поэтому решили вернуться?
Информант :- Да, кто-то просто скептически относится к порталу, говорит
что он не работает, просто вижу, что очень по разному. В некоторых
моментах он не работает, например когда уборка, когда весна грязь снег, но
это весь город не справляется. То есть от портала не стоит ожидать
быстрого ответа, то есть ты отправил запрос в феврале наступил апрель и
тебе приходит
«Мы убрали».
Интервьюер :- А в целом Вы считаете оптимальным, срок решения проблем
на портале?
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Информант :- На него нельзя ориентироваться, то есть я совершенно
спокойно отношусь к сроку на портале, он не действует по 59 федеральному
закону. Да там пишут срок, но это тогда нужно опять идти и всех пинать. Мне
этого хватает через электронную приемную, я к этому отношусь так, и если
это не приличная ситуация, там люк вовремя не закроют, на такие я знаю
реагируют моментально, один, два, три дня. Такие как уборка может быть
месяцами, зависит еще от администрации потому что она вообще не
реагирует, вот как бы ноль. Что срок, что не срок их вообще не волнует, хотя
там прописано. И если ты пожаловался через электронную приемную, там
действует 59 федеральный закон, «Мы Вам ничего не должны, извините».
Поэтому срок… я на него ориентируюсь, но я знаю что вот эти какие-то
проблемы, во-первых мне не надо чтобы, они не настолько волнуют, чтобы
их надо было решать моментально. Если у меня прорвало трубу, я позвоню
в аварийку управляющей компании. Ну если это будут ямы на дорогах, у них
конечно написано одно, но ожидаю что через месяц примерно. Если
эффекта нет, то тогда опять электронная приемная. То есть я не
ориентируюсь на эти сроки. Потому что я им не верю.
Интервьюер :- А в целом, на сколько продуктивно удалось вам решать
проблемы и устраивало ли вас качество решения проблем?
Информант :- Ну решение проблем, вот. Ну будем считать, что большую
часть, да. Если вот брать уборку и то когда только начинались проблемы,
это было еще по быстрому. То есть в целом, да, реакция есть и довольно
не плохо. На что то нет, но качество по разному. Все очень зависит от
конкретного исполнителя, администрации, там просто мне прислали фейк
ну когда бывает, что говорят все сделано, а на самом деле нет, ну возможно
такое было пару раз.
Интервьюер :- Вы сами оставляли отзыв, который можно в течении десяти
дней оставить?
Информант :- Да, я обычно стараюсь отслеживать, это сложный момент,
когда просто тебе говорят, про ту же уборку, «Мы тут убрали. Вы
удовлетворены?». Да, нет я на самом деле не удовлетворен, потому что
месяц Вы мне убрали. Но я не хочу их оставлять тоже без ответа, поэтому
я стараюсь тоже отслеживать, проверять как убрано, выполнено, сделано
очищено там, не знаю и так далее. И я обычно отслеживаю, когда мне
приходит, что выполнено. И если нет то я заверну обратно.
Интервьюер :- Как часто вообще приходилось обратно возвращать
сообщения?
Информант :- Было, не могу сказать, что очень часто, периодически было.
Просто там довольно сложно завернуть обратно, потому что вот у них
прописано, что если три раза вернули то какие- то случаются санкции и все
боятся. Тебе иногда бывает просто не дают завернуть.
Интервьюер :- Не подскажете еще, какой у Вас статус на портале?
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Информант :- Я просто сколько…. Около трехсот сообщений, поэтому. Я не
помню это уже активист. Не помню, по моему как-то так. Или первая или
вторая стадия.
Интервьюер :- А почему Вы используете портал, какая Ваша основная
мотивация, наверное Вы уже много говорили об этом, но все же, что
конкретно?
Информант :- Возможность быстро решать какие-то мелкие бытовые
проблемы. То есть тот же граффити в основном адекватно и быстро
закрашивается. За исключением редкостных которые или не реагируют,
которые вообще по ощущениям не знают вообще про портал, или зимой
«Ой у нас начнется Агро сезон, мы не можем сейчас красить». «Ну ребят.»
Интервьюер :- Поняла. Вы пишите в основном о проблемах только в своем
квартале, районе? Или и о других?
Информант :- Нет на портале, где угодно. Если у меня есть время, я иду гдето, вижу открытый люк, я фотографию и отправляю, если я не забуду. Но в
основном, обычно, да. Вот куда меня занесло и я там что-то увидела прям
такое. То есть про ту же незаконную рекламу я не буду, это бесполезно. То
есть какие-то моменты не исправляют.
Интервьюер :- Вот я тоже. Я видела, какое-то огромное количество, прям в
первых рядах сообщениям незаконной рекламе. И вот у меня возникает
вопрос: реально ли жителей так сильно беспокоит незаконная реклама
везде или это кого-то другого беспокоит?
Информант :- Нет, это скорее всего работают активисты, просто знаете это
у кого что горит. Тут по другому не скажешь. У нас много нарушается,
идешь- один фасад и делаешь одну фотку, и видишь прям в рамочке про
наркотики. И можешь прям пачкой отправить. Я не знаю кто это делает,
возможно и действительно это подбешивает. И ты понимаешь, что кого-то
очень сильно волнует эта тема, и он готов много время тратить, а кто-то нет.
Интервьюер Удобно ли Вам пользоваться порталом, возникали ли когдалибо проблемы с порталом с модератором? Буквально в двух словах.
Информант :- Пользоваться порталом удобно, проблемы возникали и
возникают, когда они обновлял у них что то слетало, обычно это решались
очень быстро, писала а тех поддержку и все решали. С модераторами, да,
там были споры, когда твои письма заворачивают. Ты говоришь
«Не, не». Отправляешь еще раз. Но таких было пару моментов. Ну это была
прекрасная совершенно история с урной, которую не регулярно чистили. В
итоге закончилось тем что урну убрали. Про эту несчастную урну я писала
раз пять.
Интервьюер :- Понятно. Хотели бы Вы что-то изменить в работе портала?
Как Вы считаете что нужно изменить?
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Информант :- Ну по идее он должен работать, в идеале, по 59
федеральному закону. То есть это должно быть, если ты поставил сроки
они должны соблюдаться, это должно быть официально. Ну просто если Вы
хотите, чтобы горожане жаловались лучше, то вообще логично было бы
чтобы он действовал в рамках закона. И что бы сроки выполнялись плюс
недостаточно категорий, то есть расширить его категории.
Интервьюер :- Ага, поняла. Пользуются ли Ваши знакомые порталом и
рекомендует ли Вы им его?
Информант :- Да, постоянно.
Интервьюер :- Использовали ли Вы портал исключительно индивидуально,
или так же может быть по чьей то просьбе? От какой то организации?
Информант :- Нет. Только самостоятельно.
Интервьюер :- Как Вы думаете помогает ли портал решать городские
проблемы?
Информант :- Ну вот такие мелкие да. Не всегда зависит от администрации
и исполнителей, ну наверное да.
Интервьюер :- В чем преимущества портала «Наш Санкт-Петербург»?
Информант :- Ну вот преимущество его в удобстве и то что можно все
быстро отправить. То есть можно быстро выбрать какая проблема,
загрузить фото, выбрать на карте. И все процесс пошел. И соответственно
видеть, что происходит.
Интервьюер :- Как Вы думаете будет ли формат электронного участия
дальше развиваться и если да то в каком ключе?
Информант :- Ну по идее должен развиваться, потому что все используют
активно. В каком ключе, не знаю. Хотелось, что бы администрация помимо
самого портала и электронная приемная работала получше , ну то есть я не
уверена, что между собой комитеты не связываются и так далее, что бы они
и между собой по электронной почте общались. То есть зачем доставлять
заказным письмом, для кого-то, если у Вас есть, ладно телефон- это не
официально, но другие возможности. Возможность еще какого-то участия,
на самом деле не знаю какие есть еще варианты, чтобы…. Возможно только
развитие портала далее, как-то его улучшать. Я не могу сходу придумать
что то другое.
Интервьюер :- Да поняла. А как Вы думаете, что может помешать развитии
дальнейшему электронного участия какие есть препятствия?
Информант :- Ну только нежелание развиваться.
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Интервьюер :- То есть нежелание городских властей или и горожан?
Информант :- Да, да. Потому что не знаю, но на «Твой Бюджет» люди идут.
Возможно могло бы быть больше. Но на той стадии, которая сейчас мне
кажется это вопрос нежелания властей. Но вот кстати да, возможность
участия через соц. сети опять же. Другое дело что это неофициальный
формат, смысл.
Интервьюер :- Как Вы считаете отличаются ли возможности для участия
горожан и само участие горожан в жизни города как онлайн, так и офлайн в
России и на Западе?
Информант :- Хороший вопрос. Мы просто немножко смотрели на
имеющиеся аналогичные системы, на то какие есть аналоги порталу за
рубежом. Но насколько там активно люди участвуют, используют и так
далее я не могу сказать. Не знаю мне сложно сказать. Я думаю, что
основной принцип порталов, таких ресурсов, он везде один.
Интервьюер :- Да. Как Вы считаете ситуация с электронным участием она
лучше, хуже? Как вот?
Информант :- Ну по сравнению с тем что было, да естественно. Шесть лет
назад не было портала, или семь. Электронная приемная она стала хоть
немножко удобнее. Сейчас она единая, тебе не надо искать где там какая
администрация. То есть большую часть органов ты можешь найти на одной
странице, поэтому ну да однозначно стало лучше.
Интервьюер :- Хорошо. И вот, буквально заключающий вопрос по поводу
того знаете, ну да Вы знаете людей, кто также пользуется порталом
относительно активно. Не могли бы Вы сказать что их мотивирует, почему
они им пользуются? Какой род деятельности у них, образование?
Примерно.
Информант :- По разному, я знаю, что кто-то пользуется у нас из жителей
тоже, но я не знаю на сколько активно, я знаю что люди тоже отправляют
заявки. И активисты тоже пользуются, но кто-то не хочет отправлять заявки,
считает что это фуфло и я им пользоваться не буду, кто-то активно
пользуется, эта штука работает. Главное- хочешь результат, то хотя бы вот
так.
Интервьюер :-А вот как Вы считаете есть ли какие-то социальные группы,
которые остаются исключенными?
Информант :- Да естественно. Это те же пенсионеры, они не продвинутые
побольше части, то есть те у кого нет интернета. Те все за бортом.
Интервьюер :- А к Вам вообще обращались «Я не могу отправить на портал
Вы не могли бы?»
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Информант :- Нет. Точнее нет, у меня спрашивал о в группе а куда
жаловаться, такие вопросы мне регулярно задают. И было что, была
проблема с площадкой, в итоге я сама отправила, то есть да такое запрос
есть, что не уверен человек дойдет ли, сделают ли, но по крайней мере хочу
узнать как.
Интервьюер :- Я поняла, спасибо Вам большое. У меня наверное все.
Извините, что так долго заняла.
Информант :- Звоните если что.
Интервьюер :- Вот, не знаю, не хочется конечно Вас еще задерживать
просто буквально пару слов об этом исследовании, основное все-таки было
заключение, что буквально десять процентов пользователей отправляют
основное количество сообщений на портал. Это был основной у Вас вывод?
Информант : Даже не исследование, мы участвовали в кататонии,
обрабатываем базы данных и портал и было 11 ключевых моментов,
которые мы увидели. Ну и разница в том, что отправляют активисты и что
отправляют горожане. На сколько помню горожан больше волнуют бытовые
проблемы из категории дом, двор. Но простые горожане почти не
отправляют категории улица, категории Санкт-Петербург- это вот крупные
категории, у активистов процент по отправки этих категорий намного выше.
Но это очень грубые выводы, которые мы пока дальше не развивали.
Интервьюер : Поняла, спасибо Вам огромное. Желаю Вам удачи в
дальнейшем.
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Appendix F. Example of an interview transcript
(Hamburg’s case)
Interviewer: Could I ask your main responsibilities in Stadtwerkstatt? Do you work
with online platform as well?
Interviewee: Yes, yes, I’m project manager for the project called “Dipas”.
This is the digital participation system. The project “Dipas” is mainly the
combination of online participation tool with, let’s say, digital supported “on site”
participation. So we use co-called “touch-tables”… Have you seen them?
Interviewer: Sure.
Interviewee: Ok, so we use them for on-site workshops to get in contact with the
people there and explain them frameworks of planning with the digital maps, stuff
like this. So, this is my main part, I’m one of the project managers of this project.
It’s a research and development project. So, we’re now in half of the plan – we
started in 2017 and the project will be finished in 2020, so now we’re half there.
And we develop it further, we test it. And, we try to implement it in 2020.
Interviewer: I’ve also been in Grasbrook. Interviewee: so then you’ve seen it
already. Interviewer: Yeah.
Interviewee: So that’s my main responsibility, but I also have contact, or am in
touch with the online participation tool, which is one part of “Dipas”, right? I advise
some of the administration parts, who use the online participation tool in their
work, which was in Bergendorf. I don’t know if you heard about the district.
Interviewer: I’ve heard about this.
Interviewee: So they’ve used online participation tool and they’ve also used
“Dipas” and it’s same with Grasberg.
Interviewer: So, this online participation tool is another project or…
Interviewee: The online participation tool is one of the basic elements. I don’t
know if you can call it another project, because the projects, they are combined
together, you know?. Because in “Dipas” we use the online participation tool, but
we try to extend it, right? To give it more functionalities, in terms of this “on site“
strategy, you know? I don’t know if it’s another project. They are siblings, let’s
say. Interviewer: I see. So, I would like to ask you more about this online
participation tool and maybe you could tell me when was it established in
Hamburg and how was it developed with time?
Interviewee: It was established in 2016. It’s a cooperation between our ministry,
the Stadtwerkstatt, and the LGV, the agency for geo-information and surveying. I
don’t know if you heard about it. Interviewer: Yes, yes.
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Interviewer: It’s also a public agency, which is located here in this building. They
do all kind of stuff, which is related to data, to development, IT, software
development, all this kind of stuff, everything is happening in the LGV. So they
provide us with software development, functionalities…We said to them in 2015:
“Hey, we need this kind of tool in Hamburg, because we believe from
Stadtwerkstatt it’s also important to have digital tools in order to implement citizen
participation, but also to… not only use it, you know, to have a combination with
online and “on site” and events and stuff like this. We believe it’s really important
to have all kinds of participation tools and… It’s all together, and not only rely on
one, you know? So, yeah. It was developed in 2015 and 2016. We have since
then had 30 participation processes in all kinds of districts in Hamburg. The tool
that we have, it’s supposed to be used by the public planning authorities. The
districts, for example. But there is also public companies, who do planning
procedures. What we do in Stadtwerkstatt is provide this tool and we also advise
the public planning authorities how to do participation, you know? Because
sometimes the people are good in urban planning, but they have not so much
experience in participation, so what we do is we provide also advisory services
for them. So it was developed in 2016 and it’s still being developed further. It’s
based in open-source, so it’s all based on a content management system. It’s…
the framework is open-source, so you can basically take and use it in a different
city. For example, if... And it’s also based on a so- called Masterportal. That’s a
different software, let’s say, which is… How can I describe it? it’s a geo- based
map application, which we use in Hamburg for all kind of geo-based information
data. So if you’re interested in where are public parks, you can go on geo-online
– it’s the website where you can see this application. Just say: “Ok, I would like
to display public parks in Hamburg” and then you can just click on a layer and get
displayed all of the public parks in Hamburg. And there are 5 hundred different
data layers in this Masterportal, where you can see all kind of information. Streets,
you can see where are district zones… What’s there more? Zoning plans...
Interviewer: I think I’ve seen it. And can people also leave some ideas there?
Interviewee: This is what I tried to explain… The online participation tool is using
the Masterportal as the map application. But it’s extending the functionality in
terms of “I can place an idea”, right? Because now when you go to geo-online
you can only see the maps, but what we do with our tool is that we have an
application which is using the map and adding the application that you can say
“Ok, I would like to contribute my ideas”.
Interviewer: I see. And are there some further plans for further development of
online participation tool? And mainly not the table itself, but maybe with the tool,
with these contributions from citizens…
Interviewee: Yes, yes, there is a lot of stuff going on.
Interviewer: Because about the table I’ve already known, about the noise and the
3D interface. Interviewee: Ok. This is one part we do, but if you know about it, I
won’t explain again. What we do with the online participation tool has two sides.
The first one, which is really complex, I believe, is the back-end. So there… where
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the project managers from the public planning authorities, they have a back- end,
where they can log and they can see all the contributions in a list, but they have
also tools for the analysis, so they can already see what is the most discussed
idea, what are the topics, which the people are contributing about. So, for
example, you can see that in your participation process the most discussed topic
is traffic or is green planning.
Interviewer: So there’s categories, which they choose?
Interviewee: So you can have there these tools and what we’re now trying to do
is we’d like to develop it further in terms of computer-supported analysis.
Interviewer: um, it’s what’s Holger…
Interviewee: Yes, this is what’s Holger is doing, right. It’s the NLP, the natural
language processing stuff, where we’d like to make it more easy for the project
managers to analyze the contributions. Because when you have ten it’s ok, when
you have one hundred it’s already ok, but if there is thousands of contributions
you really need this support in order to work with the data, work with the
information. So this is one perspective where we are trying to develop it further.
The second one is related to the how are you contributing. Because now you can
use your phone, right? Have you ever tried it before?
Interviewer: yes.
Interviewee: Ok, so if you have tried it, you’ve seen it’s kind of complicated, you
know? Now you have to have a title, you have to have a description, then you
cannot zoom – not really handy, you know? So what are we trying to do now is
that we are testing a chat bot, which is an application, designed by a company
named Fortis. It’s part of the project, but in this project we try to develop a chat
bot functionality which would make it more easy for people to contribute their
ideas. Because there is a system…
Interviewer: It will be the same interface, but more, like, adapted to the phone
or?..
Interviewee: I can show it to you, if you have a second… It’s an application
basically, which is asking you questions. ‘Cause now you have a forum, where
you go from this to this to this… And what we are now trying to test and develop
is a application, which would ask you the questions directly and not…So that you
have to contribute ideas step by step, not to have a form, where you just click and
click and click. There is an application, which is asking you: “Ok, what is your
title? Does your contribution have a location? Do you… Would [you] like to have
some buzz words connected to your contribution?”. So this is more in terms of a
dialog, right?
Interviewer: Okay.
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Interviewee: If you want, I can send the link to you afterwards, because now I
don’t have the Internet here.
Interviewer: yeah.
Interviewee: This is the second part, which… of what we are developing.
Interviewer: But there are also, like, open forums, where you can also write then
something?
Interviewee: Yes, yes. So this we have also. Now, the third part what we do now
is that we not only would like to have the people to post their geo-referenced
contributions, but we have a functionality now where project managers from the
public planning authorities can upload, for example, planning alternatives. If you
take a street and there is three ideas for the renewal of the street or the redesign,
so what the people or the… the planning authorities can do with our tool now is
that they can put all the three designs online and the people can review them,
see all three of them and say: “Ok, I prefer the first one, because I believe it’s the
best design for this place” and then they can have discussions there with the
other users so that the planning authorities can in the end see what is the public
opinion about the plans, the designs.
Interviewer: Yeah. I think I’ve seen this one already for Bergendorf …
Interviewee: In Bergendorf they did something in this direction, yeah. It was a
really special case, because it was not really a plan or a design, but they have
this vision, idea, which they would like to discuss with the people. They didn’t
have, like, a real plan, but they had, like, three different ideas of, visions of their
district and they just wanted to interact with people on how they believe which of
the three ideas is the best for the district, you know? It’s more abstract, not so
detailed. But it was an interesting case. so this is the next step that we now
developed in the last month.
Interviewee: And I just try to think about it, there’s so much to do, you know?
Interviewer: Yeah. Probably we can go further. And who analyze now the
contribution from citizens? Who structure them?
Interviewee: That’s basically always a company, which is contracted by the
planning authorities. So, the planning authorities, they don’t really realize the
participation processes by themselves, but they engage or have a subcontractor,
like a private company, which can give an application for this project and then
they get a contract. And they are then in charge in order to organize the events,
to do the designs of the posters, to do a website and also to evaluate the
contributions. And then, in the end, they produce a document, which is a PDF or
something similar, which would state out the most interesting facts regarding the
planning issue. So that the public authorities, they can have an idea about what
the people said or thought about the planning issue. So all the evaluation is
happening basically in these companies, which are contracted.
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Interviewer: Okay. And this company, do you probably know who’s working
there? So are they are researchers as well?
Interviewee: The companies, they have often urban planners, web designers,
also sociologists. They have also then moderators, mediators, all people, who
are somehow related to the topics of public planning, urban planning and
communication, ‘cause it’s really important that the people can communicate with
the citizens on a good level.
Interviewer: I see. So, I want just to ask about the whole process of the online
consultation. And as far as I understood, it’s taken place, like, in the middle of
urban development project itself or somewhere in the middle…
Interviewee: It happens often beforehand. So what you have sometimes is that
you have the framework of an urban design competition. Have you heard about
this?
Interviewer: more or less.
Interviewee: In urban design competition, the idea where different design bureaus
contribute designs for a certain urban planning field or district or something like
this and what we do with online participation is that before the competition starts
we do a wide and broad participation process with the people who are somehow
affected by the urban design, which is coming here, right? So what we do is
before the whole process starts we get in contact with the people in the district
and do on-site events, on- site workshops and also online participation. Then all
the information that we got is being evaluated and would be implemented into the
information, which the architecture offices will get who would apply for the urban
design competition. Because the urban planners, they always get a document,
where they have all the information about the district and the site and also now
they get from us the information what the people said so that they can implement
that into the urban designs. And this is where in our case the online participation
is happening.
Interviewer: And how do urban planners implement this kind of contribution from
citizens? So can they just take the ideas which they like and just reject others or
is it somehow?..
Interviewee: It depends. I think it’s really hard to answer on a general basis, but
what happens is that you get the framework for urban design, right? So you have
all the legal information – you need at least five storeys, you need to have a green
field here, you need to have a building here. So this are the hard facts, right?
Then they also get the soft facts which are the contributions from the people. So
what they could say is that we need a different mix of building topologies – we do
not like to have it formed in one way, we need a bit of a variety in terms of how
the buildings have been built, how the facades are designed… So it will be more
interesting for people to see and to live there, right? So this is something that they
can take from the ideas of the people and implement it into their designs. But it
really depends on the real field, on the real case.
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Interviewer: So they have this kind of contributions from the citizens and
evaluations and then they just decide what they take and then they create their
vision? And then they…
Interviewee: I think you could say it like this.
Interviewer: They participate in this kind of competition and then the company is
already chosen based on vision, based on the final vision of…
Interviewee: well, I mean, and the competition in the end there is a jury and they
decide on the basis of how the companies would implement the framework of the
things that have been said in document. And also sometimes it is also the case
that you have one person from the citizens, who is the part of the jury, which
already have happened in one or two cases in Hamburg. So it’s not only the real
experts from urban planning, but it’s also the side of the citizens, who would have
an opinion and have a say in the choosing of the company.
Interviewer: that’s interesting. And do jury usually is acquainted with the citizens’
contributions, like, the evaluation of the citizens’ contributions or?..
Interviewee: I cannot really…it just really depends. It’s… Depending
Interviewer: Depending on the choice.
Interviewee: yeah.
Interviewer: Ok. So, who are involved in the >>>>>>, like, for online platforms
who are the key stake- holders of online participation tool?
Interviewee: The key stake-holders from us or?..
Interviewer: Like, all of people who take part in online participation tool.
Interviewee: Take part? Ok, from the citizen side?
Interviewer: From both, from citizens and from…
Interviewee: Ok, so from the administration it’s us, from Stadtwerkstatt, then you
have always a planning authority, which is a district or a public company.
Someone who is really doing all the planning for the certain case. So if you take
a street then we have Hamburg, a company, which is doing all the street planning,
so they would come to us. So they are, let’s say, the counterpart, you know, the
one person, who is in charge of the planning.
Interviewer: Is it also city or is it private?
Interviewee: It’s also the city. So it’s always the public planning authority, it’s not
the private planning. So these are the two people. Then we have the LGV , who
is going all the technical stuff. So if we need to have small change it’s in the online
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participation tool to, you know, change a menu or change a color or something,
then we go to them and say: “Please go to the system and change it for this case”.
So this is the three agents who are from the administrational side doing the online
participation.
On the other side, it’s of course the citizens, who are part of the online
participation tool and contribute their ideas. There you have often people who are
directly affected from the planning issue, who are living there, for example, who
are interested somehow in this topic. It can be... what can it be? If you take
Grasbrook, for example, we had a lot of people who are interested in all this stuff,
which is related to water, like water sports and stuff like this. So these are part of
the stake-holders, who would like to contribute, ‘cause they believe they are
affected or they can use the new district when it’s being built, they have an interest
in it. Who you have also is the politics, right? So they, I’m not quite sure if they
use so often, actually. There is some politicians, who are using out tool, in some
cases, but it’s not the majority. Sometimes it is happening that there is someone
who is living in the district which is planning right now, so he or she would use
the tool also. Who else is using the tool?.. I believe that this is it. Interviewer: And
you also are engaged with CityScienceLab, yeah?
Interviewee: sure. There is, yes, there is University of Hamburg is involved, then
this company called “Fortis” in Munich.
Interviewer: all right, thank you. Does the online platform have specific target
groups?
Interviewee: No, it’s free for all. What we experience is that not all the groups are
using it equally. So, what we have is that we have the people who are, let’s say,
the academics, the older people are using it more than the younger people, um,
yeah. We thought that when we have the online participation tool that all the
people would go to it and use it, you know? But we see the same problems that
you have generally in terms of participation – you cannot really reach to all the
people. It has been reflected in the online participation, well, also. It is helping in
some fields, but we still are engaged in trying to reach out to more different groups
and the population. But it’s not… it’s not so easy.
Interviewer: I understand. Do you know how many users are there? And do you
have maybe some users’ evaluations and, like, is the number growing?
Interviewee: It’s hard to tell. I mean, we don’t have, like, a user database. This
we don’t have, because we from the city of Hamburg, we are not allowed to save
the data about you when you log in or stuff like this. So we cannot really see how
many people are using it, if the numbers are growing or not… But what we can
see is that we have had these 30 cases until now with over 30 000 contributions.
And the numbers, they are depending on the topic, you know? Because we are
using the online participation tool for specific cases. It’s not free to just say: “I
need a tree here” or “I’d like to change this district there”. It is only being used, or
it’s only open for the citizens if there is a certain planning procedure happening.
So, if the street is being renewed, then we would use the tool, you know? So...
and if you have these different use cases for the different planning procedures,
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like, you have the plan for the whole district, then you can really have more people
engaged as if you have just a different topic…
Interviewer: Okay, I see.
Interviewee: You know, it really depends on the topic, what you ask the people to
contribute.
Interviewer: Yeah.
Interviewee: And this is affecting the numbers on how many people… Interviewer:
That’s what’s difficult to evaluate, the progress…
Interviewee: Yeah.
Interviewer: And what is the mission and what are the goals of online participation
tool?
Interviewee: One of the goals is to reach out to more people, to make it possible
for people to participate, while they do not have to come to all the events, because
what we see is that we do the events, which are in the afternoon, in the town hall,
for example, but if you are at work or have a small child, you cannot come, right?
Or if you do not speak the language so well, you don’t use it, right? So what we
are hoping, or what we’re trying to achieve is that if we provide the online
participation tool more people can be engaged in the urban development. So this
is one big aspect. The second big aspect what we would like to achieve is that if
we have all the information from the data of the participation processes, which
are happening in the districts in Hamburg, then we can cross-compare the data
from different districts, so that we can see are there some trends? Are the people
affected by a topic, which is not only important for this district, but maybe
important for another districts, right? So this is where we’d like to come to – we
have a thing, which I didn’t say before, but we are developing now for urban
participation, where.. It is going to be a website, where you as a citizen of
Hamburg, can go online and see a map, where are different participation
processes happening right now. So that you can inform yourself or if you’d like to
contribute you could just say: “Ok, I see here - there is a planning procedure with
online tool. I can go there and give my ideas”, right? So... and if we have, or when
we will have this website, then we will be able to compare all the data, all together.
And this would be for us really important, because we believe that it’s good to see
what the people are talking about in this district, but also in this district, you know?
To really, to open the data and to have a general evaluation about the whole city.
This would be for us really important also. I mean, I believe that this is… yeah.
And we hope… What we see is also that the online participation tool supports the
public planning authorities by… in the field of participation, so they have one more
tool, which they can use. And they supported by it. So this is also a very important
goal for us.
Interviewer: Thank you. What are the main issues that the online platform help to
solve?
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Interviewee: Well, the main issues…it’s basically the same I said before. So the
issue that you cannot really reach out to all the people at the same time and you
cannot reach to all the people equally…
Interviewer: but not, like, goals… I mean, more like “mobility” or… is it, like, how
does it help? Which problems it helps to solve, like, in the city…
Interviewee: Ok, ok, you mean the “use cases”. So, what we have now is that we
use the tool for district concepts, we use the tool for the renewal of streets and
other objects, which is a district. So, there’s going to be a street renewal and
planning authority just asked for ideas on how the street can be changed and
where are the issues for the users in this street. What we also have, do you know
Stadrad?
Interviewer: Yeah. I used it.
Interviewee: Ok, so we have a participation tool use for this, where the people
can tell their ideas on where they need new stations. So, you know that there are
now stations where you can pick up the bikes? And we ask the people where they
believe it would be important to place a new station, where new stations are
needed. So this was so the people could say: “Here, here, here”. This was also
an important part. Then we have the issue of pedestrian ways in the city. It’s now
an ongoing where the citizens can give their ideas and contributions on how the
pedestrian ways should be put and renewed in the city; it’s also important. We
had all the field of the urban designs. So when new living apartment building and
complex are being designed, the people can contribute their ideas for this. What
else do we have? Ah, we have also the procedure, which is related to bike lanes.
So we have one of the projects in Hamburg is that we would like to have this fast
bike lanes, which would come from the outer city to the inner city and we ask the
people on routes – so where they believe this bike lane should go along post
lines. I would like to drive with my bike from this to here, on a map. So this we
had also. there are more, but… it’s ok for you or you need more?
Interviewer: sure, thank you. And what is approximately the length of the cases?
Interviewee: For how long the people can use the tool? 4 to 6 weeks. It’s often
combined with on-site event, so you have an event in the town hall and, say, now
the participation process is now starting and we do 3 events, or two or one, and
you can also from this day on use our participation tool for 4 weeks or for 6 weeks
and then the tool would be closed and the contributions would be evaluated. So,
this is what the people do often, right? So, they do this event to start the online
participation and then in the end a second event, where they reflect and show the
people on what the ideas and what contributions are being made…
Interviewer: And then people can also add some new contributions on this event.
Interviewee: yeah. It’s really important to take into consideration all the
contributions which come from the “on site” workshops, just on cards, to all
together, with the online contributions, so it’s not that we use only the online or
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only the offline, but just to put it all together, to evaluate it all together. Interviewer:
So, what are the advantages and disadvantages of the tool? Maybe there was
some feedback from the citizens?
Interviewee: There was a lot of feedback. What is your question regarding?..
Interviewer: It’s regarding online participation…
Interviewee: Technical? What part is for you interesting?
Interviewer: Just in general, maybe. What are they complaining about? Or what
they like? Interviewee: They complaining about… They complained about our
mobile version – it was really hard for them to use it with their phones. So this
was something which the people complained about. There are sometimes... there
are some facts, you know, some stuff is important, so we need to fix it. What…
what are more complains?
Interviewer: but maybe not so technical, but maybe with the procedure, or, like…
Interviewee: Ok, with the procedure… well, I mean, you have nearly always the
people, who tell us that they don’t believe that we really take their ideas into
consideration. So, it’s like fake participation. There are always the people, who
say: “No, you’re not serious with us. You are not taking my ideas into
consideration”, you know. These complaints we have always. But I’m not quite
sure if it’s… if they have a reason to believe that we are not honest with them.
But the people, you know, sometimes they have these ideas that we are not
honest or something like this. But this you have always. What are more
complains?
Interviewer: Do they, I don’t know, probably suggest how you could change the
tool or you know, maybe there were some suggestions about more feedback
maybe, from you?
Interviewee: From the side of the planning authorities there is some feedback in
terms of the evaluation of the contributions, so they tell us that they need a new
system for the analysis. For example, the clustering of the contributions. This is
a functionality. Because now we have only the topics, right? You have seen that
you can choose a topic and then you can evaluate this, based on the topics. But
the planners, they need it more specifically. You cannot just say: “Ok, the topic
‘Traffic’ was the most discussed topic”, but they need more information. So, what
“fields” of traffic – is it “traffic lights”? Is it “the state of the street”? Or is it the
“pedestrian way”? So, we really need to make it more specific and tell them: “200
people said that you need new traffic light on this street”. This information we
cannot give them now. We do not have these tools to cluster it so detailed. So
this is where we need to get better, because this is a very important part. What is
there more?
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Interviewer: Is the online platform somehow advertise? And, so, how, for
example, citizens of a specific part of the city are able to know there’s, like, online
consultation going?
Interviewee: The advertisement for the participation tool, it’s often happening
related to… if you have the announcement for the events, for example. Or if you
have the website of the public planning authority where they put the information
about the planning online. So there they would say: “Ok, you can go to this and
this website and you can put your ideas there”. So, we have the websites, we
have the posters, which you can see on the street sometimes. But they’re….it’s
not so much the participation tool. If you see the advertisement on the street, it’s
more about the events. So, what we also have is e-mail, newsletters…
Interviewer: To whom?
Interviewee: It depends. We have a newsletter for the people who are interested
in Stadtwerkstatt, so if there is participation, big participation project happen…
Interviewer: If they subscribed?
Interviewee: they have to be subscribed for this. And what we can also do is in
the online participation tool you can also subscribe for a newsletter for the specific
planning project. What is it more? On the events we tell the people: “You can go
online and post your ideas”. And also a big part is the press. So, if you have the
newspapers, we would have an article about it then it’s nearly always happening
that they put the link into the article so that people can go online. And this is really
important, because this is where we can touch with a lot of people if they read
the local press.
Interviewer: I see. Do you think that probably it should be advertised a bit more?
Interviewee: Sure. why not?
Interviewer: Even people who come to events, the people who tried the table,
when they were asked about the online participation tool, they were, like: “No,
I’ve never heard”. But they come to events, so…
Interviewee: sure. On the last event we had these small cards which we put on
the seats for the people, so they just picked it up; and we had QR-code on it and
the link – this really really helped. And the people, they just took the card home
and they used it. But I mean, sure, it would be great if there would be more
advertising for the online participation. As I said in the beginning, we are not
organizing the participation by ourselves. So, we just provide the tool and then
everything from the organization, the advertising and all the stuff is happening in
the public planning authority, which is doing the planning procedure or the
company which they subcontracted. So we can advise them to do more in the
field, but we don’t really have the impact to do it on our own, right?
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Interviewer: I see. What, in your opinion, motivates citizens to write their ideas
down on the website and what do you think probably stop them from using the
tool?
Interviewee: So, the biggest motivation online or offline is if the people are
affected by something. If it’s their backyard or if it’s their park or they live in the
district. So, this is, I believe, the biggest motivation for people to participate and
to contribute feedback. It’s good and bad at the same time. But…The second
biggest motivation is from people who are interested in urban planning. So, there
is a scene in Hamburg for people who are citizens and they’re just generally
interested in urban planning and in urban development. They are part of the
newsletters, they know the press articles, they know where to look. These are the
experts, let’s say, right? They are just interested in urban planning and that’s why
they contribute their idea or contribute feedback.
If you ask specifically about the online participation tool, why the people use it,
then, I believe, it’s because the people can use it at home. So they do not have
to speak in front of an audience and say: “I would like to have…”, you know, when
you have an event, where the people can stand up, get the mic and say: “I would
like to have the park renewed in this way” or something. So it’s for these people,
it’s the people who cannot attend the events, so they can use it at home, as I said
before. We experience also that the people, they come to our events, and we
believed beforehand that they come to the events and they have the interest to
post their idea directly, on the event. But what we experience now is that the
people go to the event, they can get the information, then they go home and then
they write the contribution and not at the same time in the event. It’s quite new,
or a new experience that we made. I’m not quite sure if it’s true for all the events,
but these events we did in Grasbrook it has been really interesting to see. So,
yeah. This is… And what blocks the people from using the tool is that they don’t
know about it, that they are not so keen in how to use computers, how to use the
Internet. That’s also an issue, which we have to take into consideration. Then,
sometimes if the functionalities do not work, this can happen. Yeah. What’s
more?
Interviewer: Maybe when they are not so much interesting?
Interviewee: sure. If they are not so interested in the topic, sure. I mean, if we do
an online participation in one district, then someone in the other district remoted
from it is not interested in the topic, right? So, they do not use it and they are just
not interested…yeah.
Interviewer: How can you in general evaluate the level of citizen participation in
urban development in Hamburg? And who are its main participants? So, which
social group, like, demographics?
Interviewee: Ok, so the last question... It’s more older people, it’s people with
academic background. These are the main users. The first question was…how
can we what?
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Interviewer: How can you in general evaluate the level of citizen participation in
Hamburg?
Interviewee: What do you mean?
Interviewer: Yeah… like, do people want to participate? Is it, like, really, small
amount of people who want to participate or it is more or less, I don’t know, social
groups more or less representative in the participation?
Interviewee: The demand is very high. If you see the discussions in the press
articles or if you talk to people, everyone is demanding participation. Everyone,
or a lot of people, tells us that they would like to participate, that they would like
to be asked about their opinion about different planning procedures. It’s also
which has changed in Germany, the society, I believe over the last, well, it started
after the war, but over the last 20 years it really got intense. There were two or
three big fails of participation where the people would go on a street and protest
against something, like in Stuttgart. I don’t know if you’ve heard about it. It’s a
project in Stuttgart21, where the central station was gonna be restructured. It’s a
really big urban development project. They started it in the end of 1990. And 2006
or around 2005 big protests against this project came up and the people would
go on a street and say that they do not want this project, they are really disturbed
by it. And big parts of the society in Stuttgart went on the street in this protest and
this was one of the sparks where all of the administrations in Germany started to
realize it’s really important to implement informal participation processes, which
they didn’t do a lot before. And there are some similar protests, which has
happened in Hamburg at the same time. And the administration, they really
started to see: “Ok, we need to ask the people, we need to get in the dialogue
with the people” and… But to come back to your question, how many are… or
what parts of the society are taking part, then in the end we see, of course, the
people, who are affected by it; this is the main part of every planning procedure.
And I’m not quite sure how to change that, you know? How to include the general
society of, let’s say, Hamburg in a specific target planning project in one district.
I don’t really know if it’s really so necessary.
Interviewer: Yeah. I think that it’s not so important that, I don’t know, Bergendorf
will participate in the development of Hafencity. It’s important that more or less all
social groups are, kind of, represented – the students, the pensioneers, the
people who work there, people who live there. So more or less the voices are
equally represented, yeah. So it’s not, like, all the pensioneers hat they want and
then, like, the people who work there, they don’t like it.
Interviewee: yeah. This is a big part, you know, the representation of the society.
It’s a big aim for us, of course, but we see that we cannot reach all the groups at
the same time equally, but you cannot forget that the participation is not the only
thing, which determined the planning, right? So you have the experts, you have
the people who think about all the groups. We, as urban planners, we try to take
all the groups and all the needs into consideration if we plan something. And
participation is there to support this. But if you have a participation and there’s
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just the seniors who are contributing, it does not mean that the planning would be
only for the seniors, right?
Interviewer: Do you also do surveys with citizens, for example, of this particular
district?
Interviewee: We started it with “Dipas”. We had a first survey done by Nina Pola,
which was the employee…
Interviewer: I know about her.
Interviewee: …before Rosa. So she started it… we’d like to extend it, of course,
because we are interested in who is participating and why, but it’s still a field
where we are doing a lot of … we need to do a lot of research, in his field.
Interviewer: I see, thank you.
Interviewee: How do you think this level of citizen participation can be increased?
In which ways?
Interviewer: It’s really simple and complex and the same time. So, what we
experience is that it’s really important to go to people and not to ask them to come
to you. So, you can do a town hall meeting, for some people it’s interesting, but
it’s not the solution if you would like to get in contact with different groups. If you
take the groups, for example, of migrants, we experience that it’ really important
to adapt into their way how they communicate. So, what we experience is also
that you need to really go to the target groups. For example, go to the places
where they are, where they meet and try to get in contact. So the best thing you
can do when you do participation is to try to think about your target group – where
they meet, where they are and then try to go there and get in contact. And not to
say: “Ok, I’m in my town hall, you can come to me if you want and if you do not
want, then I’m not interested in you”. This you shouldn’t do. You should go to the
people. So, this is really important. The second part, which is really important, is
to use a methodological mix. You have different methods for participation – you
can do events, you can do surveys, you can do workshops, but the best thing you
can do is to think about your target groups, your planning project and to use a
mix of different methods. So, at first, you start with an event, then you go on site.
For example, if you plan a street, then you can really go to the street and talk to
the people, who use this street in everyday, you know? This is an interesting thing
that you can do also. Then you can do the online tool, right? So, it’s one more
tool that you can use in order to increase the level of participation. And what’s
also really important how you communicate. What type of language do you use?
If you have the description of the project, is it really just for the experts with all the
complicated words? Or can you really translate it into the everyday language of
people? And also when you talk to them in the events, can you talk to them in a
way so that they can understand you, you know? Because we as planners, we
have this strange urban planning slang, you know? With all the words and stuff,
but we forget sometimes that the people, they cannot really understand some
words. Interviewee: there was, like, one comment from a woman from Grasbrook,
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she said that this event is usual for white middle-class and there is, like, no
migrants.
Interviewer: So this is really important. So, for example, for us what we did in
Grasbrook is that we have a documentation of the project in German and in
Turkish, right? So that people who cannot speak German, so they can really…
also get information about. So, in my opinion, the best thing you can do is to go
to the people and use different methods, if you would like to reach out to more
groups and increase the level of participation
Interviewee: Thank you.
Interviewer: And the last question is have you tried to use this tool yourself? Like,
to leave a comment or maybe some of your friends, colleagues, like, not to test,
but to write some contributions as well? Interviewee: Yeah... My wife tried it. I
mean, we test it all the time, so I use it, of course. What we do is this user
experience testing, where we invite the people to test the tool and to give us the
feedback. And we did this last year, where we just invited citizens, we invited
planning authorities, just a big group of people to just use our tools and to give
us feedback, you know? For us it’s really important that we are in contact with the
people who are using out tool and to get the direct feedback from them.
Interviewer: So how they described the experience?
Interviewee: It was really depending on the people. This test I said before, it was
about “Dipas”, so the main feedback came from the table. You are more
interested in the online tool, right?
Interviewer: Yes.
Interviewee: So, one of the big parts they have said to us was that the forum is
complicated, which I said before, right? So this was important feedback from the
people.
Interviewer: What do you mean by “complicated”? On the phone or the
computer as well is complicated?
Interviewee: On the computer – no, no, no. It was more on the phone. My friends
are not using it, I believe. Yes, they have used it with Stadrad, you know, where
you can post your idea for the bike stations, so there they have used it. Because
many of the planning procedures which has happened since I’m in Stadtwerkstatt,
they were not in the districts where we and my friends live in, there were not really
use cases where friends of mine would use it. But in Stadrad it was a city- wide
right? So you could also…
Interviewer: You could also link it with Stadtrad app or somewhere? I don’t know.
Interviewee: I don’t know. But we didn’t do it. We had it only from the Hamburg
.de website; there has been a link to it. So this was where friends of mine have
used it also.
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Interviewer: Yeah. Thank you very much!
Interviewee: No problem.
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